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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem ,—^This stiidy is concerned with surveying
and evaluating the morale of the airmen (enlisted personnel) stationed at
Westover Air Force Base, Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, The specific
purposes of this study are:
!• To determine as accurately as possible the present state of
morale of the airmen as shown by their answers to an attitude
inquiry.
2« To determine the phases of air force life at Westover Air
Force Base that affect iinfavorably the morale of the airmen.
3* To make general and specific recommendations to the Command-
ing Officer of Westover Air Force Base after analyzing the
results, that if followed should improve the morale of the
airmen and thus increase the efficiency of that base*
U* To determine whether or not there are any significant differ-
ences in the attitudes of airmen relative to rank
,
marital
status, group
,
number of years in military service
,
and the
amount of formal education*
The Significance of the Survey .—^Morale”, said Napoleon, “is three
times as important as the army and its equipment"*^ If this was true in
Napoleon’s day, how much more true it is today. Morale is a priceless
ingredient for the success of any organization, be it military or civilian .
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary says morale is a~“condition as
affected by, or dependent upon such morale or mental factors as zeal,
spirit, hope, confidence, and so on.
17
-'Green, ’’Morale is a Wonderful Thing". Journal of Education, Vol. 130
p. 12, January 19U7*
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2
Morale depends on a combination of factors among -which are congenial
working conditions, confidence in superiors, and in their genuine interest,
a feeling of group solidarity with one's working associates, and a con-
sciousness that one is doing well on the job and making a success of it«
Indi-vidual morale is a different thing from group morale, yet a body of
workers -whose indi-vidual morale is high are likely to ha-ve a high collect-
ive morale* Morale is not limited to the conditions surrounding the work,
but is affected by everything in the worker's life* Marital relations,
opportunities for recreation, improvement, and social status all contri-
bute something*
A group of psychologists formulated the following definitions of
1* Individual morale may be defined as a condition of physical and
emotional well-being in the indi-vidual that makes it possible for him to
work and li-ve hopefully and effectively, feeling that he shares the basic
purposes of -the group of -which he is a member, and that makes it possible
for him to perform his tasks with energy, enthusiasm, and self discipline,
sustained by a con-viction that, in spite of obstacles and conflict, bis
personal and social ideals are worth pursuing*
2* Group morale is -the condition of a group where there are clear
and fixed group goals (purposes) that are felt to be important and in-
tegrated -wi-th indi-vidual goals j -where there is confidence in the attainment
of -these goals, and subordinate confidence in the means of the attainment,
in the leaders and associates and finally in one's self where group actions
^/Arthur G* Bilb, The -Psychology of Efficiency, Harper and Brothers,
p. 173j New lork,
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3
are integrated and cooperative*
3* Efficiency is defined as accomplishing the most with least effort
or resources* Resources are analyzed into time, ability, money, and health*
It might be said that high morale is a state of mind marked by con~
fidence, hope, courage and happiness* The state of morale of the airmen
at einy air force base affects directly the ability of that organization to
carry out efficiently its assigned mission be it in peace or in war* It
has been proven in the past that where morale is high, individuals and
groups keep woi4cing and advance in spite of even adverse circumstances*
Where on the other hand, morale is low, efforts slacken and inefficiency
grows* During peacetime, or in wartime, it is the aim and duty of every
commander in the United States Air Force to make his imit as efficient as
is humanly possible so that it can carry out its assigned mission with a
minimum number of airmen, in the least amount of time, and with a minimum
amount of equipment*
Method of Solving Problem*-~This study determines morale by the
measuring of attitudes of the airmen* An Attitude Inquiry Form (see
appendix. Page 156) was devised by this writer for that purpose* The items
chosen to be included on this inquiry form concern the major phases of air
force life both on duty and off duty that this writer believes affect the
individual airman’s confidence, hope, courage and happiness* Item selec-
tion was primarily based on this writer’s experience as an air inspector,
when for three years he received the complaints, grievances and suggestions
for an air force base of approximately four thousand personnel* During
this period, hundreds of men were interviewed* From these interviews, it
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is believed that this writer has obtained an excellent backgroiaid for con-
ducting research in this field* The other sources of item selection were
suggestions received from books, magazine articles and past attitude surve7S
made by the United States Amy and the United States 4ir Force (see
bibliography) •
A tentative attitude inquiry form was first devised* A test of the
validity and reliability of the items was made by administering the form
to twenty airmen stationed at TyndaJJ. Field, Panama City, Florida* The
completed forms were discussed and analyzed with the twenty airmen* From
this discussion and analysis the Attitude Inquiry Form utilized in this
study was finally decided upon*
Permission to conduct this sijrvey was granted by the United States
Air Force Headquarters and the Commanding Officer at Westover Field
(see appendix, pages 157-8)*
The method of selecting the airmen to be surveyed was accomplished
by arbitrarily picking three numbers* The numbers picked were zero (0),
four (U) and seven (?)• It was then decided that all the airmen having
serial numbers whose last digit wsis a zero (0), four (li) or seven (7) would
be utilized in this study* A letter (see appendix, page 159) was sent by
the Westover Air Base Commander to each unit on the base informing the
Commanding Officer of this survey* Information as to who* would be utilized,
what the survey intended to accomplish, when the airmen would assemble,
where the survey would be given, why the siu*vey was being given and how it
would be accomplished was included in this letter* Each squadron submitted
the names of the men concerned to the base adjutant* The base theatre was
the only room large enough to adequately seat the perscamel* This writer
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administered the Survey Forms at the base theatre on 10 and 11 March 19h9
in four groups of approximately 100 airmen each and it was given diiring
the airmen’s normal duty hours* The airmen were provided with pencils and
clip boards so that conditions for filling in the inquiry forms would be
as ideal as possible* This writer thoroughly briefed each group so that
they would know that their efforts in filling out this inquiry form would
not be wasted* They were told that the base commander was vitally in-
terested in their attitudes and that he would analyze the results care-
fully* The airmen were told that they were not to place their names any-
where on the inquiry form and as a result they could feel free to answer
the questions honestly without fear of reprisal by any of their superiors*
This writer informed the airmen that he was not connected with Westover
Field in any way*
Examination of the replies given by the airmen revealed the serious-
ness with which they responded and the frankness and honesty of their
answers* The airmen were allowed one hour to complete the survey form*
The average time necessary to complete the form was approximately
minutes*
Of the units utilized in this study, there were 2,l50 airmen present
for duty* In all 19 per cent of the total airmen were surveyed*
In all UlO airmen completed the inquiry forms* All the forms were
utilized in this study*
Airmen frcm the following imits assigned or attached to Westover Air
Force Base were utilized in this st\idy*
Headquarters and Headquarter Squadron, 1600th Air Transport Wing
Headquarters and Headquarter Squadron, l600th Air Base Group
l600th Air Police Squadron
l600th Base Service Squadron
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I600th Casual Service Squadron
1600th Cominunications Squadron
1600th Food Service Squadron
l600th Installations Squadron
l600th WAF Squadron
1600th Motor Vehicle Squadron
730th Air Force Band
lii52nd Medical Air Evacuation Squadron
1600th Medical Service Squadron
Headquarters and Headquarter Squadron^ l600th Maintenance and Supply
Group
l600th Maintenance Squadron
l600th Supply Squadron
Headquarters and Headquarter Squadron, l600th Air Transport Group
1250th Air Transport Squadron
125lst Air Transport Squadron
1252nd Air Transport Squadron
l600th Air Traffic Squadron
1917th AACS Squadron
2227th AF Reserve Training Center 5th Rescue Squadron
1732nd Air Transport Sqiiadron (Air Evacuation)
This writer divided the Airman Attitude Inquiry Form into 11 major
headings, under which the morale attitude items could be easily grouped*
Table I*--4lajor Headings and the Number of Items Included in the Inquiry
Form*
MAJOR HEADINGS NUMBER OF ITEMS
I* Background Information 13
II* Health 5
III* Finances 5
IV • Working Conditions 22
V* Living Conditions (On Base) 18
VI* Living Conditions (Off Base) 13
VII* Social and Recreational Activities 15
VIII* Religion h
IX* The Future 10
X* Personal—^Psychological Factors 12
XI* General Opinions k
Total Items I5I
Under each major heading the specific attitude items were chosen that
this writer believed were most pertinent in measuring the morale of the
airmen* The total number of attitude items was 121* Of these 12 were
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free response questions ivhich allowed for individual expression and also
acted as a check against the objective items included in the inquiry form*
A copy of the Airmen Attitude Inquiry Form is included in the
appendixj page l56*
This study will devote itself to a consideration of the desirable and
undesirable aspects of morale now present at the Westover Air Force Base*
Those undesirable aspects of morale as uncovered by this survey will be
brought to the attention of the Commanding Officer of Westover Air Force
Base* It is hoped that as a result of this survey, those phases of the
morale program that are weak can be strengthened, thus building up the
confidence, hope, courage and happiness of all its personnel which will
directly improve the efficiency of that base* At the same time, an air
force Ccireer will tend to attract the better youth of today, which in turn
will increase the efficiency of the United States Air Force as a idiole*
Review of Related Objective Studies .— This writer was unable to
locate ai^ similar studies that had been made either in the United States
Army or United States Air Force* However, this writer was able to locate
four separate studies (see bibliography) which have been made by the Troop
Attitude Research Branch of the United States Amy on the attitudes of
recruits* Also one study which summarizes what the airmen think about
re-enlistment* These studies were an aid in planning the inquiry form
used in this study* The scope of these studies was not as complete or
all-inclusive as the study attempted here, but was directed at a specific
group of airmen or on one particular problem the air force was interested
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A study of the morale of 951 college trained adults was made by
Delbert C* Miller*2/ An inquiry form was utilized in his study* Mr* Miller
found that as the needs of a people are denied or inadequately filled,
individual reactions vary through a range including violent anger and
pxignacity at one extreme to abject hopelessness and helplessness at the
other* When the morale of an individual has declined to a low ebb, his
ability to cope with the problems of adjustment, whether personal or
societal, has been diminished* Miller listed the following factors which
he found were most vital in the measurement of morale:
1* Occupational Security
2* Previous Education
3* Home Life
k* Housing
5* Job Satisfaction
6* Economic Status
7« Cultural Status
8* Marital Status
9* Leisure Enjoyment
Miller found that institutions and group life must offer security,
recognition, response, and new experiences in order to make the most of the
roles desirable* This normally means employment, inccmie, education,
marriage, housing and so on, are eminently desired, if not indeed necessary*
It would seem that a denial or a supply of these goods and services less
than expectations would affect morale adversely*
Miller found that morale is influenced by preferences, aversions,
habit patterns and emotional response patterns* Security loomed as the
most important factor in morale* Marriage is associated with high morale*
Men of hi^ morale usually feel that:
1* There is ample opportunity for advancement*
37
;
Delbert C* Miller, "The Morale of Adults**, (Doctorate’s Thesis), Univer-
sity of Minnesota, 15^1:0, p* 92*
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2* Earnings are relatively good*
3* Work possesses prestige*
li* Friends approve the job*
5* Work is healthful*
6* Work is in line with abilities*
7* Family members approve job*
8* Advancement is on basis of merit*
9* Contacts are made with pleasant people*
10* There is a chance to continue study and for
self improvement*
11* Feels things are going well*
12* Desires to do job well*
13* They have much enjoyment of leisure time activities,
lU* The housing is good*
15* The future looks bright*
This writer has thoroughly examined the study made by Mr* Miller and
agrees with his methods, findings and general conclusions*
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CHAPTER II
FINDINGS ON SPECIFIC ATTITUDE ITEMS INCLUDED
IN THE AIRMEN ATTITUDE SURVEY
The findings in the specific attitude items included in the Airmen
Attitude Survey appear in the following tables and explanations of tables*
For the major findings and recommendations see Chapter IV of this thesis*
Table 2*—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under ^Background
Information”*
Frequency
Item Slumber Per cent
Group
l600th 4ir Base Group
l600th Air Transport Group*
I600th Maintenance and Supply Group* •
Domicile Units*
Totals**
Race
White**
Colored* *
Totals *
•
Your Rank
Private
Private First Class
Corporal
Sergeant *
Staff Sergeant
Technical Sergeant
Master Sergeant
Totals * * *
Number of years in the military service:
Less than one year
One year to three years, inclusive.**
More than three years, through six
years
More than six years, through nine years
More than nine years, through 20 years
- 10 -
121 30
78 20
102 26
96 21:m
35U 89
ii6 n
I4I0
17 h
76 19
68 17
71 17
85 21
56 13
37 9
15 k
93 23
no 27
127 30
62 15
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Table 2* (Continued)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
More than 20 years* 3 1
Totals *...•• mo loS
Number of Months you have been stationed at
this base?
Less than six months* 107 26
Six months to 12 months^ inclusive lou 26
More than 12 months^ through 2ii months** 107 26
More than 2U months^ through ^6 months** 66 16
More than 3^ months ago* * 25 6
Totals****** W9 ISS
Age
17 - 19 years ho 10
20 - 25 years* 1U3 38
26 - 35 years**.** 177 U3
36 - ii5 years* 29 7
1|6 years or over* *..* 9 2
Totals * W l55
Marital Status:
Single***.* * 162 UO
Engaged**** 20 5
Married***** 215 52
Widoired * *.* 1 -
Separated * h 1
Divorced** 8 2
Totals ms
The section of the United States You come
from is:
Northeast 223 55
Midwest 76 19
South* * 71 18
West 32 8
Totals ******* w ISS
Your home town is approximately?
Within 25 miles of the base * 2h 6
Between 26 - 50 miles from the base 15 h
Between 5l - l50 miles from the base**** 92 22
Between l5l - 300 miles from the base*** U6 11
Between 3OI - 500 miles from the base*** U3 11
Between 501 - 1000 miles from the base** 69 17
Over 1000 miles from the base***** 120 29
Totals ***.*** w
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Table 2* (Concluded)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Are you on Flight Status?
Yes 3hQ
25
373
93
7No
Totals Io5
How far did you go in School?
Did not finish the eighth grade# 3U 8
Finished the eighth grade 53 11
Some high school but did not finish##.### 137 3U
Graduated from high school# lUl 35
Some college 1*2 11
Finished college# ###### 2 1
Totals W
State briefly the mission of your base
(purpose of your base)#
Knew mission of base# 257 63
Did not know mission of base #•### 87 22
Gave incorrect mission# ####• •### 62 15
Totals li06 TO
Table 2 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of "Background Information"# The following are
the findings based on an interpretation of the data#
An excellent distribution of personnel throughout the
major units on the base was obtained#
The proportion of colored and white airmen surveyed,
approximated the total number presently assigned for duty#
Sixty per cent of the airmen surveyed were Sergeants
or above in rank#
Four out of five of the airmen have from one to nine
years of military service#
A little more than half of the personnel have been
stationed at the base one year or less#
Nine out of ten of the personnel are thirty-five years
or less of age#
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The married and single personnel assigned to the station
are approximately evenly divided*
A little more than one half of the airmen come from the
Northeast section of the United Stated*
The home towns of more than two out of five of the airmen
are located at three hundred or less miles from the base*
One out of every fourteen of the airmen is on flight status*
A little less than half of the airmen graduated from hi^
school*
Almost two out of every five of the airmen did not know
the mission of Westover Air Force Base*
Table 3 *—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under "Health”*
Item
Frequency
Number Per cent
Do you consider your state of health to be;
Excellent*
Fair*
Poor*.**...
Totals * .
.
272
13k
k
HI5
66
33
1m
How would you describe the medical attention
given you?
Very good*.*
Fairly good*
Not so good*
Not good at all*
Totals * . •
.
How would you describe the dental attention
given you?
Very 'good* ....*... *
Fairly good
Not so good*.
Not good at all*
Totals* . .
100
193
78
31*
1*05
25
U8
19
8
155
106
163
86
26
1*0
21
13
155
(Answer if you have dependents) Is any
medical treatment given your dependents?
Yes
No
Totals
86
137
•223
39
61
150
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Table 3« (Concluded)
Item
Frequency
Number Per cent
(Answer if married) How would you generally
describe the health of your dependents?
Excellent* * 135 60
Fair*. * 79 35
Poor • 12 5
Totals 255 155
Table 3 is a tabulation oi the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of "Health”* The following are the findings
based on an interpretation of the data*
Only one per cent of the airmen considered their health
to be poor*
Three out of four of the airmen considered the medical
attention given them on the base to be very good or fairly
good*
Two out of every three of the airmen considered that
very good or fairly good dental attention was given to them*
Three out of every five said that no medical treatment
was given their dependents*
Ninety-five per cent of the airmen described the health
of their dependents as excellent or fair*
Table ii*--Distribution of Respondents on Each Item \mder "Finances"*
Item
Can you get along with your present pay
without going into debt?
les
No
Totals .
.
Frequency
197
211W
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Item
Frequency
Nim^er Per cent
Do you think you get:
The ri^t amount of pay<>
Too little
Too much pay
Totals • •
•
Considering everything—clothing, housing,
food, medical care, retirement and all other
things you get by being in the air force,
how much more would you guess a civilian
would have to earn a year to make as much
as you do?
Same.'
About ^200 more
About ^500 more
About $1000 more
About $3000 more
About $U000 more.
About $5000 more
More than $5000 more.
Totals. •«
Are you always paid on time? (Except when it
is your fault)
Yes......
No
Totals. .
.
(Answer if married) Are your family allot-
ment checks coming through regularly?
Yes
No
Totals ...
9k
315
w
23
77
15^
87 22
53 13
66 16
99 25
37 9
UO 10
9 2
12m ISO
381 93
29 7
ms loS
208 91
20 9
ISS
Table i* is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of '’Finances". The following are the findings
based on an interpretation of the data.
One half of the airmen stated that they could not get along
on their present pay without going into debt.
Only one out of every four airmen believed that he was given
the right amount of pay. Three out of every four believed they
were given too little pay. Not a single airman believed he was
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paid too much*
One out of every two of the airmen guessed that a
civilian would have to earn $1000 dollars or more a year
to make up for the special things he gets by being in
the air force such as clothing^ housing^ food^ medical
care, retirement, and so on* One in four believed that
there was no difference*
More than nine out of ten airmen stated that they
were always paid on time*
Nine out of every ten of the married men stated that
their family allotment checks were coming through regularly*
Table 5*—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under ”fforking
Conditions"*
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
What is your present duty assignment?
Working in MOS (IjJce job) * 276 72
Working in MOS (do hot like job) 26 7
Working out of MOS (like job). lU
Working out of MOS (do not like job)..** 30 7
Totals W IDS
Do you like your present duty assignment?
Very well 180 hh
Fairly well* •*.. 168 la
Not at all 62 15
Totals ISS
Which of the following do you think applies
to your duty assignment?
It is about right for ny training and
experience 282 68
It is an insignificant job—it is not up
to my capabilities** 116 28
It is too difficult for me to handle
adequately * 10 k
Totals li08 loS
Do you understand clearly your full duties in
your duty assignment?
Yes 382 93
No 28 7
Totals HD ISS
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Table (Continued)
Frequency
Item Nimober Per cent
Do you consider that you do a fair eight
hour day’s work?
Yes 379 92
No 31 8
Tota3^ HI5
Do you feel you are steadily improving your
ability to do your assigned job?
Yes 371 93
No 29 7
Totals* mo W
Do you feel that your present duty assignment
will eventually lead to a better job?
Yes* . 2i;2 59
No 165 U1
Totals* m loo
Does your immediate superior (officer or NGO)
on your duty assignment treat you?
Very well*** 263 6U
Fairly well* 127 31
Unjustly* 20 5
Totals mo 155
Does your imnediate superior (officer or NCO)
give you a word of praise when you do a
portion of your job assignment well?
Never 120 30
As often as I deserve 2ii0 59
Not as often as I deserve **** liO 9
Too often** ***** 7 2
Totals** ****** m 1I55
1/lhen you have been "chewed out" or reprimand-
ed by your immediate superior, has he done it
T?hen you were;
Alone * 172 U2
Where other airmen could hear him* ...... 77 19
Both vjhen I was alone and also vdien
other airmen could hear him *...* 109 27
Totals* 3FH 155
Do you resent being "chewed out" in front of
other airmen?
Yes*.*.. *..*.*...*.*.** 357 78
No 103 22
Totals USD T55
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Table 5* (Continued)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Which of the following do you think applies
to your squadron commander?
He has a real interest in my welfare. ••• 132 32
He has some interest in my welfare.. •••• 169 1*2
He has very little interest in my welfare 67 17
He has no interest in my welfare... 39 9
Totals. w loo
Does your squadron commander give you a word
of praise when you do a portion of your duty
well?
Never. 155 38
As often as I deserve... * 209 52
Not as often as I deserve. 37 9
Too often. 6 1
Totals...... .. m 100
Has a letter of recommendation or conzaendation
ever been given you by any of your squadron
coxmnanders?
les 79 kh
No 230 56
Totals. ........ m m
Are you normally given a ten minute "break"
about halfway through.
Morning 35 9
Afternoon 13 3
Both morning and afternoon 303 71*
Never. 59 lit
Totals..... .... mo m
Do you like the airmen you work with?
All of them 161 39
Most of them 236 58
Practically none of them.... 8 2
None of them. 2 1
Totals w l5S
Do you like the officers in your squadron?
All of them 129 32
Most of them. 251 61
Practically none of them. 21 5
None of them 8 2
Totals m Io3
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Table 5* (Concluded)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Do you like the officers on the base?
All of them that I know 73 18
Most of them that I know 310 77
Practically none of them that I know 16 k
None of them that I know 5 1
Totals m
Do you like the NCO's that have jurisdiction
over you?
All 'Of them. 126 32
Most of them. 258 63
Practically none of them... 18 h
None of them 6 1
Totcils ..... lioH loo
Do you think the “Information and Education”
meetings (Orientation) are worthwhile?
Yes 213 52
No 195m
j
48
ISOTotals . • • .
•
Table 5 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of •’Working Conditions”. The following are the
findings based on an interpretation of the data.
Almost four out of every five of the airmen are working
in their primary Military Occupational Specialty. Of these
working out of their MOS, twice as many like the job as do
not like it. One airman out of foiarteen is working out of
his MOS.
One out of every seven of the airmen does not like his
present duty assignment at all. Six out of seven like it
very well or fairly well.
Almost three out of every ten of the airmen believed their
job is an insignificant job—not up to their capabilities.
Almost seven out of every ten believed their jobs were about
right for their training and experience.
Twelve out of every thirteen airmen stated that they
clearly understood their full duties in their duty assign-
ments .
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Eleven out of every tvrelve of the airmen consider that they
do a fair 8 hour day*s work.
Ten out of every eleven of the airmen feel that they are
steadily improving in their ability to do their assigned jobs.
Three out of every five of the aimen feel that their
present duty assignment will eventually lead to a better job.
Ninety-five per cent of the airmen believed that their
immediate superior (officer or NCO) on their duty assignment
treated them very well or fairly well. Only one in twenty
believes he is being treated unjustly.
Two out of five of the airmen stated that their iimaediate
superior "never” or "not as often as I deserve” gave them a
word of praise when they did a portion of their job assignment
well. Only two per cent thought they were praised too often.
More than half of the airmen answering this question stated
that they were reprimanded or "chewed out” by their immediate
superior where other airmen could hear it.
Almost four out of every five of the airmen resented being
reprimanded or "chewed out” in front of other airmen.
Three out of every four of the airmen believed that their
squadron commander had a real interest or some interest in
their welfare. One out of eleven feel that the squadron
commander has no interest in his welfare.
One out of eveiy two airmen stated that his squadron
commander "never" or "not as often as I deserve" gave him
a word of praise when he did a portion of his duty well.
Only one per cent said they never have been given a letter
of recommendation or commendation by any of their squadron
commanders.
Three out of four of the airmen are normally given a ten
minute "break" about halfway through both the morning and
afternoon. One in seven stated that he was never given a ten
minute "break".
Ninety-seven per cent of the airmen like all or most of
the airmen they work with. Only three per cent stated "none"
or "practically none".
Twelve out of every thirteen of the airmen like all or most
of the officers in their squadron.
Ninety-five per cent of the airmen like all or most of the
officers they know on the base.
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Ninety-foxir per cent of the airmen like all or most of
the non-commissioned officers that have jurisdiction over them*
One out of every two of the airmen did not think the
”Information and Education” meetings (Orientation) were
worthwhile *
Table 6*~Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under ”Living Conditions
(On Base)”*
Frequenor
Item Number Per cent
(Answer if living in the barracks) H?hich of
the following do you believe describes your
barracks?
Excellent* 21 1
Adequate 101 36
Inadequate*** 155 63
Totals ••*.••
*
777 im
(Answer if married) Do you occujy government
quarters?
Yes. 18 8
No 203 92
Totals CT 1(5(3
Which of the following applies to your home or
barracks life?
It is a very happy one 121 30
It is a moderately happy one* 230 57
It is a miserable one * 56 13
Totals * * H07 io5
(Answer if you have children) Are adequate
transportation facilities available to trans-
port your children to and from school?
Yes 5U 72
No 21 28
Totals 7F Io5
Considering the layout of the base, do you
consider that the amoimt of transportation
given to personnel on the base is adequate? 1
35 !Yes .** lUi
No 263 65 i
Totals** use Io5
j
!
1
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Table 6« (Continued)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Vfhich of the following do you think applies
to the prices charged by the post exchange?
I5l 38Lower than civilian stores
About tlie same as civilian stores 217 5U
Higher than civilian stores 33 6
Totals* •••••• w. 1(50
Do you consider that the post exchange carries
a sufficient supply of stock considering the
size of your base?
Yes 2U1 60
No 16U UO
Totals* W5S
Which of the following do you think applies to
the prices charged by the post commissary?
Lower than civilian stores*.... 132 32
About the same as civilian stores * * 199 50
Higher than civilian stores*. * lU 16
Do not know* 65 2
Totals*. ••**• mo 3S3S
(Answer if living in barracks or government
quarters) Do you like most of the airmen that
live in or near your barracks or quarters?
Yes* 21i7 91
No 25 9
Totals* *••« • 577 ro
Do you like most of the airmen in your squad-
ron?
Yes 391 95
No 19 5
Totals mo 135
(Answer if married) What would you say best
describes your wife’s attitude toward being
an"Army Wife”?
68Very satisfied* * •*• 31
Moderately satisfied* 100 U5
Unsatisfied* * 52 2U
Totals ••*•*« 55?J 133
How woiild you describe the laundry facilities
on the station?
Good* 123 30
Not so good 11*5 35
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Table 6. (Concluded.)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Poor or none 112 35
Totals • • •
•
w 100
Are the meals in the mess hall normally;
Very good* 51 15
Fairly good 198 U7
Not so good***.* *********** 115 28
Not good at all ill; 10
Totals * * * WB 155
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes*. * no
29Bm
27
73
155
No
T0*t£LLs • • • •
Would you be proud to take any of your
civilian friends to eat at your mess hall?
Yes. * 95
315
ms
2h
76
155
No
Totals
Have you been AWL (absent without leave) at
your present base?
Yes 27 7
No 383
do
93
155Totals
Do you believe the punishments handed out by
your squadron commander are:
Very fair and just*** * 132 33
Usually fair and just**** 2i|l 60
Unfair and unjust 29 7
Totals w 155
Table 6 is a tabulation of the ansners given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of “Living Conditions (On Base)“« The following
are the findings based on an interpretation of the data«
Almost two out of every three of the airmen described
their barracks as inadequate. Only one per cent described
the barracks as “excellent** •
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The improvements recommended by the airmen in the order of
their frequency of mention 'ere: (The number of airmen mention-
ing each item follows in parentheses)
1 . Heating system should be improved (83)
2m Need new barracks (70)
3* Floors are inadequate (33)
U« Barracks should be divided into rooms (27)
5* Barracks need painting (2k)
6m The lighting system should be improved (21)
7m Latrines and showers should be improved (20)
8. Walls should be properly insulated (20)
9m Barracks are overcrowded (15)
10. Wall lockers are needed (lli)
11* Double decker beds should not be used (11)
12* Ventilation system should be improved (10)
13* Drinking fountains should be installed (8)
lU® Screens should be placed on windows (7)
l$m Windows should be adjusted so they work correctly (7)
16 • Pluinbing should be repaired or replaced (6)
17* Barracks shoiild be made more homelike (6)
18* Better laundry facilities should be provided (5)
19. Steps in barracks need to be repaired (5)
20* Barracks are hard to keep clean (I4.)
21* Better cleaning materials should be provided for
cleaning the floors (U)
22# New fuel furnaces should be installed (h)
23* Recommend less inspections (3)
2lio The roofs of barracks should be repaired (3)
25* Telephones should be placed in barracks (3)
Note: Only men living in the barracks answered#
One out of every twelve of the married airmen occupy govern-
ment quarters*
Six out of seven of the airmen say that their home or
barracks life is either very happy or moderately happy*
One airman out of every seven describes his home or barracks
life as "miserable”*
Three out of every four of the airmen say that adequate
transportation facilities are available to transport their
children to and from school* (This includes all married
men with children)
•
Two out of every three of the airmen consider the amount
of transportation given to personnel on the base as inadeqxiate*
Nine out of every ten of the airmen say that the prices
charged by the post exchange are either lower or about the
same as civilian stores*
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Two out of every five of the airmen believe that the post
exchange does not carry a sufficient supply of stock consider-
ing the size of the base*
Five out of eveiy six of the airmen believe that the post
conmissary prices are either lower or about the same as civilian
stores*
Nine out of every ten of the airmen like the other adrmen
they live with*
Ninety-five per cent of the airmen like most of the airmen
in their squadron*
One out of every four of the airmen’s wives is satisfied
with being an ’’Army Wife”*
Three out of every four of the airmen describe the laundry
facilities on the station as poor or not-so-good*
Three out of every four of the airmen say the mess hall is
unattractive*
Two out of every five of the airmen describe the meals in
the mess hall as not-so-good or not good-at-all*
Three out of every four of the airmen said they would not
be proud to take any of their civilian friends to eat at their
mess hall*
One out of every fourteen of the airmen ha^ been AWOL (absent
without leave) since he has been stationed at V/estover*
Thirteen out of every fourteen of the airmen believed that
the punishments handed out by the squadron conmander are either
very-fair-and-just or usually-fair-and-just * One out of four-
teen believe the punishments are unfair and unjust*
Table 7o—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under ”Living Conditions
(Off Base)”*
Item
How many times each week do you leave the base
(or your home if you live in town) and go to
one of the nearby towns for entertainment?
Hardly ever* **.****
Once each week*
Two or three times a week*
Four or five times each week*
Six or seven times each week****.
Totals
Frequency !
Nimiber Per cent
99 25
I
121 30 1
115 29
:
37 9
1
27 7
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Table 7* (Continued)
Frequenpy
Item Number Per cent
Do you usually find interesting and entertain-
ing things to do in town?
Always find interesting and entertaining
things to do 7U
1
18
I
Usually find interesting and entertaining
things to do«.«. 232 57 *
Hardly ever find interesting and enter-
taining things to do 80 20
Never find interesting and entertaining
things to do..... 22
1
5
Totals m
Do you think the nearby cities and towns offer
adequate places and types of entertainment?
Yes. 256 6U
No Ihl
WF
36
I3DTotals
(Answer if single) Do you date regularly any
of the girls living in the nearby towns?
Yes 7h 36
No 132 6k
To^£i1s • • • • a •» 4
(Ans?rer if single) Is it difficult to meet
girls in the neaiby cities and towns?
Yes 83 hi
No.. 117 59
105
1
Totals .......
(Answer if single) Ti?hat type of girl do you
really desire to ”date”?
One with a high moral standard 181 91 !
One with a low moral standard*.... 19 9
i
200 100
1
Totals *.....
•
Do you have an automobile?
Yes 168 hi ‘
No 2U1
H09
59 :m
i
'!
1
,!
Totals *
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Table 7* (Concluded)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Do you belong to any civilian organizations
or groups in town?
les 79 20
No. ...................................... 328 80
Totals*. .* W 100
Do you regularly visit some of your civilian
friends living in the nearby towns?
Yes 222 55
No 186 U5
i5oTotals * * •
*
How are you being treated in t he city or towns
near your base?
Very well* 113 28
Fairly well* 229 57
Rather badly* hh 10
Very badly* 20 5
Totals * • . •
•
no5 loo
On week-ends or when you have a three-day pass
do you usually;
Visit your home town* Hi7 37
Stay at the base 21 5
Stay in and aro\md the vicinity of the base
and local towns iSh 38
Visit cities that are not in the near
vicinity of the base (more than 2^ miles
away) 80 20
Totals Uo? 100
Table 7 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of ’’Living Conditions (Off Base)”* The follow-
ing are the findings based on £in interpretation of the data*
Almost one out of every two of the airmen go to one of the
nearby towns for entertainment either ’’once each week” or
“hardly ever”* One in seven goes to town almost every night
in the week*
Three out of every four of the airmen always or usually
find interesting and entertaining things to do in town* One in
twenty never finds interesting and entertaining things to do in town*
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Two out of every three of the airmen believe that the nearby
cities and towns offer adequate places and iypes of entertainment#
The types of entertainment that the airmen pursue while in
town in the order of their frequency of mention are: (The number
of airmen mentioning each item follows in parentheses)
1# Attend movies (255)
2# Dance (109)
3. Drink ilO?)
U# Shop (52)
5# Dine (I48)
6# Visit friends (U7)
7. Bowling (37)
8# Attend sporting events (33)
9# Skating (21)
10# Night clubs (18)
11# Look for women (18)
12# Plays - stage shows (I3)
13# Take girls out (13)
Hu Walk - visit parks (12)
15 • Attend music concerts (12)
16# Attend boxing bouts (12)
17# Visit Y#M.C#A# (8)
18# Visit private clubs in town (12)
19# Play cards (5)
20. Attend hockey games (20)
21# Attend church (5)
22, Visit library (5)
23# Sleep with my girl (U)
2li# Business in town (U)
25* Stay at home (U)
Note: Number of airmen that did not answer was 29
•
Two out of every three of the single airmen do not '’date”
regularly any of the girls living in the nearby towns#
Two out of eveiy five of the single airmen stated that it
was difficult to meet girls in the nearby cities or towns#
Nine out of every ten single airmen desired to "date”
girls with high moral standards#
Two out of every five of the airmen own an automobile#
Four out of every five of the airmen do not belong to any
civilian organizations or groups in the nearby towns or cities#
One out of every two of the airmen regularly visit civilian
friends that live in the nearby cities or towns#
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Six out of every seven of the airmen believe that they
are treated very well or fairly well in the cities or towns
near the base.
Two out of eveiy five of the airmen visit their home towns
on week-ends or when they have a three-<iay pass#
Two out of every five of the airmen stay in and around the
vicinity of the base and local towns#
The preferences that the airmen have for entertainment in
town if all types were possible are listed below in the order
of their frequency of mention# (The number of airmen mention-
ing each item follows in parentheses)
1# Dancing (127)
2# Attend movies (115)
3* Bowling (5l)
U* Drinking (U3)
5# Stage shows (Ui)
6# Watch sporting events (1*3)
7# Skating (37)
8# Swimming (Indoors) (32)
9# Baseball (29)
10# Dine (27)
11# Have dates (26)
12* Night clubs (19)
13* Plays (16)
lii# Concerts or Opera (l5)
15# Visit friends (12)
16# Basketball (12)
17# Football (12)
18# Fishing (12)
19# Hunting (9)
20, Boxing (9)
21# Golf (8)
22, Name Bands (8)
23# Hockey (7)
21*0 Visit parks (7)
25* Sightseeing (6)
26# Read (5)
27# Pool (5)
28# Play cards (5)
29# Squadron parties (5)
30# Horseback riding (1*)
31o Picnicing (1*)
32# Auto racing (1*)
33* Visit art museums (1*)
31*. Visit I#M#CoAo (3)
35. Gym (3)
36 # Ride in car (3)
Note; One hundred airmen did not answer#
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Table 8.—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under "Social and
Recreational Activities".
Item
Is the present social program (dances, parties
and so on) adequate at your base to take care
of your desires and interests?
Vexy well.
Fairly well..
Not very well
Not at all
Totals. .. •••
Frequency
Number Per cent
112
191
66
37m
28
U7
16
9
155
“
Do you usually find interesting things to do on
the base in your off-duty time?
Always find interesting and entertaining
things to do.........
Usually find interesting and entertaining
things to do
Hardly ever find interesting and enter-
taining things to do.
Never find interesting and entertaining
things to do.
Totals
56
177
126
50W
Is the present athletic program (sports)
adequate at your base to take care of your
desires and interests?
Yes
No
Totals.
212
187
Would you say that you are in better or worse
physical condition now then when you came to
this base?
Better now than before I came to this base
About the same as before I came to this base
Worse now than before I came to this base..
Totals
30
297
83
HI5
What types of sports (base, intramural or on
your own) do you actually participate in?
Team sports 'Tbaskeiball, football, soft-
ball, baseball and so on
Individual sports (tennis, golf, handball,
skiing, and so on)..
None at all..
Both team and individual sports
Totals..
117
100
98
93
w>
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Item Number
Frequency
Per cent
Do you actually participate in some type of
sport or athletics during the following
season:
Fall
Winter
Spring and Summer
Fall and winter.
Winter, spring and summer
Fall, spring and summer..
All seasons*.
Never participate
Totals..*.**
Are you a spectator at base athletic contests?
Regularly* * .
Never *
Once in awhile
Totals *
9
12
91
10
26
55
135
67m
55
107
2i;8m
2
3
25
2
6
13
33
16
T3D
13
27
60
loS
Is adequate advance publicity given to
athletic and social events that are offered
at your base?
Ies*.*.*>
No
Totals
Do you have a hobby (other than sports) such
as photography, woodworking, and so on?
Yes
No
Totals
How often do you normally see a movie at the
base?
Three times each week
Twice each week
Once a week
Hardly ever
Totals *«..*«
Do you use the facilities of the base library?
Regularly. * ,
Occasionally
Never
Totals
2k2
168
mo
258
150
libB
5U
75
82
197
29
158
182W
59
Ul
100
63
37
15^
Hi
18
20
iiO
1(33
7
Ii8
U5
io3
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Table d* (Concluded)
Item
X' J
Number Per cent
Do you attend the recreation hall or service
club regularly?
Yes 99
306m
2U
76
T55
No
Totals. •••
(Answer if you are an NCO) Do you belong to
the NCO Club?
Yes I8l 56
U*
ISO
No 11*3
Toi/cils • • • •
Do you consider your squadron day room adequate?
Yes*. ..................................... , 1S>8
212
1*8
52
100
No...
Totals. «••. m
Table 8 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of "Social and Recreational Activities" o The
following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
Three out of every four airmen believe that the present
social program (dances, parties and so forth) take care of
their desires and interests either very well or fairly well.
One in eleven stated "not at all".
Three out of every five of the airmen always or usually
find interesting and entertaining things to do on the base
during their off-duty time.
One out of every two of the airmen believes that the
present athletic program (sports) is not adequate enough
to take care of his desires and interests.
Seven out of every ten of the airmen believed they were
about in the same physical condition as they were before
they came to this base but almost three times as many of the
remaining airmen believe that they are now in worse physical
condition than they were before they came to the base.
Three out of every four of the airmen said they actually
participated in either team or individual (or both) sports.
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One out of every four said that he never engages in athletics.
One out of every three of the airmen engage in some type of
athletics during all seasons of the year*
One out of every eight of the airmen is regularly a spectator
at base athletic contests.
Three out of every five of the airmen believed that adequate
advance publicity is given to athletic and social events that are
offered at the base*
Two out of every three of the airmen have a hobby other than
sports*
One out of every two airmen hardly ever see a movie at the
base*
One out of every three attend a movie on the base two or
more times each week*
One out of every two of the airmen never uses the facilities
of the base library*
Only one out of every fourteen regularly uses the facilities
of the base library*
One out of four of the airmen attend the recreation hall or
service club regularly*
One out of two of the non-commissioned officers belong to
the NCO club*
One out of two of the airmen stated that his squadron day
room was inadequate or he did not have one*
The types of entertainment (sports or social) that the airmen
desire on the base are listed below in the order of their frequency
of mention* (The number of airmen mentioning each item follows in
parentheses)
1* Dances (72)
Name bands, bigger and better dances at NCO and service club*
2* Baseball (Base and intramural) (59)
3* Basketball (base and intramural) (ii.3)
U* Football (base and intramural) (i;2)
5* Movies (Ul)
6. Variety shows on base (37)
Stage, vaudeville, floor shows, U*S*C* shows*
7* Swimming (36)
8* Bowling (25)
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9# More and better Squadron parties (20)
10, Tennis (15)
11. Softball (13)
12* Boxing (l6)
13* All sports (10)
lU. New gymnasium (11)
15. Better NCO club (11)
16. A way of meeting nice girls (8)
17. Hmting and fishing (8)
18. Better day rooms (8)
19. Better library (6)
20. More pool tables (7)
21. Gun club (target shooting) (7)
22. Track and field activities (7)
23* Gymnastic activities (6)
2U. More concert music (5)
25* Better service club (5)
26. Card parties (U)
27* More and better hobby shop (I4.)
28. Ping Pong (U)
29. More entertainment on base for married couples (U)
30. Plays on base (U)
31. Horseback riding (3)
32. Wrestling (3)
33* Golf course (3)
3ii. More sport tournaments (3)
35. Volleyball (3)
36. Archery (3)
37. More clubs (3)
38. Better cafeteria (3)
39. Weight lifting (3)
UO. Square dances (2)
Note; One hundred fifty one airmen did not answer.
Table 9.—Distribution of Hespondents on Each Item under "Religion'*.
Item Number
Frequency
Per cent
On the average, how often have you attended
church services since you have been at your
present base?
Once or more times a week..
Two or three times a month..
About once a month......
Never
Totals.....
76
51
9ii
187m
18
13
23
100
F(£STRICTED
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Table 9* (Concluded)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Which of these things did you do last week?
Attended regular church services on
the base * 52 13
Attended regular church services in town. 80 20
Did not attend church services 271 67
Totals • • • •
*
w 100
Have you ever asked the chaplain for informa-
tion or advice?
Yes lOii 25
No 306 75
Totals * m m
Probably the main reason you do not go to
church regularly is:
Too lazy to get up 139 35
Because most of the other airmen do not go
Attending a church service does not make
32 8
me feel any better * 81i 21
Do not believe in religion 16 k
Do attend regularly 126 32
Totals * W! T55
Table 9 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of ”Religion*' • The following are the findings
based on an interpretation of the data*
One out of every two of the airmen never attends church*
One out of every five of the airmen attends church once each
week*
Two out of every three of the airmen said they did not
attend church services the previous week*
Three out of every four of the airmen have never asked
the Chaplain for information or advice*
One out of every two of the airmen who did not attend
church services regularly stated that the probable reason
was they were too lazy to get up out of bed* Four per cent
said they did not believe in religion*
One out of every five indicated that he attended church
one or more times each week*
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Table 10*—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under "The Future"®
Item
If you stay in the air force what rank do
you think you ytLII eventually attain?
Private First Class or Corporal*
.
Sergeant or Staff Sergeant
Technical Sergeant or Master Sergeant
Warrant Officer
Officer
Totals®
Frequent
Number Per cent
• • • #
55
66
17ii
66
U5
1155“
lU
US
1*3
16
11
155
Do you think the air force offers you a career?
Yes
No
Totals®
288
120m
Have you seen and read the "Prospectus of
Training Courses in the USAF" (It lists the
requirements and other information on air
force schools)®
Yes
No
Totals ••••••
183
225
1*68
How many air force schools other than basic
training have you attended?
None
One
Two***.*..
Three or more***
Totals • * *
.
178
118
66
1*7
C09
70
30
155
1*5
55
155
1*1*
28
16
12
100
Have you an application filed at the present
time for an air force school?
Yes*
No
Totals®* •*
.
1*5
360
H55
11
89
155
How many months ago did you receive your last
promotion?
Within six months ago®*®
More than six months ago^ up to and in-
cluding 12 months ago®***
More than 12 months ago^ up to and in-
cluding 36 months ago*
More than months ago, up to and in-
cluding 72 months ago
More than 72 months ago®***.
Totals®****
U6
59
139
100
63m
n
15
31*
25
15
155
1
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Table 10* (Concluded)
Frequency
Item Number Per cent
Do you understand the promotion policy that
is now in effect in the air force?
Yes*.** 176 13
No**. 233 57
Totals W 105
Are you now taking any "correspondence courses
or self-teaching courses offered to airmen by
the air force (through the U*S* Armed Forces
Institute)
*
Yes* $9 i lit
No 350 86
Totals m lo^
The time remaining in my present enlistment is:
Less than six months. 9S 21
Six months to 12 months^ inclusive * 86 21
More than 12 months^ through 2U months*** 7ii 18
More than 2k months** * 152 37
Totals * * W 100
After your present enlistment is up, do you
plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will * 160 39
Probably will but may do something else** 61 15
Really not at all sure what I will do**** 7k 18
Probably will not re-enlist* ....** 36 9
Sure I will not re-enlist* 79 20
Totals* * THo 100
Table 10 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of ”The Future"* The following are the findings
based on an interpretation of the data*
Two out of every five of the airmen believed that they would
eventually attain the rank of Technical Sergeant or Master
Sergeant if they stayed in the air force* One out of every four
of the airmen believed he would eventually attain the rank of a
warrant officer or a commissioned officer* One in seven believed
he would attain a rank of no higher than corporal*
Seven out of every ten of the airmen believe that the air
force offers them a career*
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Not quite one out of every two of the airmen has seen and
read the "Prospectus of Training Courses in the U.S*A*F."«
One out of every two of the airmen has never attended an
air force school other than basic training* One out of every
four of the airmen has attended one air force school other than
beisic training*
One out of ten of the airmen has an application filed at
the present time for an air force school.
One out of every four of the airmen has received a promotion
within the last 12 months* Two out of every five of the airmen
have not received a promotion within the last three days*
Three out of every five of the airmen do not understand the
prcMotion policy that is now in effect in the air force*
One out of every seven of the airmen is now taking one or
more of the correspondence courses or self-teaching courses
offered to airmen through the U*S* Armed Forces Institute*
One out of every four of the airmen has less than sis
months remaining in his present enlistment* Approximately the
same number of airmen have 12 months or less remaining in their
present enlistment as have more than 12 months left in their
present enlistment*
One out of every two of the airmen stated that he is "almost
sure" or "probably will" re-enlist again* toe out of every five
stated that he was sure he would not re-enlist*
Table 11*—Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under "Personal-
Psychological Factors"*
Item
When the air force says it will do something
most of the time it ends up really doing it?
Agree
Disagree
Totals • . • .
.
How much of your duty time is used in doing
things that do not seem important to you?
None of it.
Only a little of it
Some of it
A lot of it.......
Totals *....
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Frequency
Number Per cent
162 UO
2U8 60
loo 100
79 19
123 30
116 29
88 22
U06 100
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Table U« (Continued)
Frequency
1
Item Number Per cent
1
1
What do you think of the military control and
1
discipline at this base?
It is not strict enough. 92 23
It is about right.. 262 61*
I
It is too strict. 51* 13 1
Totals ..... W loo
1
How much does it bother you when you are asked
' to do things that you do not see a good reason
for doing? 11
I Not at all... 82 20
1
Not much.. 187 U6
Quite a bit....... 101 25
i
A great deal 39 9
Totals....
•
W
Do you feel you have a clear understanding of
the reason why you have to carry out your air
' force duties?
Always have a clear understanding....... 136 33
i Usually have a clear understanding. ....
.
227 56
About half of the time 30 8
1 Only some of the time.. 11 3
1 Hardly ever.. 2 —
Totals I|.06 m
i The attitude the civilians in town take when
1
they see you in uniform is;
No different than if I wore civilian
' clothes 183 U5
1
1
More friendly.. 22 5
1
1 Look down on me. 202 50
j
To^clIs •#•••• W7 ms
Are you hesitant about wearing your uniform
1 in town?
Yes 195 1*8 1
i
No 211* 52
1 Totals w mr
Does your air force dress uniform fit you
1
1
well or not?
It fits well. 168 1*1
!
It fits pretty well. 182
It fits rather badly.. 39 10
i It fits very badly. 20 5
1
i
— . —ri
Totals W TO
1
1
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Table 11. (Concluded)
Item Number
Do you regularly save part of your pay?
Yes*..
No
Totals
225
18U
W9
Would you hesitate to see the air inspector
if you believed you were being unjustly
treated by your squadron commander?
Yes
No
Totals..
119
^89
USB
In general, how would you say you feel most
of the time?
In good spirits..
In low spirits.
Totals....#
300
102W
Do
as
you consider the officer in charge of you
being:
A good leader *
A fair leader
Fairly low
Low
157
195
Uo
16
Totals # • • • # USB
Frequency
Per cent
55
U5
ISS
29
71
ISS
75
25
ISS
U8
38
10
k
I^
Table 11 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of “Personal—psychological Factors”. The follow-
ing are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
Three out of every five of the airmen believe that the air
force does not usually keep its promises.
One out of every two of the airmen believe a lot or some
of his duty time is used in doing things that do not seem
important to him.
Two out of every three of the airmen believe that the military
control and discipline at the base is about right. Almost twice as
many of the remaining airmen believe that the discipline is not
strict enough as there are those that believe it is too strict#
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One out of every three of the airmen say that it bothers
him a great deal or quite a bit when he is asked to do things
that he does not see a good reason for doing*
Nine out of every ten of the airmen always or usually have
a clear \mderstanding of the reason why they have to carry out
their air force duties*
One out of every two of the airmen believes that the civilians
in town look down on him when they see him in uniform*
One out of every two of the airmen is hesitant about wearing
his uniform in town*
One out of every seven of the airmen believes that his uniform
fits "rather badly” or "very badly”*
One out of every two of the airmen regularly saves part of his
monthly pay*
Three out of eveiy ten of the airmen stated that they would
hesitate to see the air inspector if they believed they were be-
ing unjustly treated by their squadron comraander*
Three out of every four of the airmen say they feel in good
spirits most of the time*
Six out of every seven of the airmen consider the officers
in charge of them as being a "good" or "fair leader" of men*
One in seven considered or described the officer as being a
"low” or «fairly low" leader*
Table 12*•-Distribution of Respondents on Each Item under "General Opinions
Item
Number of
Airmen
Responding
TShat are your main reasons for not being completely
satisfied with your present base? (List in order of
dlsllke^the biggest dislike first and So on) ****** 369
What are the main things about your present base
that you like? (List in order of yom* preference) •* 296
What do you consider are the main advantages of be-
ing in the air force (List in order of your pre-
ference)
What do you consider are the main disadvantages of
being in the air force? (List biggest disadvantage
first j and so on)
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Table 12 is a tabulation of the answers given to the attitude items
listed under the heading of “General Opinion” • The following are the
findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The madn reasons the airmen gave for not being completely satisfied
with their present base are listed below in the order of their frequency
of mention (The number of airmen mentioning each item follows in paren-
theses)*
1* Poor housing (137)
“Lack of adequate quarter", "lack of married quarters",
"unsightly buildings", "difficult to get housing",
"crowded barracks"*
2* Inadequate mess hall and poor food (56)
"overcrowded mess hall”, "unattractive", "poorly pre-
pared food”*
3* Promotion possibilities poor (55 )
"no ratings", "slow promotion”, "no future”*
k* Do not like job (Malessignment) (3U)
5* Duty hours too long (33)
"not enough time ofi^, ”do not like working Saturdays"*
6* Recreation facilities on the base are inadequate (2U)
7* Base is too far away from nyr home town (21^)
8* Transportation on base is poor (21)
9* Base "Spread out" too much (17)
"difficult to get around”
10* Unstableness (16)
"may be shipped out at any time with little or no notice”,
"no regards for family of airman", "does not allow person
time to take care of his private affairs"
U* Too many unnecessary things are done on the base (15)
"meetings", "details"*
12* Base policies not consistent (Hi)
"changed too often", "not always clear"
13* Climate is poor (lii)
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1*3
1U« Lack of coordination and cooperation among units on
the base and with higher conzxands (13)
1$0 Prices in post exchange and coimaissary are too high (12)
16* Do not like commanding officer (12)
17* Living costs are too high (11)
18* Do not like turning in Class A pass (9)
19* Separate ration men having to do K.P* duty (9)
20, Race prejudice (8)
21« Too many inspections (8)
22* Too many bosses and not enough workers (8)
23 • Too many civilians on the base (8)
2li. Discipline poor and unconsistent (7)
2$0 Many officers are poor leaders (7)
26, Overseas policy not fair (6)
27* Too many "cliques" on the base (6)
28* Promises not kept (6)
29 • Equipment to work with is poor (6)
30* Too little off duty time (6)
31* Do not like pulling K.P* (6)
32* Civilian transportation to towns are poor (6)
33* No medical care for dependents (5)
3ii* Day room is inadequate or none is available (5)
35* Insufficient number of three-day passes are given (U)
36* Not enough praise is given when job is well done (it)
37* Impossible to get a transfer (U)
38* Officer personnel are changed too often (1+)
39 • Location of base is too far from towns (U)
iiO* Impossible to get admitted to air force school that was
applied for (U)
Ul* Some of NC0*s are inefficient (3)
1|2* Laundry facilities are poor (3)
Jobs are changed too often (3)
Base is run poorly (3)
US'* Do not like squadron (3)
U6* Poor poUqy in assigning government quarters (2)
U7* Single men get most of duties (2)
U8* Nearby towns are not too friendly (2)
U9* No clothes in supply (2)
50, A better hobby shop is needed (2)
5l* Information and education program is presented poorly (2)
52* No real time off (2)
Note: Forty-one airmen did not answer*
The main reasons the airmen gave for liking the base are listed
below in the order of their frequency of mention (the number of airmen
mentioning each item follows in parentheses).
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1* Location of the base (69)
2* Like work (6U)
3« Like personnel on the base (57)
li* Located near home to?m (5l)
5* Fair and considerate officers (32)
6. Good NCO club (30)
7# Like base theatre (27)
8* Good entertainment and recreation on the base (23)
9* Good service club (19)
10# Post exchange is excellent (lU)
11* The hours of the cafeteria are excellent (12)
12* Like squadron (10)
13* Meals in mess are excellent (8)
lli* Good civilian transportation to town (7)
15* Military discipline not too strict (7)
16* Good library (7)
17 Nice girls are available to date (7)
18* Climate good (5)
19 • Good working hours (5)
20* Like barracks life (U)
21. Good day room (U)
22 • Good church services (U)
23* Enjoy swimming pool (ij.)
2U* Excellent hanger facilities (3)
25* There are not too many inspections or parades (3)
26, Left alone during off-duty time (3)
27# Pay is received on time (3)
28* Good bowling facilities (3)
29 o Living conditions good (2)
30* Coraraissaiy is good (2)
31« Excellent hobby shop (2)
32 • Education opportunities are excellent (2)
Note; One hundred and fourteen airmen did not answer#
The main advantages of being in the air force as stated by the airmen
are listed below in the order of their frequency of mention (the number of
airmen mentioning each item follows in parentheses)#
1# Chance to further education (8U)
2# Good job (59)
3« Secxjrity (1*8)
i;# Good retirement plan (U3)
5# Chance to get ahead (advancement) (U2)
6* Good pay (UO)
7# Chance to travel (23)
8# 3mprove standard of living (15)
9# Good future (13)
10* Good officers (13)
11# Good personnel (12)
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12 .
13.
Hi.
15.
16.
17.
18 .
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
2ii.
25o
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
3U.
35.
36.
37.
Good food (11)
Career plan (9)
Part of world's finest outfit (7)
Good vacations (7)
Good entertainment (5)
Discipline not too rigid (5)
Free airplane rides to many places ($)
Serve my country (5)
Meet people (5)
Excellent training (i;)
Steady job (U)
Place to sleep (U)
Good clothes (U)
Benefit from G. I. Bill (U)
Chance to get flight pay (li)
Good experience (3)
Good training for a civilian job (3)
Keep in good physical condition (3)
Free hospitalization (3)
Can save money (2)
Can meet girl friends (2)
Good living conditions (2)
Makes a good citizen (2)
Runs efficiently (2)
Dependents' care (2)
Treated fairly (2)
Note: One hundred and three airmen did not answer.
The main disadvantages of being in the air force as stated by the
airmen are listed below in the order of their frequency of mention (the
number of airmen mentioning each item follows in parentheses).
1. Too much unstability (86)
"here today, gone tomorrow", "not sufficient notice"
2. Cannot get ahead (promotions are poor )(39)
3. Poor housing (3li)
U. Insufficient pay (3U)
5. Inefficient commissioned and non-commissioned officers (13)
6. Base too far frcan home town (13)
7. Malassignment (do not like job) (11)
8. Cannot quit (10)
9. Segregation of colored airmen (8)
10. Cannot transfer (7)
11. Discipline is too strict (7)
12. Conflicting and changing policies (7)
13 . ?ail to keep promises (6)
Hi. Recreation is inadequate (6)
15. Poor food (U)
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16* Poor medical care (3)
17 • Housing in town too expensive (3)
18» Too many bosses and not enough workers (3)
19* Lack of freedom (3)
20* Rank not given out fairly (3)
21. No real home life (2)
22. Cannot go to air force school that I desire (2)
23* Transportation poor (2)
2U* Confusion on the base (lack of planning) (2)
25* Working hours are too long (2)
26. Too many civilians on base (2)
Note: One hundred and sixty airmen did not suiswer.
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CHAPTER III
FINDINGS ON THE ATTITUDES OF THE AIRJ^EN ACCORDING TO RANK,
MARITAL STATUS, LENGTH OF SERVICE, EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND GROUP
The purpose of this portion of this study was to determine whether
there are any significant differences in the attitudes of the airmen when
certain attitude items are checked against#—
A# The different ranks of the airmen#
B# The marital status of the airmen#
C# The length of military service of the airmen#
D# The formal educational background of the airmen#
E# The different groups on the base#
The findings on the specific attitude items chosen to be checked
against the different ranks of the airmen appear in the following tables
and explanations of the tables# For the major findings and recommendations
see Chapter IV of this thesis#
Table 13#—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under "Back-
ground Information"#
Attitude Items
J^er cent of each group
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeant
Technical Ser-
geant and
Master Sergeant
Total number of airmen 93 139 17a
Your rank:
Private# 17
Private First Class 76
Corporal# ###.. 68
Sergeant# • 71
Staff Sergeant#..# 85
Technical Sergeant# #### •## 56
Master Sergeant 37
47 -
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Table 13* (Continued)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
^aff Sergeant
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeant
Number of years in the military
service:
Less than oieyear... lU 2 0
One year to three years, in-
elusive 56 30 0
More than three years, through
six years 17 kk 19
More than six years, through
nine years 11 20 k9
More than nine years, through
tventy years. 2 k 30
More than twenty years 0 0 2
Totals .... 155 155 155
Nvmber of months you have been
stationed at this base:
Less than six months 32 31 20
Six months to 12 months inclusive 38 2k 21
More than 12 months, through
2j| months 28 31 16
More than 2k months, through
36 months 2 12 29
More than 36 months ago... 0 2 Ih
To*b^ls • # • 155 155 155
Age:
17 - 19 years 33 6 0
20 - 25 years 53 60 11
26 - 35 years..,.. 13 29 71
36 - U5 years. 1 5 Hi
I4.6 years or over 0 0 li
Toii>diXs • • # • 100 155 100
Marital Status:
Single......... 69 U5 20
Engaged 12 5 2
Married 19 li7 7U
Widowed 0 0 0
Separated. 0 1 2
Divorced. 0 2 2
Totals. . .
•
155 100 155
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Table 13* (Concluded) i
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeant
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeant
The section of the United States
you come from is:
Northeast 57 53 56
Midwest 15 20 20
South# ### 17 17 18
West 11 10 8
Totals • • #
•
155 Io5
Are you on flight status?
Yes 1 3 12
No# 97 J8
Totals # • # 100 100 100
1
!
Table 13 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’Back-
ground Information’* • The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data©
As expected, the greater the age the greater the rank
of the airmen#
Table Hi#—distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under "Health”#
Per cept of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeant
Technical Ser- i
geants and
Master Sergeants
Do you consider your state of
health to be:
Excellent
Fair##..
Poor
^ Totals #•••#•
61
39
0
155
67
32
1
155
69
30
i
1
155
1
Table Hi is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Health”#
it
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The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The higher the rank of the airmen the more they believed
their health was excellent* Practically all of the airmen
believe their health is excellent or fair*
Table 15*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under
••Finances”*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeant
Technical Ser-
geants and
Maater Sergeant
Can you get along on your present
pay without going into debt?
Yes*. Ul 36 62
No 59 6h 38
Totals *•*.« 155
Do you think you get:
26The right amount of pay* «•*...• 23 19
Too little pay...... 77 81 7h
Too much pay* ...••• 0 0 0
Totals*. ••• m 155 l5o
Considering everything, clothing,
housing, food, medical care, retire-
ment and all other things you get by
being in the air force, how much more
would you guess a civilian would have
to earn a year to make as much as you
do?
•Same........ 20 23 19
About $200 more * 10 Ih Ih
About $500 more 15 16 17
About #1000 more****** 3U 21 2U
About #2000 more *..* 5 10 9
About #3000 more* 8 8 13
About #1(000 more* 2 h 1
About #5000 more* .*.....* h 3 2
liore than #5000 more *.... 2 1 1
Totals*. m lob 155
Table 15 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
••Finances'** The following are the findings based on an interpretation
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of the data*
The corporals and sergeants seem to have more trouble getting
along on their present pay than do the other ranks*
Table 16*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under ’’Working
Conditions”*
Attitude Items
Do you like your present duty
assignment?
Very well*
•
Fairly well*
Not at all*
Totals.,
Which of the following do you think
applies to your duty assignment?
It is about right for ny train-
ing and experience*
It is an insignificant job—it
is not up to my capabilities •*•
*
It is too difficult for me to
handle adequately* *
Totals *
Do you understand clearly your full
duties in your duty assignment?
les
No
Totals** *****
Do you feel that your present duty
assignment will eventually lead to
a better job?
Yes****.**
No
Totals *******
Does your immediate superior
(officer or NCO) on your duty assign-
ment treat you?
Very well*
Fairly well*
Unjustly* * **..*
Totals *.*.*.
•
Per cent of each group
Privates
and Privates
First class
ho
UO
20
69
29
2
m
89
11
i5o
li8
52
55
UO
5
School of W'l
Lioraf
Corporals
and
Sergeants
38
U7
15
T55
67
32
1
Io5
95
5
TO
59
Ul
TO
63
3U
3
TO
Staff Sergeant
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
52
37
11
TO
72
26
2
TO
95
5
TO
66
3U
TO
72
2U
U
TO
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Table l6« (Continued)
Per c^t of each group
Privates Corporals bbaff Sergeants
and Privates and Technical Ser-
Attitude Items First Class Sergeants geants and
Master Sergeants
Does your immediate superior
(officer or NCO) give you a word of
praise when you do a portion of your
job assignment well?
Never* 3U 32 25
As often as I deserve 57 59 61
Not as often as I deserve** ••*.•« 8 8 12
Too often 1 1 2
Totals * • *
•
155 155 155
1(!hen you have been “chewed out” or
reprimanded by your immediate super-
ior, has he done it when you were:
Alone**** 36 38 1:9
Where other airmen could hear him
Both when I was alone and also
16 2h 17
when other airmen could hear him* U3 26 19
Never*. 5 12 15
Totals * • * * 155 100 155
Which of the following do you think
app3d.es to your squadron commander?
He has a real interest in my
welfare* * 26 3U 35
He has some interest in n^y welfare U6 U1 ho
He has very little interest in my
welfare* •***. *..**• 17 17 16
He has no interest in my welfare** 11 8 9
Totals • * • •
.
100 155 155
Does your squadron commander give you
a word of praise when you do a por-
tion of your duty well?
Never hh ho 3U
As often as I deserve ...** hi 51 $h
Not as often as I deserve* 5 8 11
Too often*** * U 1 1
Totals • * * • 155 155 155
Has a letter of recommendation or
commendation ever beai given you by
any of your squadron commanders?
55Yes 27 10:
No 73 hS
Totals***** 155 100 155
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Tabic 16« (Concluded)
Per C€ nt of eacl group
Attitude Items
Privates
ind Privates
?irst Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeant
bo you like the airmen you work
with;
All of them** iiO la 37
Most of them*.* 58 55 61
Practically none of them***...** 2 3 1
None of them. 0 1 1
Totals** 100 155 155
Do you like the officers in your
squadron?
All of them 38 33 27
Most of them....... 50 60 68
Practically none of them.. u li
None of them.... y 3 1
Totals** 155 155 155
Do you like the NCO’s that have
Jurisdiction over you?
All of them****..** * 20 29 38
Most of them * 7li 63 58
Practically none of them. 5 6 3
None of them*.***.* 1 2 1
Toi/cLLs • • • # 100 100 io5
Do you think the “Information and
Education" meetings (orientation)
are worthwhile?
les 57 55 U8
No
3^
U5 52
Totals**
•
155 155
Table l6 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
’’Working Conditions”* The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data*
'the higher the rank the better the airmen seemed to like
their duty assignment*
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The Privates and Privates First Class do not understand as
clearly their full duties in their duty assignment as do the
other ranks*
The higher the rank the more the airmen felt their duty
assignment would lead to a better job*
The higher the rank the better the airmen felt that their
immediate superior (officer or NCO) treated them on their duty
assignment*
The lower the rank of the airmen the more often they are
reprimanded by their superiors where other airmen could hear
it*
The higher the rank the more interest the airmen felt
the squadron commander had in them*
More of the lower ranked airmen said they were never
given a word of praise than did the other ranks*
More letter of recommendation or commendation are given
to higher ranks than are given the lower ranks*
The higher the rank the more the airmen seem to like the
officers in their squadron*
The higher the rank the more the airmen felt that the
••Information and Education** meetings are not worthwhile*
Table 17•—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under "Living
Conditions" (On Base)"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
privates
and Privates
?irst Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Mcister Sergeants
(Answer if living in the barracks)
Which of the following do you
believe describes your barracks?
Excellent 13 8 2
Adequate*.. 33 38 33
Inadequate 5ii 5k 65
Totals**. •
*
100 100 100
Which of the following applies to
your home or barracks life?
It is a very happy one**>**. •*...*<, 18 23 39
It is a moderately happy one****** 62 59 53
It is a miserable one** «*. *.*.*••. 20 18 8
Totals* **•• 105 100 100
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Table 17•—(Concluded)
Per cent o!f each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First
Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
Do you like most of the airmen in
your squadron?
Yes##. 96 92 99
No k 8 1
• * • • •
(Answer if married) What would you
TO TO TO
say best describes your wife's atti-
tude toward being an "Army Wife"?
Very satisfied#. 17 23 38
Moderately satisfied# .##•##...#• 33 U7 U5
Unsatisfied 50 30 17
Totals# .### 100 100 100
Are the meals in the mess hall
normally;
Very good# • ##•##•#####.#. 15 12 26
Fairly good#.##.#.#.#.#..#.##..# 38 55 U3
Not so good#. •#•#••## ### 31 23 25
Not good at all##### •••#####•••• 16 10 6
Totals • • • • • 100 TO TO
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes 28 31 2U
No 72 69 86
Totals. •.#.# TO TO TO
Table 17 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’'living
Conditions (On Base)"* The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data.
The higher the r ank the more the airmen believed that the
barracks were inadequate#
The lower the rank the less miserable the men seemed to
be when describing their home or barracks life#
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The Corporals and Sergeants seemed to have more dislike
for more of their fe3J.ow airmen than did the other ranks*
The lower the rank, the more unsatisfied the wives of
the airmen were*
The Privates and Privates First Class were more dis-
satisfied with the meals at the mess hall than were the
other ranks*
Table 18*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under '•Living
Conditions (Off Base)”.
Per cent of each group
Privates Corporals staff Sergeants
Attitude Items and Private^ and Technical Ser-
First Class Sergeants geants and
Master Sergeant;;
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do in town?
Always find interesting and en--
tertaining things to do in town
Usualljjr find interesting and
17 19 18
entertaining things to do *
Hardly ever find interesting and
U8 55 6h
entertaining things to do **..*.
*
Never find interesting and enter-
25 22 15
taining things to do*..
Totals*.
•
10
TO
k
100
Do you think the nearby cities and
towns offer adequate places and
types of entertainment?
Yes.. 56 65 68
No.. kh 35 32
To*bci!Ls • • • 100 TO TO
(Answer if single) Do you date
regularly any of the girls living
in the nearby towns?
Yes 37 38 30
No 63 62 70
Totals .... 100 TO TO
(Answer if single) Is it difficult
to meet girls in the nearby cities
and towns?
Yes 35 U7 w
No 65 53 60
Totals... TO TO TO
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Table 18* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants ar.d
Master Sergeants
Do you have an automobile?
Ies###« 13 30' 6U
No... 87 70 36
Totals •...•• 100 150 150
Do you belong to any civilian
organizati(^ or grouj® in town?
les lU 17 23
No 86 83 77
Totals #.«..• loO I50 150
Do you regularly visit some of your
civilian friends living in the near-
by towns?
Yes#.. U3 57 61
No 57 ii3 39
Totals
How are you being treated in the
loS 100 150
city or towns near your base?
Very well 2li 2li 33
Fairily well 57 59 53
Rather badly Hi 10 11
Very badly 5 7 3
Totals. Ioc5 100 100
Table 18 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
••Living Conditions (Off Base)"# The following are the findings based
on an interpretation of the data#
The lower the rank the more difficulty the airmen seem
to have in finding interesting and entertaining things to do
in the nearby towns#
The lower the rank the less the airmen felt that the
nearby cities and towns offer adequate places and types of
entertainment #
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The corporals and sergeants seem to have more difficulty
in meeting girls in the nearby towns than do the other ranks*
More automobiles were owned by the higher ranked personnel*
The higher the rank the more is the chance the airmen
belong to civilian organizations or groups in the nearby tovms*
The higher ranks felt they were treated a little better
when they were in the nearby towns*
Table 19*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under “Social
and Recreational Activities"*
Attitude Items
Privates
and Private
First Class
Is the present social, program
(dances, parties and so on) adequate
at your base to take care of your
desires and interests?
Very well*
Fairly well
Not very we3JL*
Not at all*... *
Totals
Do you usually find interesting
things to do on the base in your
off-duty time?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do* **..*. •*...*
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do* •...*.***
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do *•••*.*•
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do* 0 * 0 ••.....**
Totals *
What types of sports (base, intra-
mural or on your own) do you actually
participate in?
Team sports (basketball, foot-
ball, softball, baseball, and
so on)
Per cent of each group
18
k6
20
16
105
Corporals
and
Sergeants
29
k9
13
9
13^
37
12
25
26
iS^
36
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
32
U8
16
h
I5D
3U
22
2k
20
3h
20
33
2h
23
15(3
21
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Table 19 • (Concluded)
Per cent ot eac group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Private!
First class
ICorporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeant:
Individual sports (tennis, golf.
handball, skiing, and so on)*.** 13 22 32
None at all... 25 2h 2li
Both team and individual sports* 26 20 23
Totals ISS ISS
Do you have a hobby (other than
sports) such as photography, wood-
working and so on?
Yes 59 65 68
No kl 35 32
Totals ISO 100 ISS
How often do you normally see a
movie at the base?
Three times each week 20 lU 9
Twice each week** * 22 20 17
Once a week *•*.***..*•*** 16 20 23
Hardly ever* * h2 U6 51
Totals** loS 100 ISO
Do you use the facilities of the
base library? 1
Regularly*. * 9 h 8
Occasionally U5 56 U5
Never* •**•• *«.***• h6 uo 1*7
Totals ***** ISO ISS
Do you attend the recreation hall
or service club regularly?
Yes**** 33 25 18
No... 67 75 82
Totals • * • •
•
I5S ISS ISS
Table 19 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
'•Social and Recreational Activities"* The following are the findings
based on an interpretation of the data*
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The lower ranks felt that the present social program
on the base did not take care of their desires and interests
as well as did the higher ranks*
The higher the rank the more the airmen actually
participated in individual sports* The lower the rank
the more the airmen participated in team sports*
The higher the rank the more the airmen indicated
that they had a hobby*
The higher the rank the less the airmen attended movies
at the base theatre*
The corporals and sergeants utilized the library
facilities less than the other ranks*
The lower the rank the more the airmen utilized the
service club*
Table 20*— Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under
"Religion"
*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
On the average, how often have
you attended church services
since you have been at your
present base?
Once or more times a week* ••••«• 12 21 20
Two or three times a month*....* 16 12 11
About once a month*. 13 23 28
Never*. 59 Uh ill
Totals * * . *
•
100 100 Io5
"Which of these things did you do
last week?
Attended regular church services
on the base*...*..* **« 11 Hi 13
Attended regular church services
in town******.....* .*.**• 19 21 19
Did not attend church services** 70 65 68
Totals ***** TO
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Table 20* (Concluded)
1
!
Per cent of eac 1 group
Privates Corporals Staff Sergeants
and Privates and Technical Ser-
Attitude Items First Class Sergeants geants and
Master Sergeants
ilh^obably the main reason you do not
go to church regularly is:
1
35Too lazy to get up*.*.
Because most of the other air-
37 32
men do not go**
Attending church service does
11 9 6
not make me feel any better 23 21 20
Do not believe in religion* ***** 3 5 h
Do attend regularly •*•
Totals **.*••
*
26 35
ISC
Table 20 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
"Religion”* The following are the findings based on an interpretation
of the data*
The lower the rank the more often the airmen stated
that they never attended church services*
More privates and privates first class than the other
ranks stated that the reason they do not go to church reg-
ularly is that they are too lazy to get up or because most
of the other airmen do not go*
Table 21*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on Each Item under «The
Future"*
Per cent of eac)i group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
I
geants and •
Master Sergeantd
Is you stay in the air force
what rank do you think you will
eventually attain?
Private First Class or Corporal
Sergeant or staff Sergeant* •**•
hh
20
10
26
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Table 21. (Continued)
Attitude Items
Technical Sergeant or Master
Sergeant.
Warrant Officer
Officer.
Totals
62
Privates
and Private
First Class
t^er cent of each group
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
20
5
11
100
h2
10
12
loo
S6
27
11
loo
Do you think the air force offers
you a career?
Yes.........
No
Totals • • •
o
h3
57
loo
66
Jk
100
90
10
100
Have you seen and read the '’prospec-
tus of Training Courses in the USAF"
(It lists the requirements and other
information on air force schools)
•
Yes*
Mo
Totals* •••
1*2
58
Io5
How many air force schools other
than basic training have you
attended?
None .*..*
One** *
Two
Three or more*.* *
Totals * * *
•
52
35
8
5
100
Have you an application filed at
the present time for an air force
school?
Yes* * *
No
Totals * * * *
16
Jk
100
How many months ago did you receive
your last promotion?
Within six months ago
More than six months ago, up to
and including 12 months ago
More than 12 months ago, up to
and including 3^ months ago*****
18
26
1*6
1*8
33
11*
100
13
87
100
15
19
51
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Table 21« (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
More than 36 months ago, up to
and including 72 months ago*.*** 6 11 U5
More than 72 months ago 1; k 29
Totals* *•••* TO TO
Do you understand the promotion
policy that is now in effect in
the air force?
Yes 39 38 I18
No 61 62 52
Totals 100 TO 100
Are you now taking any "Correspond-
ence Courses or Self-Teaching Courses
offered to airmen by the air force
(through the U*S* itoed Forces Insti-
tute)*
Yes
1
15 18 11
No 85 82 89
Totals Io5 TO TO
After your present enlistment is up,
do you plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will*** •••*•.••••* 19 30 58
Probably will but may do some-
thing else**** 15 16 12
Really not at all sure what I
will do** 16 22 17
Probably will not re-enlist***** 13 10 6
Sure I will not re-enlist******* 37 22 7
Totals * TO TO TO
Table 21 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of "The
Future"* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data*
Almost half the privates and privates first class felt
that they would not eventually obtain a higher rank than
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corporal if they stayed in the air force*
The higher the rank the more the airmen thought that they
would eventually attain the rank of Warrant Officer*
The higher the rank the more the airmen felt the air force
offers them a career*
ATI ranks felt they had just as good a chance to eventually
become an officer*
The less the r ank the less the number of schools the air~
men have attended*
The lower ranked personnel had more applications filed for
attendance to air force schools*
More promotions have been made within the past three years
in the lower ranks*
The first three graders seem to understand the promotion
policy better than do the other ranks.
The first three graders are taking less ^correspondence
courses” than are the other ranks*
The lower the rank the less chance there is that the air-
men will re-enlist* One out of every two of the privates or
privates first class indicated that he was either sure he would
not re-enlist or probably would not re-enlist*
Table 22*—Distribution of Respondents by Rank on
Psychological Factors”*
Each Item under "Personal-
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
Staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
When the air force says it will do
something, most of the time it ends
up really doing it?
A^ree *
Disagree*. *
Totals •.*..*
33
67
100
33
67
100
A8
52
100
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Table 22* (Continued)
Attitude Items
How much of your duty time is used
in doing things that do not seem
important to you?
None of it.*..-
0n3y a little of it
Some of it.
A lot of it
Totals ...
What do you think of the military
control and discipline at this
base?
It is not strict enough
It is about right
It is too strict
Totals ....
How much does it bother you when
you are asked to do things that
you do not see a good reason for
doing?
Not at all
Not much
Quite a bit...*.
A great deal.
Totals...
.
Do you feel you have a clear under-
standing of the reason why you have
to carry out your air force duties?
Always have a clear understand- -
ing
Usually have a clear understand-
ing
About half of the time*.
Only some of the time
Hardly ever
Totals ....
Per cent of each group
Privates
and Privates
First Class
Corporals
and
Sergeants
iStaff Sergeants
iTechnical Ser-
geants and
Master Sergeants
20 19 20
22 29 37
29 30 27
29 22 16
loS 100 100
11 19 31
67 67 61
22 lU 8
100 155 155
18 23 19
la hh 51
29 23 23
12 10 7
loo 155 T5o
3h 31 36
k6 58 60
13 7 h
6 3 0
1 1 0
100 loo 100 1
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Table 22o (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Privates
and
Corporals
and
staff Sergeants
Technical Ser-
Attitude Items Privates
First Class
Sergeants geants and
Master Sergeants
The attitude the civilians in toTOi
take when they see you in uniform is;
No different than if I wore
civilian clothes. la U8 i;6
More Friendly. 6 3 7
Look down on me..... 53 h9 U7
Totals 100 100 100
Are you hesitant about wearing your
uniform in town?
Yes..... U7 53 k7
No..... 53 h7 51
Totals... .• 100 100 TO
Does your air force dress uniform fit
you well or not?
It fits well. 39 U1 U3
It fits pretty well.. U3 li3 li7
It fits rather badly.... 9 2h 6
It fits very badly..... 9 2
Totals
Do you regularly save part of your
im TO TO
pay?
Yes 56 57 53
No U; U3 U7
Toi^^Xs • » • # • W TO TO
In general, how would you say you
feel most of the time?
In good spirits 61 69 8U
In low spirits.. 39 31 16
Totals... .. loo 100 100
Do you consider the officer in charge
of you as being:
A good leader 37 38 UO
A fair leader hh 50 U8
Fairly low..... 13 10 8
Low 6 2 h
Totals ..... TO TO TO
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Table 22 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen of
different ranks to the attitude items listed under the heading of
"Personal—^Psychological Factors"* The following are the findings based
on an interpretation of the data.
The first three graders felt that the air force does what
it says more often than did the other ranks*
The lower the rank the more the airmen believed a lot of
their duty time is used in doing things that do not seem
important to them*
The higher the rank the more the airmen believe that the
military discipline on the base is not strict enough*
It seems to bother the lower ranked airmen more when they
are asked to do things that they do not see a good reason for
doing*
The lower ranked airmen do not feel that they have as
clear an understanding as to the reason why they have to carry
out their air force duties as do the other ranks*
The higher the rank of the airmen the better they in-
dicated they felt most of the time*
The privates and privates first class felt that the
officers in charge of them were not as good leaders as did
the other ranks*
Table 23*—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Background Information"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Your Rank?
Private 3 5
Private First Class*...* 5 35
Corporal. .*.*** lU 20
Sergeant 16 •18
Staff Sergeant 27 13
Technical Sergeant* 21 5
Master Sergeant 11; h
Totals . • .
*
Io5 155
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Table 23 <> (Concluded)
Attitude Items
Number of months you have been station-
ed at this base?
Less than sue months
Six months to 12 months, inclusive.*
More than 12 months, through 2J4.
months
More than 2k months, through 36
months
More than months ago
Totals o * . •
•
Age;
17 19 years
20 - 25 years
26 - 35 years
36 - years
U6 years or over...
Totals *...**
Per cent of each group
Married, Widowed
and Separated
17
2h
27
23
9
100
2
27
60
9
2
loS
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
37
28
25
7
3
loS
19
ii9
2h
5
LOO
Table 23 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Back-
ground Information”. The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data.
Twenty-two per cent of the married airmen are corporals
or less in rank.
Three times as many married airmen as single airmen have
been stationed at the base two or more years.
Table 2U.—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on bach Item under
"Health”.
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, uigaged
and Divorced
Do you consider your state of health
to be;
Excellent* .*** 66 66
Fair 32 33
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Table 2U* (Concluded)
Per cent o; ' each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Bagaged
and Divorced
Poor 2 1
Totals##. •
•
I5o 153
How would you describe the medical
attention given you?
Very good 26 26
Fairly good 16 kQ
Not so good# .......# 23 15
Not good at all ...## 6 11
Totals m T5o
Table 2h is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Health'*#
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data#
There is no difference in the attitude of the single
and married airmen regarding their health#
Table 25#—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
’’Finances”.
I’er cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Can you get along on your present pay
without going into debt?
Yes kS 52
No 55 li8
Totals#..## iob loo
Do you think you get;
The right amount of pay# 2h 23
Too little pay 76 77
Too much pay*##. 0 0
Totals # . . #
«
100 lob
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Table 26 (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married^ Widowed
and Separated
Single, ijngaged
and Divorced
Do you like the NCO*s that have
jurisdiction over you?
All of them 32 26
Most of them* 62 66
Practically none of them*. k 6
None of them * 2 2
Totals • . « . •
0
im 15^
Table 26 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of
"Working Conditions”* The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data*
The married men like their duty assignments better than
do the single airmen*
The married men like the commissioned officers and non-
commissioned officers that have jurisdiction over them
slightly more than the single men*
Table 2?*—^Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Living Conditions (On Base)"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Siarried, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
(Answer if living in the barracks)
Which of the following do you believe
describes your barracks?
Excellent 7 8
Adequate 31 39
Inadequate 62 53
Totals * • • .
•
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Table 25 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Finances’**
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The moO'ried airmen have a harder time getting along on
their present pay*
Table 26*—^Distribution of Respondents by Marital, Status on Each Item under
"YiTorking Conditions"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Do you like your present duty assign-
ment?
Very well. U7 Ul
Fairly well U1 39
Not at all 12 20
Totals. . . .« 100 100
Which of the follovang do you think
applies to your duty assignment?
It is about right for my training
and experience 69 66
It is an insignificant job—it is
not up to my capabilities. 27 31
It is too difficult for me to
handle adequately h 3
100Totals. . ... 100
Do you like the airmen you work with?
All of them. Ui 37
Most of them 57 59
Practically none of them. ......... 2 3
None of them 0 1
Totals..
.
.
0 ISCi
Do you like the officers in your
squadron?
All of them 33 31
Most of them. * 60 62
Practically none of them.......... 5 5
None of them. 2 2
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Table 27* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Which of the following applies to your
home or barracks life?
It is a very happy one..., 12
It is a moderately happy one U5 69
It is a miserable one 11 19
Totals I5o loS
Considering the layout of the base, do
you consider that the amount of trans-
portation given to personnel on the
base is adequate?
Yes 36 35
No 6U 65
Totals m ISS
Do you like most of the ainnen in your
squadron?
Yes. • 96 93
No h 7
Totals ISO 100
Are the meals in the mess hall .
normally;
Very good 12
Fairly good 51 U3
Not so good 27 30
Not good at all 10 13
Totals loS 100
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes... 28 27
No 72 73
Totals ISS loS
Do you believe the punishments handed
out by your squadron commander are:
Very fair and just 36 29
Usually fair and just 51 63
Unfair and unjust 7 8
Totals ISO 100
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Table 27 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Living
Conditions (On Base)"* The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data*
The home life of the married airmen is a happier one than
the barracks life of the single airmen*
Table 28*—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Living Conditions (Off Base)"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do in town?
Always find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do 16 20
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do* 59 52
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do 19 22
Never find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do*...,..... 6 6
Totals 100 105
Do you think the nearby cities and
towns offer adequate places and types
of entertainment?
les 61; 63
No 36 37
Totals • • . .
*
100 100
Do you have an automobile?
les* 59 20
No U1 80
Totals * . . *
•
100 100
Do you belong to any civilian organiz-
ation or groups in town?
Yes * 21; 15
No 76 85
Totals * loo 155
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Table 28, (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Do you regular]!y visit some of your
civilian friends living in the nearby
towns
2
Yes 58 50
No U2 50
Totals * ISO 153
How are you being treated in the city
or towns near your base?
Very well 30 32
Fairly well 56 35
Rather badly 10 21
Very badly k 12
Totals**. •* 100 100
On week-ends or when you have a three-
day pass do you usually?
Visit your home town* 33 hi
Stay at the base 7 h
Stay in and around the vicinity of
the base and local towns U3 3h
Visit cities that are not in the
near vicinity of the base (more
than 25 miles away) 17 21
Totals*... •* 100 100
Table 28 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Living
Conditions (Off Base)"* The following are the findings based on an
interpretation of the data*
The number of married airmen who own automobiles is far
greater than the number owned by single men*
More married men belong to civilian organizations or
groups in the surrounding towns*
More married men visit civilian friends living in the
nearby towns*
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There is a, slignt indication that tne married racjn
believe they ai’e treated better in the city or towns near
near the base*
Table 29 • —^Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Social and Recreational Activities"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Is the present social program (dances,
parties, and so on) adequate at your
base to take care of your desires and
interests?
Very well. 31 22
Fairly well. hS 50
Not very well 18 16
Not at all 6 12
Totals iSS im
Do you usually find interesting things
to do on the base in your off-duty
time?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do. 13 15
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do lOt U3
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do 30 31
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do. 13 11
Totals ...... 100 100
What types of sports (base, intra-
mural or on your own) do you actually
participate in?
Team sports (Basketball, football,
softball, baseball, and so on 25 35
Individual sports (tennis, golf,
handball, skiing, and so on 23 21
None ^t all 28 19
Both team and individual sports .... 19 25
Totals 100 155
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Table 29* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed Single j Engaged
and Separated and Divorced
Do you actually participate in some
type of sport or athletics during
the following seasons?
Fall 2 u
Winter. h h
Spring and Summer 2h 22
Fall and Winter S 0
Winter, Spring and Summer 9 6
Fall, Spring and Summer 13 lU
All seasons 32 35
Never participate 1 13
Totals Tm
Do you have a hobby (other than sports)
such as photography, woodworking and so
on?
Yes 65 60
No.... 35 UO
Totals m I5o
How often do you normally see a movie
at the base?
Three times each week 8 21
Twice each week 15 23
Once a week 21 20
Hardly ever 56 36
Totals 100 100
Do you use the facilities of the base
library?
8Regularly 7
Occasionally U3 60
Never 50 32
Totals m
Do you attend the recreation hall or
service club regularly?
Yes 20 32
No 80 68
Totals m im
Table 29 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
marital status to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Social
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and Recreational Activities”. The following are the findings based on an
interpretation of the data.
The single men are more interested in team sports while
the married men are more interested in individual sports such
as tennis, golf, swinmiing.
The married men are slightly more interested in hobbies
than are the single men.
The single men normally see movies at the base theatre
much more often than do the married men*
The single men use the facilities of the base library
and service club more often than do the married men.
Table 30*—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Religion”
.
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
On the average, how often have you
attended church services since you
have been at your present base?
Once or more times a week 21 17
Two or three times a month....... 11
About once a month. 2h 23
Never. kl U9
Totals 100 100
Probably the main reason you do not
go to church regularly is:
Too lazy to get up 33 36
Because most of the other airmen
do not go 6 11
Attending a church service does
not make me feel any better 22 18
Do not believe in religion 5 5
Do attend regularly. 3ii 30
100 Io5
Table 30 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by marital
status to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Religion".
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The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The married men attend church more often than the single
men but the difference is not very significant*
Table 31*—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"The Future"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed Single, Engaged
and Separated and Divorced
Do you think the air force offers you
a career?
Yes... 77 62
No 23 38
Totals ..... Tc53
Do you understand the promotion policy
that is now in effect in the air force?
Yes Uo ii6
No 60 5U
Totals im OT
Are you now taking any "correspondence
courses or self-teaching coiiirses" offer-
ed to airmen by the air force (through
the U.S.Armed Forces Institute)?
Yes Ih 15
No 86 85
Totals .....* loo 100
After your present enlistment is up.
do you plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will* U7 31
Probably will but may do something
else * 13 19
Really not at all sure idiat I will
do 16 2k
Probably will not re-enlist * 9 11
S\ire I will not re-enlist 15 15
Totals Io(5
Tabic 31 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by marital
status to the attitude items listed xmder the heading of "The Future"*
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The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
The married men believe the air force offers them a
better opportimity to follow a career than do the single
men.
The married men seem to understand the promotion
policy at the base better than do the single men.
Twice as many married men as single men are "almost
sure" they will re-enlist.
Table 32.—Distribution of Respondents by Marital Status on Each Item under
"Personal—Psychological Factors” •
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
When the air force says it will do
something j most of the time it ends
up really doing it?
Agree U2 36
Disagree 58 6ii
Totals
How much of your duty time is used in
doing things that do not seem import-
ouit to yous
None of it 20 20
Only a little of it 3U 27
Some of it... 2h 33
A lot of it ...... 22 20
Totals
What do you think of the military con-
100
trol and discipline at this base?
It is not strict enough 27 16
It is about right.. 59 67
It is too strict lii 17
Totals ........ I5o im
The attitude the civilians in town
take when they see you in uniform is:
No different than if I wore civilian
clothes U5 U5
More friendly 7 k
Look dovm on me Ii8 51
Totals ...... 100
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Table 32* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
^
Married, Widowed
and Separated
Single, Engaged
and Divorced
Do you regularly save part of your pay?
Yes . 63
No 52 37
Totals « . • ,
,
lo^ TO
In general, how would you say you feel
most of the time?
In good spirits 77 70
In low spirits 23 30
Totals . . . .
•
TO
Do you consider the officer in charge
of you as being:
A good leader. hO 36
A fair leader hi U9
Fairly low, 10 11
Low, 3 k
Totals ,.,,,, 100 100
Table 32 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by marital
status to the attitude items listed under the heading of •'Personal-
psychological Factors", The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data.
The married airmen believe more than the single airmen
that the air force ends up more often doing what it says it
will do.
The married men believe more than the single men that
the military control and discipline at the base is not strict
enough,
A greater percentage of the single men regularly save
part of their pay than do the married men.
The married men generally feel in better spirits than
do the single men.
The married airmen believe that the officers in charge
of them are slightly better leaders than do the single airmen.
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Table 33 •—^Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under **Background Information"*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Sdjc to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Total Number of Airmen 10b 1 116 127 65
Race:
Colored. 10 15 11 8
White 9Q 85 89 92
Totals .... * loD 100 m
Your rank:
Private 7 h 0
Private First Class * 53 9 k 3
Corporal. 27 21; 6 0
Sergeant 13 35 18 9
Staff Sergeant 0 20 3U 29
Technical Sergeant*. 0 U 22 36
Master Sergeant 0 h 12 23
Totals 100 100 100 100
Table 33 is a tabulation of the ans-^ers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Background
Information"* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data*
The longer the service of the airman the greater the rank*
Table 3U*—Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under ’nUforking Conditions"*
Per cent of each gro]|ip
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
bo you like your present duty assign-
ment?
Very well.*.. 36 3U 51; 60
Fairly well U7 hh 36 29
Not at all 17 22 10 11
!I. o*t»^ls • • • * 4 • m 100 100 Io5
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Table 3k* (Continued)
Per cent of. each group
Attitude Items
less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
"Which of the following do you think
applies to your duty assignment?
It is about right for ny training
and experience 70 58 72 82
It is an insignificant job—it is
not up to ny capabilities, 28 35 26 18
It is too difficult for me to
handle adequately.,, 2 7 2 0
Totals , . , ,
,
155 T55 TO 155
Do you understand clearly your full
duties in your duty assignment?
Yes 92 89 96 98
No 8 11 h 2
Totals 100 100 TO TO
Do you feel that your present duty
assignment will eventually lead to a
better job?
Yes 51 56 68 69
No k9 32 31
Totals , . • , • 100 100 100 100
Does your inmediate superior (officer
or NCO) on yoiir duty assignment treat
you;
Very well, 50 65 70 75
Fairly well, ii7 29 26 22
Unjustly, 3 6 h 3
Totals Io5 100 100 100
Does your immediate superior (officer
or NCO) give you a word of praise
when you do a portion of your job
assignment well?
Never 38 28 26 2h
As often as I deserve 5U 60 63 61
Not as often as I deserve
,
7 9 10 15
Too often,, 1 3 1 0
Totals 155 TO TO TO
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Table 3U* (Continued)
Per cent of each group
Less
Than
Three to
Six
Six to
Nino
1
Over
{ Nine
Attitude Items Three Years Years 1 Years
Years
Service
Service Service i Service
1
liVhich of the following do you think
applies to your squadron commander?
25 35He has a real interest in ray welfare 39 32
He has some interest in ray welfare#. 50 32 lUi U3
He has very little interest in
welfare 15 20 15 13
He has no interest in ray welfare.... 10 9 9 9
Totals • • •
•
I5o 105
Does your squadron commander give you
a word of praise when you do a portion
of your duty well?
Never 37 ill 38 37
As often as I deserve 51 UQ 5U 52
Not as often as I deserve 10 9 7 n
Too often... 2 2 1 0
Totals . . .
.
100 100 100 100
Has a letter of recommendation or com-
mendation ever been given you by any ol
your squadron commanders?
Yes 29 la 52 58
No 71 59 U3 U2
Totals . . . lo^ 100 T55
Do you like the airmen you work with?
All of them.
.
0 , U2 33 U2 hS
Most of them...... 55 61, 57 53
Practically none of them............ 2 2 1 2
None of them. 1 1 0 0
Totals im I5o 155
Do you like the officers in. your squad-
ron?
All of them. ..*...• 37 30 30 29
Most of them. 56 59 65 63
Practically none of them 7 6 3 6
None of them. 0 5 2 2
Totals .... im m
j
i
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Table (Concluded)
' '
- — — -
-
—
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Do you like the NCO's that have
jurisdiction over you?
All of them. 20 26 36 k9
Most of them. 72 70 $9 h7
Practically none of them..... 7 3 h 2
None of them. * 1 1 1 2
T O'bdJ.S • • • • Io5 loo I5o loU
Table 3U is a tabulation of the ansTrers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Working
Conditions"* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data*
The greater the amount of service the better the airman
seems to like his present duty assignment*
More of the airmen in the three to six years of service
bracket believe their duty assignment is insignificant and not
up to their capabilities*
The longer the airmen are in the service the more they
believe that their present duty assignment will eventually
lead to a better job*
The longer the service of the airmen the better their
immediate superior on their duty assignment seems to treat
them*
The three to six years group believe they were treated
most unjustly by their immediate superiors*
The airmen with the least amount of service seem to get
the least amount of praise from their immediate superiors
when they do a portion of their job assignm-ent well*
The greater the length of service the more chance there
is for the airman to get a letter of recommendation or com-
mendation from his squadron commander#
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The airnen in the three to six year group do not like the
officers in their squadron as well as the other groups.
The group with less than three years service do not like
the non-conmissioned officers that have Jurisdiction over them
as well as do the other groups.
Table 35*—Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under ’’Living Conditions (On Base)”,
Attitude Items
(Answer if living in the barracks)
Which of the following do you believe
describes your barracks?
Excellent, •
Adequate
Inadequate
Totals, «•«
Which of the following applies to
your home or barracks life?
It is a very happy one,,.,
It is a moderately happy one..,,,.
It is a miserable one.,*,, •«•••*,,
Totals , • •
4
Do you like most of the airmen in
your squadron?
Ies,«.,,.,, *
No
Totals,*.
(Answer if married) What would you
say best describes your wife’s atti-
tude toward being an '’AniQr. Wife”?
Very satisfied,
Moderately satisfied
Unsatisfied
Totals , * ,
»
Are the meals in the mess hall
normally;
Very good,,,,.,,.,,^,,,,,,,
Fairly good, ,,*,,,,
Not so good., ,,,*•*,,
Not good at all,
Totals,,,
•
p?r cent of each group
tess Three to Six to 1 Over
Txhan Six Nine Nine
Three Years Years Years
Years
Service
Service Service Service
10 5 9 0
U2 Ul 26 33
U8 5U 65 67
IM ISO 100 lOO
18 29 3h la
61 52 56 53
21 19 10 6
15^ 100 105 150
91 95 98 98
9 5 2 2
lOo- lOO"
12 2h 36 39
33 50 hi h3
55 26 17 13
100 loO 150 100
11 12 lU 12
U5 UQ 52 U9
31 27 27 31
13
_
TOO isJ
8
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Table 35* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes 28 28 32 20
No 72 72 68 80
Totals •••..* ISc5 lOS
Do you believe the punishments hand-
ed out by your squadron commander
are:
Very fair and Just 2k liO 32 38
Usually fair and Just 6h 57 61 53
Unfair and unjust* 12 3 7 9
Totals * • * •
•
100 100 100
Table 35 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of »*liviag
Conditions (On Base)”* The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data.
The longer the length of service the more inadequate the
airmen consider the barracks*
The longer the length of service the happier the airmen
consider their home or barracks life*
The longer the service the more apt the airman is to like
most of the airmen in his squadron*
The longer the airman’s wife is married the more satisfied
she becomes with being an *JAm^ Wife”* ’’The first three years
are the hardest”* This statement seems to be very true as in
the one day to three year group, 55 per cent of the airmen's
wives are unsatisfied^ while in the three to six year group the
percentage dropped to 26 per cent.
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TIb longer the length of service the more \mattractive
the mess hall seemed to the airmen#
The group with less than three years service feel that
the punishments handed out by their squadron commanders are
more luifair and unjust than do the other groups*
Table 3^*—Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under "Living Conditions (Off Base)",
Attitude Items
Per cent of each group
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do in tom?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do*.,*.
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do***
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do **••***••
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do,****
Totals ****•*.,
11;
50
28
8
155
20
52
19
9
I5tr
22 li;
62 69
11+
2
155
11+
3
Do you think the nearby cities and
towns offer adequate places and types
of entertainment?
Yes
No
Totals **.**••
55
1+5
T55
66
31+
loo
68
32
loo
72
28
155
Do you have an automobile?
Yes*
No
Totals *.***00
Do you belong to any civilian or-
ganizations or groups in tom?
Yes *
No
Totals *
15
85
155
12
88
155
36
61+
155
18
82
T55
18
82
:m5
6U
36
155
37
63
I5o
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Table 36* (Concluded)
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Do you regularly visit some of your
civilian friends living in the near-
by towns?
Yes... h8 Sh 59 59
No 52 h6 hi hi
Totals,
How are you being treated in the city
100 m loo m
or towns near your base?
Vexy well. 22 22 28 hh
Fairly well 55 6h 62 36
Rather badly 15 9 9 13
Very badly. 8 5 1 7
Totals.... ... 100 100 loo 100
Per cent ot each group
Table 36 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
length of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of
•’Living Conditions (Off Base)”, The following are the findings based on
an interpretation of the data.
The less the length of service the more difficulty the
airmen seem to h^ave in finding interesting and entertaining
things to do in town.
The longer the length of service the more the airmen
believed that the towns offered adequate places and types
of entertainment.
The longer the length of service the more possibility
there was for the airmen to own an automobile.
The longer the length of service the more the chances
are that the airman belongs to a civilian organization or
group in the local town or city.
The longer the service the more is the possibility that
the airman will visit civilian friends living in the nearby
towns.
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The under three year group and the over nine year group
feel that they are being treated worse in the local city or
towns than do the other groups*
Table 37 •-^Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under "Social and Recreational Activities"*
Per cent of each group
Less Three to Six to Over
Than Six Nine Nine
Attitude Items Three Years Years Years
Years Service Service Service
Service
Is the present social program (dances.
parties, and so on) adequate at your
base to take care of your desires and
interests?
Very well 21 2h 32 35
FairUy well. U5 h9 1|8 h5
Not very well* 19 17 13 17
Not at all 15 10 r?i 3
Totals • . • •
•
im im
Do you usually find interesting things
to do on the base in your off-duty
time?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do 10 10 17 17
Usually find interesting and enter-
taining things to do* 38 U1 UQ h6
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do 35 35 26 28
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do. 17 2h 9 9
Totals • . . • * im
V/hat types of sports (base, intrifc-
mural or on your own) do you actually
participate in?
Team sports .(basketball, football.
softball, baseball, and so on) • • . «
*
3U 32 2h 26
Individual sports (tennis, golf.
handball, skiing and so on)...«***« 2k 25 32 27
None at all*... 21 23 2U 28
Both team and individual sports * • * * 31 20 20
Totals * * 100 100 100 100
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Table 37* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Do you have a hobby (other than sports)
such as photography, woodworking and
so on?
Yes 63 6h 65 57
No 37 36 3U U3
Totals. . . .
,
100 100 100 100
Do you use the facilities of the base
Library?
Regularly.. 8 h 6 9
Occasionally 52 h6 50 U5
Never Uo 50 lih U6
Totals T5D 1S5 m T(5C
Do you attend the recreation hall or
service club regularly?
Yes,. 33 23 20 22
No. 67 77 80 78
Totals 100 100 100 100
Table 37 is a tabiilation of the answers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Social and
Recreational Activities", The following are the findings based on on
interpretation of the data.
The airmen with the least amount of service feel that the
social program offered on the base is not adequate as it might
be in order to take care of their desires and interests.
The airmen with the least amount of service seem to have
more difficulty finding interesting and entertaining things
to do on the base.
The longer the length of service the more interested the
airmen are in individual sports and the less they are interested
in team sports.
The airmen with less than three years service and those with
more than nine years service utilize the facilities of the base
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library more regularly*
The airmen -with the least amount of service attend the
service club more regularly.
Table 38*—^Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under "Religion".
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
On the average, how often have you
attended church services since you
have been at your present base?
Once or more times a week. 17 17 20 20
Two or three times a month 11 17 10 11
About once a month. 15 23 27 26
Never 57 U3 h3 h3
Totals m loo 100 155
Probably the main reason you do not
go to church regularly is:
Too lazy to get up 3h 37 3h 36
Because most of the other airmen
do not go 15 6 6 5
Attending a church service does
not malce me feel any better ••••••. 18 22 21 25
Do not believe in religion 2 6 3 5
Do attend regularly. 31 29 36 29
Totals 100 105 loo 155
Table 38 is a tabulation of the answers given by the aiiroen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Religion".
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
A greater percentage of the airmen with less than three
years service failed to attend church. After that there were
no differences in the groups*
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Table 39*—Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under "The Future".
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Do you think the air force offers you
a career?
Yes U8 66 86 86
No 52 3U lU 111
Totals...
•
100 100 100 100
How many air force schools other than
basic training have you attended?
None la 53 liO 38
One. 1*2 29 2h 15
Two. 13 13 16 25
Three or more k 5 20 22
Tot^Lls • .
.
loo 155 100 155
How many months ago did you receive
your last promotion?
Within six months ago 22 11 3 8
More than six months ago, up to
and including 12 months ago.. 28 13 10 5
More than twelve months ago, up to
and including 36 months ago. . ..... U7 h6 26 11
More than 36 months ago, up to and
including 72 months ago 1 22 llll 28
More than 72 months ago.. 2 8 17 ii8
Totals... loo 100 155 155
Do you understand the promotion policy
that is now in effect in the air force?
Yes la ho ItO 55
No 59 60 60 ii5
Totals ... io5 155 100 155
Are you now taking any "correspondence
courses or self-teaching courses"
offered to airmen by the air force
(Through the U.S.Armed Forces Institute]
Yes 2U lU 12 11
No 76 86 88 89
Totals 100 155 155 155
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Table 39* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Less Three to Six to Over
Than Six Nine Nine
Attitude Items Three Years Years Years
Years
Service
Service Service Service
After your present enlistment is up,
do you plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will... 13 37 50 66
Probably will but may do some-
thing else. 15 lii 18 11
Really not at all sure what I
will do 20 19 20 9
Probably will not re-enlist ...... 17 7 k 6
Sure I will not re-enlist........ 35 23 8 8
Totals ..... m 100
Table 39 is a tabulation of the ansirers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of "The Future"
•
The folloTTing are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The greater the length of service the surer the airmen
are that the air force offers them a career.
The greater the length of service the greater is the
chance that the airmen will attend more air force schools.
The airmen with least amount of semrice have more
recently received promotions.
The airmen with the least amount of service are taking
more correspondence courses offered by the U.S. Armed Forces
Institute.
The greater the service the greater are the possibilities
that the airmen will re-enlist when their present enlistment
is completed. The most crucial period seems to be after the
first three years. After that the doubt is not as great among
the airmen.
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Table UO.—Distribution of Respondents by Length of Service on Each Item
under “Personal—Psychological Factors”.
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
When the air force says it will do
something, most of the time it ends
up really doing it?
Agree.. 31 32 U8 k9
Disagree 69 68 52 51
Totals 100 100 W5
How much of your duty time is used in
doing things that do not seem im-
portant to you?
None of it... ................... .. 15 22 18 26
Only a little of it 25 28 32 38
Some of it.*... 3h 22 30 27
A lot of it 26 28 20 9
Totals ....... 100 100 100 100
What do you think of the military
control and discipline at this base?
It is not strict enough............. 9 26 27 31
It is about right 71 62 62 60
It is too strict 20 12 11 9
Totals loo ISO ISS
Do you feel you have a clear under-
standing of the reason why you have
to carry out your air force duties?
Always have a clear understanding. 31 iiO 27 k3
Usually have a clear understanding 53 U8 6k 55
About half of the time 11 7 7 2
Only some of the time... 5 3 2 0
Hardly ever. 0 2 0 0
Totals ..... 100 100 100100
The attitude the civilians in toira
take iriien they see you in uniform is:
No different than if I wore
civilian clothes 38 U6 U8 38
More friendly. k 7 k 2
Look down on me..... 58 U7 li8 60
Totals.. loo 100 100 100
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Table l|0o (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Less
Than
Three
Years
Service
Three to
Six
Years
Service
Six to
Nine
Years
Service
Over
Nine
Years
Service
Are you hesitant about wearing your
uniform in town?
Yes Si h9 hh SI
No U3 51 56 63
100 100Totals* • . . .
•
100 100
Does your air force dress uniform
fit you well or not?
It fits well****** 32 39 h2 55
It fits pretty well. 52 U5 hZ
It fits rather badly*. * 10 11 9 3
It fits very badly* 6 5 5 0
100 100 100 100T 3jLs • # • • •
Do you regularly save part of your
pay?
Yes* 63 50 52 Sh
No 37 50 1^8 U6
Totals *****
Do you consider the officer in charge
W 15(5 155 155
of you as being?
A good leader * 3U 37 hk 38
A fair leader * U8 50 U2 52
Fairly low 15 8 8 8
Low 3 5 6 2
To*t»3^s • * • • • • 10^ 100 100 100
Table itO is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by length
of service to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Personal'
Psychological Factors”* The following are the findings based on an
interpretation of the data*
The greater the service the more the airmen felt that
the air force will end up doing i/hat it says it will do*
The over nine years group does not feel as though as
much of their duty time is used up in doing things that do
not seem important to them*
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The greater the service the airman has, the stronger is
his belief that the military control and discipline at the
base is not strict enough*
The greater the service the clearer is the understanding
of the airman as to the reason he has to carry out his air
force duties*
The under three years group and the over nine years group
of airmen believe more than the other two groups that the
civilians in town look doYm on them when they are in uniform*
The greater the length of service the less hesitant the
airman is to wear his uniform in town* The under three years
airmen are the most hesitant*
The greater the service of the airmen the stronger is
his feeling that the uniform fits him well*
The airmen in the less than three years group seem to
more regularly save part of their monthly pay*
The greater the length of service the more is the tendency
for the airman to consider his superior officer as being a
better leader*
Table Ul*—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Backgroun on Each
Item under "Background Information".
Attitude Items
Per cent of each group
t’irst
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Total Number of Airmen m 13^ I3B kh
Group:
l600th Air Base Group U2 30 2k 25
I600th Air Transport Group 10 2U 23 lU
1600th Maintenance and Supply Group 30 26 26 16
Domicile Units 18 20 27 U5
Toi^^ls • • • • ISO 100 100 iS^
Race:
Colored. 17 8 10 10
HVhite 83 92 90 90
Totals * * * * 100 100 100 100
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Table Ul* (Concluded)
Jt'er cent of each group
First Some Graduated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High High lege or
Eighth School School College
Grade Graduate
Number of years in the military
1
service:
Less than one year. 1 k 5 2
Over one year to three years.
inclusive 20 29 21 11
More than three years, through
six years 27 28 26 25
More than six years, through nine
years 28 25 35 U6
More than nine years, through
20 years. 22 lU 12 16
More than 20 years 2 0 1 0
Totals .... 1(35 loo m
Age?
17 - 19 years 11 13 8 2
20 •> 25 years 30 U6 iiO 20
26 - 35 years 39 33 50 6U
36 - U5 years 17 6 1 9
U6 years or over... 3 2 1 5
To^2.Xs # • • • loo I5o 10^ 100
Marital Status?
Single hZ UU uz 16
Engaged 5 5 5 2
Married.... 52 50 h$ 78
'.Widowed.. 1 1 0 0
Separated 0 0 1 2
Divorced. 0 0 3 2
Totals # . .
•
100 100 i5o 100
Are you on flight status?
Yes 2 h 7 lU
No 98 96 93 86
Toi/ctls « # • • 100 100 ISO loS
Table Ul is a tabulation of the ansTfrers given by the airmen by
educational backgroxindto the attitude items listed under the heading of
••Background Information”. The following are the findings based on an
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interpretation of the data#
The Air Base Group has by far the greatest percentage of
airmen that are in the first to eighth grade division#
The Domicile units have assigned to them airmen of higher
educational backgrounds than the other groups* This is probably
due to the fact that many of these units are highly technical
and the educational requirements for assignment to these units
are more rigid*
As might be expected, the colored airmen have a lower
educational background than do the white airmen*
In the number of years of military service, there is a
slight indication that the amount of formal education of the
aiimien enlisting in the air force during the last year has
increased*
The airmen in the age group from twenty-six to thirty-five
seem to have the greatest amount of formal education*
A greater percentage of the airmen with some college were
married than were in the other divisions*
A greater percentage of the college men were on flight status*
Table U2*—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under "Health"*
Per cent <>f each group
Attitude Items
First
Througli
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Do you consider your state of health
to be:
Excellent 71 70 72 70
Fair. 27 39 27 30
Poor* 2 1 1 0
!Io't'£Lls« • • • To5 loo loo 100
Table k2 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
educational background to the attitude items listed under the heading of
"Health"* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the
data*
There are no significant differences between the groups
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relative to health. Ninety nine per cent considered themselves
to be in fair or excellent health.
Table 1;3*—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under ’’Finances”.
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Can you get along on your present
pay without going into debt?
Yes 56 35 5U 57
No. 65 h6 U3
Totals.. • 100 100 100 100
Do you think you get:
The right amount of pay. 33 16 21 25
Too little pay...... .....•• 67 Qh 79 75
Too much pay. 0 0 0 0
Totals ... lo^ im m loU
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Per cent of each group
Table h3 is a tabulation of the ansTrers given by the airmen by educa-
tional background to the attitude itons listed under the heading of ’’Finances’l
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
The airmen that had some high school but did not finish
seem to be able to get along better on their present pay without
going into debt and yet a greater number of them believe they
get too little pay, than do the airmen in the other educational
divisions 0
Table iiii.—Distribution of Respondents ty Educational Background on Each Item
under ’’Working Conditions”.
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Do you like your present duty assign-
ment?
Very well. U5 ko U2 57
Fairly well U2 hh 39 3U
Not at all 13 16 19 9
Totals.. ... im I5o ISS 100 :
.1 T£ij
.
1 i
5
sj , '
^ V
,.( • ,.'1 «...[; 1 .,
1 I
I
'
f' iJ » J -
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Table kh« (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
First Some Gradiiated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High High lege or
Eighth School School College
Grade Graduate
Which of the following do you think
applies to your duty assignment? 1
It is about right for ngr training
1
and experience 75 70 69 59
It is an insignificant job—it is 1
not up to my capabilities 19
!
28 29 lA
It is too difficult for me to
1
j
handle adequately. 6 2 2 0
Totals •... 0 •
•
100 m 100 100
Do you understand clearly your full
j
duties in your duty assignment? 1
1
Yes 97 95 1 88 98
No 3 5 i 12 2
Totals ••••••• m 100
1
iSo 105
Do you feel that your present duty 1
1
assignment will eventually lead to a i
1
better job?
Yes 67 62 96
No 33
Totals • . • • • 100 100 100 100
Does your immediate superior (officer
1
or NCO) on your duty assignment treat
you:
Very well 68 58 65 72
Fairly well. 27 ‘ 36 29 23
Unjustily 5 1 6 6 ! 5
Totals*.
I
1
100 I5o !
1
100
Does your immediate superior
j
1
f
1
1
(officer or NCO) give you a word of
|
1
i
!
1
praise when you do a portion of your
j
!
ijob assignment well? ‘
i
i
Never 32 36! 25
!
16
As often as I deserve 60 56 61
1
66
Not as often as I deserve. 7 7 12 1 16
Too often.. 1 1 2 2
To^bcils •••••• 100 1
1
100
i
100
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Table itij* (Concluded)
Attitude Items
First
Throu^
Eighth
Grade
Per cent of each group
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
^ome Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
When 70U have been "chewed out” or
reprimanded by your immediate super-
ior, has he done it when you v;ere;
Alone,,
Where other airmen could hear him
Both when I was alone and also
when other airmen could hear him.
Never
Totals,, •«
I
uu la ho
20 26 12
25 23 32
n 10 16
im im 100
h9
20
26
100
Which of the following do you think
applies to your squadron commander:
He has a real interest in my
welfare,..,
He has some interest in my welfare
He has very little interest in my
welfare
He has no interest in hqt welfare.
Totals , • ,
o
Does your squadron commander give you
a word of praise when you do a
portion of your duty well?
Never
As often as I deserve
Not as often as I deserve
Too often,,.,.,
Totals , , ,
•
Do you like the airmen you work with?
All of them, -
Most of them,,,,,,
Practically none of them,,,,,,,,.
None of them,
Totals,,,
U7 3h
36 38
10 16 '
.7 12 i
iOO W !
1 i
I
1
32 la
60 U9
7 9
1 1
100 100
58 ho
la 57
1 2
0 1
1^ w
19 UO
52 35
19 20
10 5
loo 100
36 i|2
50 53
12 5
2 0
100 100
26 39
71 59
2 2
1 0
I5S loC
Do you like the NCO’s that have
juridiction over you?
All of them
Most of thcmi.. ,,,,.,
Practically none of them
None of them
Totals,.,
hh
U7
7
2
lDi5
33
59
6
2
loo
2h
71
3
2
loo
25
70
5
0
loU
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Table (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Ei^th
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Do you think the "Information and
Education" meetings (orientation)
are worthwhile?
Yes* 55 53 Uh liS
No li5 li7 56 52
To^2<1s • • • 100 100 100 100
Table hh is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by educa-
tional background to the attitude items listed under the heading of ”Working
Conditions”. The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data.
The airmen with some college seem to like their present duty
assignments best.
The more education the airman has, the greater seems to be
the possibility that he will think his job is not up to his
capabilities*
The group that finished high school understands less clearly
its full duties in its duty assignment.
The greater the education the more the airmen feel that their
present duty assignment will eventually lead to a better job*
The lowest and highest educational groups believed that their
immediate superior on their duty assignment treated them a little
better than did the other groups.
The lower the education the more generally the airmen believed
that they were not given enough praise by their immediate superior
when they did a portion of their job assignment well*
All airmen equally disliked being reprimanded ty their sup-
erior in front of other airmen*
The lowest educational group believed that their squadron
commanders have more real interest in their welfare tlian do the
other groups*
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The loTrest educational group believed that they were given
more praise by their squadron commander than did the other groups.
The lowest educational group tend to like ’’all of the airmen*'
they work with more than do the other groups.
The higher the educational level the more the airmen tend to
like the NCO's that have jurisdiction over them.
The two lower educational groups believed that the "Information
and sducational" meetings were slightly more worthwhile than did
the other two educational groups.
Table —Distribution of Respondents by Educational Backgroimd on Each
Item under "Living Conditions (On Base)".
per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some col-
lege or
College
Graduate
(Answer if living in the barracks)
Which of the following do you believe
describes your barracks?
Excellent 17
1
5 3 10
Inadequate 52 60 5k
Adequate 38 h3 37 36
Totals .... 100 m* 100
Tf/hich of the following applies to
your home or barracks life?
It is a very happy one. 35 3h 23 25
It is a moderately happy one...... 55 hi 63 68
It is a miserable one 10 19 Hi 7
Totals .... 100 100 100 100
Do you like most of the airmen in
your squadron?
Yes. 95 95 95 95
No 5 5 5 5
Totals .... 100 100 100 loo
(Answer if married) What would you
say best describes your wife's atti-
tude toward being an "Army Wife"?
Very satisfied hh 33 19 26
Moderately satisfied 32 hi 53 37
Unsatisfied. 2h 20 28 17
Totals
1
1
1
Uy5 m
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Table kS* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Are the meals in the mess hall
normally:
8Very good. 20 12 9
Fairly good. )40 5k 50
Not so good 15 30 33 3h
Not good at all 11 IQ 5 7
Totals Ion mo m
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes 33 26 26 25
No 67 7U 7h 75
Totals W mn im mo
Do you believe the punishments handed
out by your squadron commander are:
Very fair and just U3 33 28 23
Usually fair and just.... 52 56 66 72
Unfair and unjust. 5 n 6 5
• • • • 9 100 100 100 100
Table h5 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by educa-
tional background to the attitude items listed under the heading of ’’Living
Conditions (On Base)”. The following are the findings based on an inter-
pretation of the data.
The high school graduates disliked the condition of the
barracks most.
The lowest and highest educational groups believed that
their home or barracks life was happier than the other groups.
The wives of the men that have some college seem to be more
satisfied than the T^ives of the men in the other educational
groups.
The higher the educational backgroundthe worse the airmen
rated the meals served at the mess hall.
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The higher the educational level of the airmen the less
1 attractive they believed the mess hall to be.
A greater percentage of the airmen that did not finish
high school believed that the puni,shments handed out by the
squadron commander were unfair and unjust*
Table ii6.—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under "Living Conditions (Off Base)".
Per cent of each group
First Some Graduated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High Kigli lege or
Eighth School School College
Grade Graduate
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do in town?
1
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do
Usually find interesting and en-
26 16 12 27
tertaining things to do 52 55 65 U8
HarcQy ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do
Never find interesting and enter-
17 21 18 23
ttaining things to do 5 8 5 2
Totals *•••..• m 133 T33
Do you think the nearby cities and
toTVPS offer adequate places and types
of entertainment?
Yes.. 7h 57 65 66
No 26 1^3 35 3U
Totals. 133 133 133
(Answer if single) Do you date reg-
ularly any of the girls living in
the nearby towns?
Yes 30 30 36
No h6 70 70 6U
Totals . • • * * loo loo 133 133
(Answer if single) Is it difficult to
meet girls in the nearby cities and
towns?
Yes llO I k9 38 h6 1
No 60 51 62 5U
1
Totals « • • •
.
13^ 133 13^
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Table 1^6 • (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduated
Do you belong to any civilian or-
ganizations or groups in town?
les 22 lU 20 32
No.... 78 86 80 68
Totals.. . .... 100 i 100 loo loo
Do you regularly visit some of your
civilian friends in the nearby towns?
Yes. 60 46 56 66
No ho 54 44 34
Totals ...... 0
»
1^ I5o
How axe you being treated in the city
or towns near your base?
Very well. 39 26 21 32
Fairly well. 53 48 68 55
Rather badly 5 17 7 13
Very badly 3 9 ' 4 0
Totals ....•• TOT TOT TOT Io3
On week-ends or when you have a three-
day pass do you usually?
Visit your home town. . ...........
i 39
i
40 38 18
Stay at the base
j
6 5 4 11
Stay in and around the vicinity
j
of the base and local towns...... I UO 35 36 51
Visit cities that are not in the
j
near vicinity of the base (more 1
than twenty-five miles away) .....
j
15 20 22 20
Totals
.....
1
l3o W5 loo
Table I4.6 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
educational background to the attitude items listed under t he heading
of "Living Conditions (Off Base)". The following are the findings based
on an interpretation of the data.
The group that had some high school have a slightly more
difficult time finding interesting and entertaining things to
do in town than the other groups.
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The group that had some high school believed more than
the other groups that the nearby towns and cities do not
offer adequate places of entertainment*
The group that did not go any further than the eighth
grade "date” girls living in the nearby towns more frequently
than the others*
The some high school group and the college group have more
difficulty meeting girls in the nearby cities and towns than do
the other groups*
The college group belong to more civilian organizations or
groups in town than do the other educational groups*
The highest and lowest educational groups regularly visit
civilian friends living in the nearby tovfns more than do the
other two groups*
The some high school group seem to believe that they are
treated worse in the city or towns near the base than do the
others*
The college group stay in and around the vicinity of the
base and local towns when they have a three-day pass or week-
end off more often than do the other groups*
Table I;?*—Sistribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under "Social and Recreational Activities"*
*
Per cent of each group
First Some Graduated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High High lege or
Eighth School School College
Grade Graduate
Is the present social program (dances,
parties, and so on) adequate at your
base to take care of your desires and
interests?
Very well a 33 23 27 3k
Fairly well* U7 1|8 h5 h3
Not very well* *..«..** 15 15 18 IS
Not at all *
Totals
5
100
lU
100
10m 5100
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Table U7* (Concluded)
Per cent ?f each group
First Some Graduated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High High lege or
Eighth School School College
Grade Graduate
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do on the base
in your off-duty time?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do 26 12 8 9
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do* 27 39 55 50
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do 32 35 33 3li
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do **...... 15 lU li 7
Totals • • « .
.
jm loo
Do you have a hobby (other than
sports) such as photography, wood-
working and so on?
les 51 55 72 80
No k9 ii5 28 20
Totals*.
. •
•
100 loo m
How often do you normally see a
movie at the base?
Three times each week Hi 17 12 2
Twice each ;7eek ***..* * 2ii 16 15 23
Once a week 12 16 26 27
Hardly ever ****** **** 50 51 U7 li8
Totals** *«*• m ISS 100 ISO
Do you use the facilities of the base
library?
Regularly * 7 6 5 Hi
Occasionally. hi Ui 55 56
Never * 52 50 iiO 30
Totals** . * *• ISO ISS IS^
Do you attend the recreation hall or
service club regularly?
les** ***..*..* * 30 17 20 31
No 70 83 80 69 !
Totals****** 100 100 100 100
j
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Table )i7 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by
educational background to the attitude items listed under the heading of
’•Social and Recreational Activities". The following are the findings based
on an interpretation of the data.
The group that went no further than the eighth grade
believed that the present social program to be more adequate
than did the other groups.
The group that had some high school found more difficulty
finding interesting things to do on the base than did the other
groups
•
The higher the educational level the better are the chances
that the airman has a hobby.
The greater the educational level of the airman, the less
are the chances that they will attend the movies on the base
two or more times each week.
The two lowest educational groups state more often that
they never use the facilities of the base library. The college
group use the library facilities more regularly than do the
other groups.
The college group and the group that went no further than
the eighth grade seem to attend the service club more regularly.
Table ii8.—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under "Religion".
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items,
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
.. . . ,
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
On the average, hoTf often have you
attended church services since you
have been at your present base?
Once or more times a week • • r. • , • • •
•
19 Hi 23 18
Two or three times a month 2h 12 12 Hi
About once a month. 25 21 21 32
Never. h2 53 Uii 36
Tcbcils • • • vs ISO 100 100
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Table U8# (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Borne
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Probably the main reason you do not
go to church regularly is:
Too lazy to get up... 32 38 39 27
Because most of the other airmen
do not go... * 111 8 5 9
Attending a church service does
not malce me feel any better 2ii 21 18 23
Do not believe in religion........ 2 3 6 2
Do attend regularly. * 28 30 32 39
Totals .*.*•* 100 m 155
Table U8 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by educa-
tional background to the attitude items listed under the heading of
••Religion”* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data*
The group with some high school stated more often than
did the other groups that they never attended church. The group
that stated that they attend church the most was the college group*
The greater the educational background the more it seems that
the men attend church regularly*
Table Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under »>The Future"*
Per cent
1
of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Sene
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
If you stay in the air force vriiat
rank do you think you will eventually
attain?
Private First Class or Corporal....* 16 18 12 2
Sergeant or Staff Sergeant 23 19 10 9
i
Technical Sergeant or Master Sergeani 53 ho 39 l|8 !
Warrant Officer* 7 16 19 25
i
Officer....... X 7 20 16
Totals.**.* 155 T55 Io5 155 1
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Table ii9« (Continued)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
1
Graduated
High
School
1
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduated
Do you think the air force offers
you a career?
Yes 7h 65
1
1
1
1
1
70
1
1
<
77
No
i
26 35 30 23
Totals • •
•
100 W 1 100 1 ICO
Have you seen and read, the ”Pros-
pectus of Training Courses in the
USAF” (It lists the requirements
and other information on air force
schools)?
Yes.... 37
1
iiO
i
i
<
i
i
^7 55
No. 63 60
I
^3 li5
Totals... ISO 100
j
loo 100
How many air force schools other
than basic training have you
attended?
None... o 62 50
i
1
33 27
One 2i^ 29 36 20
Two.. 11 12 18 30
Three or more 3 9 ^3 23
Totals . .
.
105 m T3!3 ISO
Have you an application filed at the
present time for an air force school?
Yes 9 1 10 9 16
No 91 90 91 8I1
Totals 0 . 100
1
100 100 100
How many months ago did you receive
your last promotion?
Yfithin six months age.
I
1
7 10 13 16
More than six months ago, up to
and including 12 months ago......
I
111
1
23 8 9
More than 12 months ago, up to
and including 36 months ago...... 35 39 37 11
More than 36 months ago, up to
and including 72 months ago 28
1
lU! 27 111
More than 72 months ago. 16 Ill i 15
:
23
Totals 0 •
1
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Table \x9^ (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
First
Through
Fightn
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
Do you understand the promotion policy
that is now in effect in the air force?
Yes 52 37 ko U5
No. U8 63 60 55
Totals 100 100 100 100
Are you now taking any *'correspondence
courses or self-teaching courses”
offered to airmen by the air force
(Through the U.S. Armed Forces Insti-
tute) •
Yes 10 10 15 21
No. 90 90 85 79
Totals .... 105 155 155 100
After your present enlistment is up,
do you plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will k9 31 Ul he
Probably will but may do something
else 11 lU lit 27
P.eally not at all sure what I will
do 17 23 16 9
Probably will not re-enlist .......
.
5 11 6 11
Sure I will not re-enlist 18 21 23 7
To*b^Xs « • • 155 155 155 155
Table k9 is a tabulation of the anffvrers given by the airmen by
educational background to the attitude items listed under the heading of
•'The Future”. The follovdjig are the findings based on an interpretation
of the data.
The higher the educational background the more the
airmen believed that they would become a warrant or com-
missioned officer.
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The higher the educational background the higher the rank
they feel that they ndll eventually attain if the^ stay in the
air force*
The college group and the group that did not go any further
than the eighth grade feel more than the other groups that the
air force offers them a career* The college group is more
certain of this*
The higher the educational level the better are the chances
that the airman has seen and read the "Prospectus of Training
Courses in the U*S*A»?*".
The higher the educational background of the airman the
better are the chances that he will attend one or more air
force schools*
The college group had more applications filed for admit-
tance to one or more of the air force schools than did the
other groups*
The group that did not go any further than the eighth
grade believe they understand the present promotion policy
better than do the other groups*
The higher the educational level the better are the
chances that the airmen are taking a correspondence course
through the U*S. Armed Forces Institute*
The group that did not finish higli school have received
more promotions during the past twelve months than have the
other groups*
The airmen with some college and those that have not
gone any further than the eighth grade are more certain
than the other groups that they will re-enlist at the end
of their present enlistment*
Seven out of every ten of the college airmen say that
they are either "almost sure” or "probably will" re-enlist*
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Table 50*—Distribution of Respondents by Educational Background on Each
Item under '’Personal—Psychological Factors".
Per cent of each group
First Some Graduated Some Col-
Attitude Items Through High High lege or
Ei^th School School College
Grade Graduate
TiVhen the air force says it irill do
something, most of the time it ends
up really doing it?
Agree. 55 30 35 50
Disagree U5 70 65 50
Totals • • . • 155 100 155
How much of your duty time is used in
doing things that do not seem im-
portant to you?
1
None of it.. 28 15 17 20
Only a little of it, 33 28 31 30
Some of it...... 23 30 31 3k
A lot of it... 16 27 21 16
To^^ls # # t
•
im 155 TOJ
ViTiat do you think of the military
control and discipline at this base?
It is not strict enou^.. 20 19 21 36
It is about right,.... 67 69 67 52
It is too strict 13 12 12 12
Totals .... 100 155 100 155
How much does it bother you when you
are asked to do things that you do
not see a good reason for doing?
Not at all 32 21 9 27
Not much..... 38 50 U6 i|8
Quite a bit 23 17 33 23
A great deal.... 7 12 12 2
Totals .... 100 155 155 155
Do you feel you have a clear under-
standing of the reason why you have
to carry out your air force duties?
Always have a clear understanding. 50 3U 25 33
Usually have a clear understanding ko 53 67 63
About half of the time 7 10 5 2
Only some of the time 3 2 2 2
Hardly ever 0 1 1 0
Totals.. .* im 100 i5o 155
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Table $0^ (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
j
Attitude Items
First
Through
Eighth
Grade
Some
High
School
Graduated
High
School
Some Col-
lege or
College
Graduate
The attitude the civilians in toim
take when they see you in uniform is:
1 No different than if I wore
;i civilian clothes 57 ii6 36 U5
' More friendly. 8 h h 5
Look down on me............ 35 50 60 50
Totals...... 1^ m loS iSo
Are you hesitant about wearing your
uniform in town?
i
Yes 32 h6 60 52
1
No 68 5U Uo U8
Totals
1
im ISO TOO ISO
1 Does your air force dress uniform fit
you well or not?
1 It fits well.'. 59 hi 31 U1
It fits pretty well. 32 hh 53 U5
It fits rather badly. 7 9 11 7
It fits very badly
.
2 6 5 7
! Totals .....
1
lo^ 100 loo loo
Do you regularly save part of your
pay?
. Yes... 60 Wi 60 68
! No*. iiO 56 UO 32
Totals •••••• 100 100 100 Ids
In general^ how would you say you feel
most of the time?
In good spirits..... 80 6U 80 82
In low spirits 20 36 20 18
) Totals ISO loo loS
1
1
Do you consider the officer in charge
j
of you as being:
A good leader 16 36 37 36
A fair leader hk U5 51 57
Fairly low. n 13 7 5
Lowo... 0 6 5 2
Toij*3.l5 • • • * 100 ISO ISO ISO
KLS fi^C 1 L*D
t.
I
1
i
i
I
t
I
j
V « « • .^.'J
i. ^
1 , 1.1 )Lst^ii
RjKTiUCT^
U6
Table $0 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by educa-
tional background to the attitude items listed under the heading of
’•Personal-Psychological Factors”* The following are the findings based
on an interpretation of the data*
The highest and the lowest educational groups believe the
air force does what it says it will do more often than do the
other groups* The group that has some high school disagrees
more avidly Tfith the above*
The group of airmen vn.th some college believe that more
of their duty time is used up in doing things that do not seem
important to them*
The college group believe that the military control and
discipline at the base is not strict enough*
The group of airmen that graduated from high school were
more upset than the other groups when they were asked to do
things that they did not see a good reason for doing*
The group that did not go any further than the eighth
grade say that they more often have a clear understanding of
the reason they have to carry out their air force duties than
do the other groups*
The group that did not go any further than the eighth
grade believed that the civilians in to;vn treated them better
when they were in uniform than did the other educational groups*
The two higher educational groups are more hesitant about
wearing the uniform in town than are the two lov/er educational
groups
•
More of the airmen in the group that did not go any further
than the eighth grade believed that their uniform fits better
than did the other groups*
The college group more regularly save part of their monthly
pay. The group that did not finish high scliool saved the least
amount of money*
The group that did not finish high school do not generally
feel in as good spirits as do the other groups*
The group that did not go any further than the eighth grade
consider the officers in charge of them as being better leaders
than do the other groups*
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Table 51*—Distribution of Respondents
ground Information"
o
by Group on Each Item under “Back-
Per cent of each group
Air Air Maint- Domicile
Base Trans- enance Units
Attitude Items Group port and
Group Supply
Qx*o\ip
Total Nximber of Airmen 121 7b 102 96
Your rank:
Private. ...» U 6 < 2
Private First Class 21 18 15 19
Corporal.... 2h lU 13 16
Sergeant. 22 10 12 22
Staff Sergeant 18 18 26 19
Technical Sergeant.. 7 25 Ih 12
Master Sergeant. h 9 15 10
Totals ...... m 100 m
Number of years in the military
service
:
Less than one year 3 5 20 8
One year to three years inclusive. 26 22 20 • 21
More than three years, through six
years 36 18 32 31
More than six years, through nine
years 25 38 28 33
More than nine years, through 20
years 5 17 0 6
More than 20 years 1 0 0 1
Totals 100 100 100 100
Number of months you have been
stationed at this base?
Less than six months • 28 29 19 31
Six months to 12 months, inclusive 30 19 26 23
More than 12 months, through 2U
months 23 26 26 32
More than 2li months, through 36
months 16 21 18 11
More than 36 months ago........... 3 5 11 3
To'LhIs • • • «
«
Too 100 100 100
Age:
17 ** 19 years 13 12 h 13
20 - 2f> years h6 32 29 38
26 - 35 years 33 h9 56 39
36 - U5 years 6 6 8 7
U6 years or over 2 1 3 3
Totals.. .. 100 100 100 100
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Table (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
'
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Marital Status?
Single
.
.
,
Ul la 37 36
Engaged 5 e 1 8
Married 51 U5 62 50
Widowed 0 0 0 1
Separated 0 h 0 1
Divorced 3 2 0 h
Totals • • • • l5o 100 100 m
The section of the United States you
come from is:
Northeast * 1^5 62 66 5U
Midwest 18 12 17 25
South* 26 15 10 16
West* 11 11 7 5
T0tals * •
*
ISU im
Are you on fli^t status?
Yes * 1 15 2 15
No ?? 85 98 85
Totals • •
0
m m
Table 5l is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by group
to the attitude items listed under the heciding of “Background Information"*
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
The Air Transport Group and the Maintenance and Supply Group
have more first three graders than do the other two groups* The
Air Base Group has the least amount of rank*
The Maintenance and Supply Group has the greatest munber of
airmen less than three years of military service, and yet has
more personnel that have been stationed at the base for two years
or more*
The Maintenance and Supply Group has not as many younger
airmen (17 - 25 years) as have the other groups*
lULSTRlCTED
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The Air Transport Group and the Domicile Units have the
greatest percentage of airmen on flight status#
Table 52.—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under '’Health”
«
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply-
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you consider your state of health
to be:
Excellent* *
Fair
Poor
Totals*.*
59
UO
1
IW
68
32
0m
68
31
1
Too
72
26
2
To^
Table 52 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by group
to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Health". !Die following
are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
A greater portion of the airmen in the Domicile Units
believe their health is excellent*
Practically all of the airmen in all the groups believe
their health is excellent or fair*
Table 53*—Distribution of Respondents by group on Each Item under
"Finances”*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply-
Group
Domicile
Units
Can you get along on your present pay
•without going into debt?
Yes..
No
Totals*....
«
57
13^
h9
51
100
53
Jil
100
li6
Jk
100
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Table 53 • (Concluded)
Attitude Items
Per cent) of each group
Air
Base
Group
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you think you get;
The right amount of pay..
Too little pay.....
Too much pay
Totals .....
22
78
0
ISO
20
80
0
100
19
81
0
lOS
26
7k
0
155
Table 53 is a tabulation of the answers given ly the airmen by group
to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Finances"* The follow-
ing are the findings based on an interpretation of the data.
More of the airmen in the Domicile Units believed they
received the right amount of pay than did the airmen in the
other groups.
Table 5ii*—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under "Work-
ing Conditions".
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans
-
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you like your present duty assign-
ment?
Very well UO Ul hi 53
Fairly well. U5 38 hi 38
Not at all. 15 21 18 9
Totals ..... 100 100 I50 100
Which of the following do you think
applies to your duty assignment?
It is about right for my training
and experience 6h 66 . «
It is an insignificant job—it is
not up to my capabilities. 30 3X 2k 30
It is too difficult for me to
handle adequately 6 3 2 1
Totals ....... 100 loo Io5
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Table 5Uo (Continued)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
i
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you understand clearly your full
duties in your duty assignment?
9$ 90 9h 93
No 10 6 7
Totals • . • .
•
m im m
Do you feel that your present duty
assignment tjHI eventually lead to a '
better job?
Yes 70 h9 61 53
No 30 51 39 U7
Totals ..... 100 100 100 100
Does your immediate superior (officer
or NCO) on your duty assignment treat
you:
Very well 66 5U 69 63
Fairly well 25 UO 28 3h
Unjustly 9 6 3 3
Totals 100 100 100 100
Does your immediate superior (officer
or NCO) give you a word of praise when
you do a portion of your job assign-
ment well?
Never. 25 37 28 28
As often as I deserve 63 52 57 66
Not as often as I deserve......... 9 10 Ih 5
Too often 1 1 1
Totals 106 100 100 100
Which of the following do you think
applies to your squadron commander?
He has a real interest in my welfare hh 19 25 33
He has some interest in ray welfare. 37 U6 h3 14b.
He has vci^-'’ little interest in ray
welfare 15 18 17 16
He has no interest in my welfare... h 17 7
100Totals 100 100 100
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Table 5U* (Concluded)
Attitude Items
Per cent of each group
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Does your squadron commander give you
a word of praise when you do a portion
of your duty well?
Never 27 37 k9 39
As often as I deserve 61 53 ko 51
Not as often as I deserve. ........
.
8 10 10 9
Too often U 0 1 1
T0^2>1S • • a • « • 100 m 100
Has a letter of recoimnendation or
commendation ever been given you by
ar^ of your squadron commanders?
Yes.. uo la 51 U3
No 60 59 U9 57
Totals 100 100 100 100
Do you like the airmen you work with?
All of them. iiO 18 50 39
Most of them 57 81 U8 56
Practically none of them. 2 1 1 S
None of them... 1 0 1 0
Totals 1^ ToS^ I5o ToT
Do you like the officers in your
squadron?
All of them. 19 31 30
Most of them.............. 56 73 61 62
Practically none of them 2 5 8 7
None of them * U 3 0 1
Totals Too To^ loo 100
Do you like the NCO’s that have
jurisdiction over you?
36All of them 25 17 U5
Most of t hem 67 73 53 6h
Practically none of them h 9 1 0
None of them. k 1 1 0
Totals.. ••.» im im loo
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Table 5U is a tabulation of the ansYrers given by the airmen by groups
to the attitude items listed under the heading of '’Working Conditions”.
The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data*
More airmen in the domicile units like their duty assign-
ments than do the airmen in the other groups.
More airmen in the air base group believed that their duty
assignment was too difficult for them to handle than did the
airmen in the other groups.
More airmen in the air transport group believed that they
did not understand their full duties in their duty assignment
than did the airmen in the other groups.
More airmen in the air base group believed that their
present duty assignment would eventually lead to a better job
than did the airmen in the other groups.
More airmen in the air base group believed that they were
being treated unjustly by their immediate superior than did the
airmen in the other groups.
The immediate superiors of the airmen in the air transport
group give the airmen under their jurisdiction more praise when
they do a portion of their job assignment well than do the
immediate superiors of the airmen in the other groups.
The squadron commanders of the air base group seem to have
more real interest in the welfare of the airmen than do the
squadron commanders of the other groups.
The squadron commanders in the Maintenance and Supp3y Group
do not give as many airmen a word of praise when they do a portion
of their duty well as do the squadron commanders of the other
groups.
The percentage of the airmen that stated they liked "all”
of the airmen they worked with was only half as great in the
air transport group as the number that made the same statement
in the other groups.
The personnel in the maintenance and supply group have been
given more letters of recommendation or commendation by their
squadron commanders than have been given the airmen by squadron
commanders of the other groups.
The percentage of airmen that stated they liked "all” of
the officers and non-commissioned officers they worked with
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iras less in the air transport group as the number that made the
statement in the other groups*
Table 55*—^Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under ’’Living
Conditions (On Base)”*
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
'
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
(Answer if living in the barracks)
TVhich of the following do you believe
describes your barracks?
Ejcecellent*.* 10 7 2 11
Adequate hi 39 30 36
Inadequate h9 5k 68 53
Totals*. .
.
im Io3 100 loo
Which of the following applied to
your home or barracks life?
It is a very happy one.
.
27 22 38
It is a moderately happy one 60 60 U8
It is a miserable one 13 18 OU 15
Totals*. . 9. 100 loo 100 100
Do you like most of the airmen in
your squadron?
Yes 95 95 99 90
No 5 5 1 10
T oi^oils • • » # • loo loo 100 100
(Answer if married) YRiat would you
say best describes your wife's atti-
tude toward being an "Army Wife"?
28Very satisfied 36 19 19
Moderately satisfied 36 53 50 hh
Unsatisfied 28 28 31 28
Totals. . . .
•
I3o 103 100 133
Are the meals in the mess hall
normally:
Very good. 22 5 6 12
Fairly good... 57 Ul 60 35
Not so good... 16 38 26 35
Not good at all * 5 16 8 18
Totals.... 1753 153 103 100
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Table 55 <* (Concluded)
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Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Is the mess hall attractive?
Yes, Ul 12 26 22
No... 5? 88 7U 73
T o'baIs 0 • » • m 100 100 100
Do you believe the punishments hand-
ed out by your squadron commander
are:
Very fair and just ill 25 27 36
Usually fair and just 56 66 62 56
Unfair and unjust 3 9 11 8
Totals » a . .
•
ICO 100 100 100
Table 55 is a tabulation of the answers given by the aimen by groups
to the attitude items listed under the headingof '’Living Conditions (On
Base)”, The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the
data,
A greater percentage of the airmen in the maintenance and
supply group believed their barracks to be more inadequate than
did the ainnen in the other groups.
The personnel in the air transport group seem to be a little
less happy in their home or barracks life.
The personnel in the domicile units seem to dislike more of
the airmen in their own units than do the other groups.
The \j±ves of the airmen in the air base group seem to be
the happiest.
The airmen in the air transport group and the domicile units
dislike the meals at the ness hall most.
The airmen in the air transport group believe the ness hall
is least attractive.
The aimen in the air base group believe the pimishments
handed out by their squadron commanders are the most just and fair*
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Table 56#—Diatribution of Respondents by Qroup on Each Item under "Living
Conditions (Off Base)"»
T
Attitude Items
Per cent pf each group
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do in town?
Always find interesting and enter'
taining things to do». 16 19 18 19
UsuaJ.ly find interesting and en-
taining things tu do.
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do ......
.
Never find interesting and enter-
taining things to do.
Totals.. .
•
55
25
100
58
15
100
58
19
5
loU
59
16
6
100
Do you think the nearby cities and
towns offer adequate places and types
of entertainment?
Yes.
No.
Totals . e . . .
o
(Ansvrer if single) Do you date
regularly any of the girls living
in the nearby towns?
Yes
No
Totals
61
39
T5o
63
37
65
35
h9
51
loo
27
73
100
36
_§k
1 CO
27
73
100
(Answer if single) Is it difficult
to ineet girls in the nearby cities
or tovms?
Yes....
No
Totals .
.
1.6
Jk
100
li5
J5
100
h3
57
100
37
100
Do you have an automobile?
Yes
No.
Totals
33
67
100
h$
J5
100
U9
51
100
hh
_U6
ICO
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Table 56 o (Concluded)
Per cent o£ each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
“Xlr
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you belong to any civilian or-
ganizations or groups in town?
Yes 20 15 20 2h
No 80 85 80 76
Totals* 100 100 100 100
Do you regularly visit some of your
civilian friends near your base?
Yes * 57 51 53 56
No* k3 ItS ii7 hh
Totals 100 100 100 100
How are you being treated in the city
or towns near your base?
Very well**..*, * 33 22 29 2ii
Fairly well**.* * 55 59 59
Rather badly 9 13 10 11
Very badly* * y 6 7 6
Totals loo loo ICO loo
Table $6 is a tabulation of the ansTfers given by the airmen by groups
to the attitude items under the heading of "Living Conditions (Off Base)",
The following are tlie findings based on an interpretation of the data«
Transport groups and the domicile units do not "date" girls
in town as often as do the airmen in the other groups*
The airmen in the domicile units state it is more difficult
to meet firIs in the nearby towns than do the airmen in the
other groups*
The air base group does not have as great a percentage of
automobiles as do the other groups*
Less airmen in the air transport group belonged to civilian
organizations or groups in town.
The airmen in the air base group believe they are treated
better in the nearby cities or towns than do the other groups*
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Table 57*—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under ’’Social
and Recreational Activities'’ •
Per cent of each group
Air Air Maint- Doicicile
Base Trans- enance Units
Attitude Iteras Group port and
Group Supply
Group
Is the present social program (dances,
parties, and so on) adequate at your
base to take care of your desires and
interests?
Very T?ell 27 18 36 27
Eairly well* 50 53 liO k7
Not very well 15 18 17 15
Not at all* 8 11 7 11
T • • •
o
I5o 153 153
Do you usually find interesting and
entertaining things to do on the base
in your off-duty time?
Always find interesting and enter-
taining things to do. Hi 12 19 10
Usually find interesting and en-
tertaining things to do k3 li2 39 liS
Hardly ever find interesting and
entertaining things to do
Never find interesting and enter-
33 25 32 30
taining things to do***. 10 21 10 12
Totals*** 100 135 I5o 100
Do you have a hobby (other than sports)
such as photography, woodworking and
so on?
Yes>** 56 63 67 70
No iiU 37 33 30
Totals 9 • •
0
100 loo T53
How often do you normally see a
movie at the base?
Three times a each week •*•.****••• 13 17 12 10
Twice each week 23 17 21 11
Once a week 19 20 20 23
Hardly ever*. ii5 ii6 n 56
Totals * • * • l3o 100 100
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Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile
Units
Do you use the facilities of the
base library?
Regularly 5 6 6 10
Occasionally * h7 li7 52 U8
Never * he U7 U2 h2
Totals • * * IW ISO ISS
Do you attend the recreation hall or
service club regularly?
Yes 30 13 26 21
No 70 87 71; 19
T Cecils • • • IW ISO ISS
Table 57 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by groups
to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Social and Recreational
Activities"* The following are the findings based on an interpretation of
the data*
The airmen in the air transport group believed that the
present base social program was less adequate for them as far
as taking care of their desires and needs, as did the others*
Less airmen in the air base group have a hobby*
Less airmen in the domicile units attend movies on the
base 0
More airmen in the domicile units use the facilities of
the base library regular3y*
The airmen in the air transport group attend the service
club the least*
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Tabic 5So—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under
"Religion” •
Per cent of each group
Air Air Maint- Domicile
Ease Trans- enance Units
Attitude Items Group port
Group
and
Supply
Group
Cn the average, how often have you
attended church services since you
have been at yom* present base?
Once or more times a week 15 Ih 22 20
Two or more times a month 16 12 9 12
About once a month. 31 15 22 22
Never 38 59 hi U6
TOtdrlS • • • • loo 100 100 100
Table 58 is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by groups
to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Religion". The follow-
ing are the findings based on an interpretation of the dci*t3iO
More airmen in the air transport group stated that they
never attended church.
Table 59 »—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under "The
Future"
«
Per cent of each group
Air Air Maint- Domicile
Base Trans- enance Units
Attitude Items Group port
Group
and
Supply
Group
If you stay in the air force what rank
do you think you will eventually
attain?
Private First Class or Corporal..,. 13 17 13 13
Sergeant or Staff Sergeant 18 12 15 17
Technical Sergeant or Master
Sergeant 50 33 U5 39
Warrant Officer 13 23 17 16
Officer, 6 15 10 15
Totals ..... im 100
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Table 59* (Continued)
Per cent of each group
Air Air Maint- Domicile
Base Trans- enance Units
Attitude Items Group port and
Group Supply
Group
Do you think the air force offers you
a career?
Yes*. 72 63 75 67
No 28 37 33
Totals...., ino 155 ISS ISS
Have you seen and read the "Prospect-
us of Training Courses in the USAF"
(It lists the requirements and other
information on air force schools)?
Yes U6 h2 U3
No. $k 55 58 h7
Totals,
. ... ISO I^ ISS ISO
How many months ago did you receive
your last promotion?
YiTithin six months ago *....*• lU h h 22
More than six months ago, up to and
including 12 months ago 16 16 11 15
More than 12 months ago, up to and
including 36 months ago U1 31 32 29
More than 36 months ago, up to and
including 72 months ago 19 31 33 20
More than 72 months ago 10 18 20 11
To^ctXo 4 • 0 • m 100 ISS ISO
Do you understand the promotion policy
that is now in effect in the air
force?
Yes la 38 51 39
59 62 U9 61
Totals.*.. I5o 100 ISS
Are you now taking any "correspondence
courses or self-teaching courses"
offered to the airmen by the air force
(Through the U.S,Armed Forces Insti-
tute,)?
Yes 18 8 13 17
No 82 92 87 83
Totals .... Too ISO 100 100
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Table $9* (Concluded)
Per cent of each group
Attitude Items
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply-
Group
Domicile
Units
After your present enlistment is up,
do you plan to re-enlist again?
Almost sure I will* 35 35 k7 37
Probably will but may do some-
thing else 21 13 10 15
Really not at all sure what I
will do * 19 Ih 19 18
Probably will not re-enlist 9 12 9 5
Sure I will not re-enlist........ 16 26 15 25
Totals 100 100 100 100
Table 59 is a tabulation of the anstvers given by the ainrcn by
group to the attitude items listed imderthe heading of "The Future!! • The
following are the findings based on an interpretation of the data#
More airmen in the air transport group thought they
had a chance to become an officer or warrant officer if
they stayed in the air force*
Less of the airmen in the air transport group thought
that the air force offers them a career*
Promotions have been more abundant during the past 12
months in the domicile units*
The present promotion policy is best understood by
members of the maintenance and supply groups*
The percentage of airmen in the air transport group
that arc now taking "correspondence courses" is less than
in the other groups*
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Table 60*—Distribution of Respondents by Group on Each Item under
'•Personal—^Psychological Factors " »
«a=aa=- - ; . - ' —
Per cent of each group
|
Attitude Items
i
i
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply
Group
Domicile '
Units
I
1
How much of your duty time is used
up in doing things that do not seem
important to you?
None of it 23 11 21 18
1
Only a little of it 31 29 31 32
Some of it 25 36 2h 33
A lot of it 21 2U 2h 17 !
Totals • »
.
10^ im 1^ icU
Do you feel you have a clear under-
standing of the reason why you have
to carry out your air force duties?
Always have a clear understanding 31 3ii 31 3k
Usually have a clear understand-
ingo. 58 56 56 56
About half of the time, 6 ? 10 6 1
Only some of the time. h 0 3 k i
Hardly ever 1 1 0 0
Totals • .
•
100 I5o ISO m 1
The attitude the civilians in town
take when they see you in uniform
is:
No different than if I wore
i
j
t
civilian clothes 50 36 h9 51
i
More friendly 6 1 8 6
1
Look down on me 63 h3 k3
Totals • •
«
loo jm 100 100
In general,’ how would you say you
feel most of the time?
In good spirits....- 7h 68 73
1
77 !
In low spirits 26 32 27 23 i
Totals ... I5o jm 100 loo
Do you consider the officer in
charge of you as bein^; 1
A good leader 36 32 U2 kl
A fair leader h9 57 U2 U3
Fairly low 10 8 12 11 li
1)071 5 3 k 5
Totals. . 100 100 100 100
aLS 1 i'xiC 1 ,LD
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Table 6Q is a tabulation of the answers given by the airmen by group
to the attitude items listed under the heading of "Personal—Psychological
Factors "o The following are the findings based on an interpretation of the
data*
A greater percentage of the airmen in the air transport
group say they "probably will not re-enlist" or ’’sure I will
not re-enlist" than the other groups®
A greater percentage of the ainnen in the air transport
group believe some or a lot of their duty time is used in do-
ing things that do not seem important to them.
A greater percentage of the airmen in the air transport
group say that the civilians in town look down on them when
they are wearing the uniform®
Table 6l,—The Relative Standing of Each Group on the Various Attitude Items,
Item
Number
on
Inquiry
Form
Part of Attitude Item Used
(if necessary)
Air
Base
Group
Air
Trans-
port
Group
Maint-
enance
and
Supply-
Group
i Domicile
1
Units
1
1
1
II Health
i
A 2— 1 h
1
III Finances
A h 2 1 3
B 2 3 h 1
IV Working Conditions
1
D Not, at. all,.,. 2 h 3 1 1
£ About right h 3 1 2
F 1 k 2 3
I 1 k 2 3,
J Unjustly, k 3 1*
K Never and not as often
as I deserve 2 it 3 1 !
N VerjT- little or no in-
terest 1 U 3 2
0 Never and not as often
as I deserve 2 h 3
P k 3 1 9
D None or practically none 3 1 2 h
S None or practically none i 3 3 3
u None or practicaXly none 3 h 2 1
V Living Conditions (On Base)
A Inadequate 1 3 k 2
D Miserable 1 k 2 3
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Table 6l* (Concluded)
Item Air Air Maint- Domicile
Number Base Trans- enance Units
on Part of Attitude I+.om Used Group port and
Inquiry (If necessary) Group Supply
Form Group
K 2i 1 It
L Unsatisfied 2 2 it 2
M Not good at all or not
so good. 1 h 2 3
0 1 it 2 3
R Unfair and unjust. 1 3 it 2
VI Living Conditions (Off Base)
B Never or hardly ever.... ). 2 3 1
C ii 3^
sE 1 3i 2
F Not difficult. k 3 2 1
H h 2 1 3
I pi it 2j 1
J 1 U 3 2
K Rather , or . very badly. « • • 1 it pi pi^2
VII Social and Recreational
Activities
A Not at all or not very
well. 1 it 2 3
B 3 it li
I U 3 e 1
jr Regularly. « . . , k 2| 2-i 1
L 1 it 2 3
VIII Religion
A Never 1 it 3 2
IX The Future
A. Officer or vrarrant
Officer h. 1 3 2
B 2 it 1 3
C 1 2 it 3
F Within last year. 2 3 it 1
G 2 it 1 3
ii 1 it 3 2
J Sure . or
.
probably will . ,
.
2 it 1 3
X Personal—^Psychological
Factors
B Some of it or a lot of it 1 it 2 3^
E Always or usually. ...... 3 ii it li
F Look doTOi on me • it 1 3
K
I
2 I. 3 1
Fairly low or low. , , . . .
«
2 1 3# 3iTotals.. lo^ 1095
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Tabic 61 is a tabulation of the relative standings of each group in
various attitude itens utilized in this study* The group having the best
attitude on each item ivas given a 1 and so on dovni to trhich vras the
worst* Y/henever identical answers were given the total points were total-
led and split. The less the number of total points
^
the better is the
morale of the group. The results of this tabulation show that the Air
Base Group has the best attitudes (lOi^^ points) , The Domicile Units are
next (IO9-I points). The Maintenance and Supply Group is third (Il5 points),
while the Air Transport Group has by far the worst attitudes (l5l points).
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CHAPTER IV
SUliMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOL3viSHDATIONS
OVERALL COblvIENT ON THE MORilLE
The overall morale of V/estover Field based on the attitude items in-
cluded in this survey is fairly high. The airmen believe that they have
good officers. They like the general location of the base. They like
the men they -work and live with. Their health is good. The local towns
and cities offer varied and interesting types of entertainment. The men
like their jobs. These are but a few of the attitudes that show that the
men have a mental state that is marked by confidence, hope, courage and
happiness.
On the other side of the picture there are the things that have the
opposite reaction on the mental state of the airmen. The biggest problem
is the housing situation—the inadequate barracks and the lack of sufficient
housing for married airmen. Next in importance inadequacy of the mess.
Other items that tend to bring the general state of morale down are;—not
enough praise and recognition by superior of a job well done; transportation
on the base is not adequate; information and education program is poor;
sports program on base is not adequate; men do not understand the promotion
policy; the changing of policies too often and so on. These are some of
the areas of air force life that indicate where improvements can be made.
The rest of this chapter deals with the major findings and conclusions.
This writer has also offered some recommendations that he believes, if
followed, will help improve the general morale of the base.
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Summary of the Ma.jor Findinf^s, Conclusions and Recommendations
BACKGROUND
Findinf^s and Conclusions
From an analysis of the background information it appears that an
excellent cross section of the airmen stationed at vVestover has been
obtained. This means that the results of this study of a random sampling
of 19 per cent can be studied and the findings and conclusions that are
arrived at can be applied to the base as a whole with a high degree of
accuracy.
Two out of five of the airmen did not know the mission of Westover
Air Force Base,
Recommendations
That the mission of the base be discussed periodically
at the squadron meetings. It is felt that 1-cnowing the exact
purpose for the airmen being stationed at Westover Air Force
Base is vital to the feeling that they are accomplishing
something worthwhile.
HEALTH
Findings and Conclusions
The health of the airmen is excellent. The medical and dental atten-
tion given the airmen on the base is fairly good but can be somewhat
improved. Medical attention is given to less than half of the dependents
of the airmen. The health of the dependents of the airmen is excellent.
Recommendations
That added effort be made by the medical and dental
personnel to improve the quality of the service given the
airmen and also make the airman feel that the medical and
dental personnel are truly interested in his condition.
That whenever possible medical and dental attention
be given the dependents of the airmen, A clear cut written
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policy on dependents' care posted on each squadron's bulletin
board should adequately satisfy the airmen that everything
possible is being done by the available medical personnel.
FINANCES
Findings and Conclusions
Half of the airmen state that they cannot get along on their present
pay without going into debt. Most think they are underpaid. Half of the
airmen do not seem to place a high enough monetary value on the special
things they get by being in the air force, such as free clothing, housing,
food, medical care, retirement, and so on. The airmen are generally paid
on time and their family allotment checks are coming through regularly.
Recommendations
The new pay bill that has just passed the House of
Representatives will help improve the attitude on pay if
it is finally enacted into law. It might help to keep
the 'airmen continually informed on the bill's status.
It is recommended that occasionally at one of the
squadron meetings, that a discussion be started on the
monetary value of the special things offered the airmen
by the air force such as free clothing, housing, food,
medical care, retirement and so on. If the airmen can
appreciate the real monetary value of the above, it is
believed their attitude toward the amount of pay received
will be improved.
VraRKING CONDITIONS
Findings and Conclusions
Most of the airmen are working in their M.O.S. and are happy in their
job. One out of seven of the airmen is dissatisfied with his job. One
out of every four of the airmen believes that his job assignment is not
up to his capabilities. Seven out of ten believe their job is about right
for their training and experience. Only a sm^ll percentage (eight per cent)
do not clearly understand the full duties of their duty assignment. One
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out of every fourteen considers that he does not do a fair eight-hour day’s
work. Most airmen consider that they are treated well by their immediate
superior. A large number of airmen believe they should be given a -vrord of
praise more often when they do a portion of their job well. A large
number of airmen are being reprimanded by their superiors in front of their
fellow airmen and practically all of the men stated that they resented this
practice. Three out of four of the men believe that their squadron com-
mander has an interest in their vrelfare. A very large percentage of the
aiimen have never been given a letter of recommendation or commendation
by their squadron commander. Most of the airmen are normally given ten
minute "breaks” in the morning and afternoon. Practically all of the air-
men like their fellovr v/orkers. Practically all of the airmen like the
officers in their squadron and on the base as a whole. Practically all of
the airmen like all or most of the non-commissioned officers that have
juT'isdiction over them. A large percentage of the airmen believe the In-
formation and Education Program (Orientation) is not v/orthisMle.
Recommendations
That tidienever possible the airmen that are dissatisfied
vdth their job be re-assigned to jobs more to their liking.
That if possible increased responsibilities be given the
airmen that feel their job assignment is not up to their cap-
abilities.
That periodically each department head analyze the jobs
of the men under his jurisdiction. Maybe a change of viiork
load in a particular section might call for less or more man-
power.
That all airmen are made fully avvare of their full and
complete duties in their duty assignment.
That the imniediate superiors or the airmen give them a
vrord of praise much more often that they have in the past.
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This should only be done vifiien the airmen deserve it, but do
not be stingy. It does not cost anything and it mil do much
for betteiing the attitude of the men.
That the commissioned officers and non-commissioned
officers never reprimand an airman in front of or where their
fellow airaierTare able to hear it.
That squadron commanders be as sympathetic and under-
standing as possible viien talking with their airmen. Give
them full explanations and never cut them short. Give them
the feeling that you are truly interested in their welfare.
It will pay dividends.
That squadron commanders voluntaidly write more letters
of recommendation for their airmen vdien they feel that they
are doing or have done a good job. They should not be given
out indiscriminately but certainly more airmen are deserving
of them than are receiving them. A sub-ordinate likes to
know Ills efforts are really ^predated.
That a study of the Information and Education Program
(Orientation) as no it being conducted be made by the Base to
determine vdty such a large percentage of the airmen believe
it is not worthviniile. Much can be accomplished during this
orientation period if adequate advance preparation is made,
and the information is presented in an interesting manner.
LIVING COI-roiTEONS (On Base)
Findings and Conclusions
The condition of the barracks is one of the major morale problems of
the base. Tijd out of every three of the aimen describe the barracks as
inadequate. There are not nearly enough charters for married airmen. Two
out of seven of tlie airmen say that their barracks or home life is a
miserable one. This attitude is probably due mainly to the poor barracks.
An insufficient amount of government transportation is being furnished the
airmen on the base. Tito out of three of the airmen state this. Most of
the airmen believe that the prices charged at the post exchange and the
post commissary are eitlier lower or the same as the prices charged by
civilian stores. A large percentage of the airmen feel that the post
restricted
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exchange should carry a larger stock. Most of the airmen like the other
airmen they live vdth. One out of four of the Twives of the airmen is un-
satisfied mth being the vdfe of a service man. Tvjd out of three of the
airmen believe the laundry facilities on the station should be improved.
Tw) out of every five of the airmen believe the meals at the mess hall are
not so good or not good at all. Three out of four say tlie mess hall is
unattractive and they vrould not like to invite any of their civilian
friends to eat there. One out of fourteen of the airmen has been XuCL
since being at liTestover. One out of the fourteen believes the punishiaents
administered by Iris squadron conmander are unfair or unjust.
Recommendations
The improving of the condition of the barracks is considered
by this xvriter to be one of the major problems confronting the
base. The recommendations made by the airmen themselves are
listed on page 2h» Any of these conditions that can be remedied
vdll greatly improve the morale of the single men. It is realized
that funds for new barracks are probably not available but new
permanent barracks are definitely needed.
A vast number of married quarters are badly needed but
again it is realized that the base is making every effort to
obtain funds for this purpose. The attitude of the airmen’s
wives vrould be greatly improved if married quarters were avail-
able.
Recomiuend that if possible, a more adequate system of
transportation on the base be initiated. A very large per-
centage of the airmen are dissatisfied vdth the present service.
Recommend that the airmen be informed as to 'v^^iy the post
exchange cannot carry a larger amount of stock. A separate
study by the post exchange may show that certain items in
demaxrd are not being stocked.
That a study be made of the laundry facilities now avail-
able to personnel on the base. It vdll probably show v^iere con-
ditions can be improved. A very large majority of the airmen
are not satisfied.
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That a separate study of the mess situation be made by
the base. It is apparent that the meals are generally not
properly prepared and served.
That eveiy effort be made to make the mess halls as
attractive as possible. A study of the improvements that
can be made to improve the appearance of the mess halls is
advisable. Tnree out of four of the airmen believe that the
mess halls are unattractive. The airmen should be proud of
their mess hall.
That the punisliments administered by the squadron com-
manders be as fair and uniform as possible. It is realized
that each case is different and must be treated separately
but at the same time, a fairly uniform policy is generally
advisable,
A study of the AWOL’s in the various squadrons may in-
dicate to some degree vdiere and how the policies and practices
in the squadrons and on the base can be improved,
LIVIHG CONDITIONS (Off Base)
Findings and Conclusions
The majority of the men seek entertainment in the nearby cities once,
tvd.ce or three times each week. Most of the airmen either always or
usually find interesting and entertaining things to do in nearby towns.
Most of the airmen believe the nearby cities and tovms offer adequate places
of entertainment. The five types of entertainment the men seek in tovjn in
the order of their frequency of mention were (1) Attend movies (2) Dance
(3) Drink (U) Shop (5) Dine, The complete list is on page 28, Only one
out of three of the single airmen "date" regularly any of the girls living
in the nearby tovais. Two out of five of the airmen find it difficult to
meet girls living in the nearby towns, Practicalily all of the airmen de-
sire to go out with girls with high moral standards. Less than half of the
airmen over automobiles. Only a small number of the men belong to any civil-
ian organizations or groups in town. About half of the airmen have civiliai
friends in the local tovais. Most of the airmen believe they are treated
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fairl/ well in the cities and tovffis hear the base. Most of the men either
visit their home toms or stay in the vicinity of the base when they have
a three-day pass. The five types of entertainment that the airmen most
desire in the order of their frequency of mention are (l) Dancing (2) Attend
movies ( 3 ) Bowling (k) Drinking (5 ) Stage Shows. The complete list is on
page 29.
The local cities and towns offer the aimen all the types of enter-
tainment that they desire.
Recommendations
Tliat the base malce as many contacts with civilian groups
and organizations in to'vm as possible and that the base en-
courage the airmen to join these organizations. It will give
the airmen a chance to meet the better type girls as well as
gi"ving them an opportunity to make many civilian friends.
That the airraen be encouraged 'to make many civilian
friends. Good public relations can be developed through
tills medium.
SOCIAL AITO RBCRBATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Findings and Conclusions
The present social program on the base takes care of the desires and
interests of most of the ainnen either very well or fairly vfell. Three out
of five of the men find interesting and entertaining things to do on the
base. Half of the men do not believe the athletic program on the base is
adequate. Of those "who did not think they were in the same physical con-
dition as vhen they arrived on the base—tvace as many believed they were in
worse physical condi'bion as those that thought they were in better physical
condition. Tlie advance publicity now given 'to social and athletic events
is not as adequa^be as it might be.
Most of the airmen actually participate in either team or individual
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i. AviC' A LjXJ
(or both) sports during one season of the year. One out of three engages
in some type of athletics during all seasons of the year. Very few of the
airmen are regularly spectators at base sporting events. Half of the air-
men see a movie at the base theatre at least once each week. Two out of
three men have a hobby. A very small percentage of the airmen utilize the
facilities of the library regularly. One out of four attend the service
club regularly. About half of the N.C.O.’s are members of the non-com-
missioned officers* club.
The five types of entertainment (sports and social) that the airmen
stated they desire on the base most are: (1) Dances (2) Baseball
(3) Basketball (4) Football (5) Movies. The complete list is shown on
page 33.
Less than half of the aimen consider their day room adequate.
Recommendations
That the Personnel Services Officer review the list (page 33)
showing the type of entertainment (sports and social) that the air-
men desire on the base and use it as a guide in in^Droving the base
social and athletic program.
That the base athletic program be expanded as the present
program apparently only takes care of the interests and needs of
half of the men. Many men feel that their physical condition is
worse now than when they arrived at the base. An expanded intra-
mural program that includes both team and individual sports might
reach more of the men.
That increased advanced publicity be given to all athletic
and social events.
That a year round athletic program that is wide and varied
be initiated so that more of the men will participate in athletics
the year round.
That increased publicity be given to base athletic events,
social events, the hobby shop, the library, the service club,
and the N.C.O. club so that the airmen will be stimulated to
utilize their leisure time in one or more of these worthwhile
places.
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That the day rooms of the squadrons be improved. Half of
the men are not satisfied with the present day rooms.
RELIGION
Findigqs and Conclusions
Half of the airmen never attend church. Only one out of every five of
the airmen attends church once each week. Only a small percentage of the
airmen ever seek information or advice from the Base Chaplain, Half of the
airmen stated that the main reason they did not attend church was that they
were too lazy to get out of bed. Only 4 per cent stated that they did not
believe in religion. One out of five of the airmen stated that attending
church services does not make them feel any better.
Recommendations
That every available means of publicity be utilized by
the Chaplain in an attempt to get the men interested in attend-
ing church, Sunday School, clubs, and so on.
That the Chaplain mix with the airmen as much as possible
so that they will feel that he is a ‘'regular guy".
The organization of singing and choral groups by the Base
Chaplain might interest more men in attending church,
THE FUTURE
Findings and Conclusions
One out of every four of the airmen believed he would eventually attain
the rank of a commissioned or warrant officer. Seven out of ten believed
they would eventually attain the rank of Technical Sergeant or better if
they stayed in the service. Seven out of ten believed the air force offers
them a career. More than half of the airmen had never seen the air force
manual listing the schools they might make application for. ALmost one-
half of the airmen have never attended an air force school other than basic
training. One in nine airmen have an application filed at the present tirae
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for an air force school. One out of every four of the airmen have received
promotions in the last 12 months. Tivo out of five have not received
promotions in the last three years. Three out of five of the airmen do not
understand the promotion policy now in effect, 'fwo out of seven of the air-
men are now taking one or more correspondence courses through the U.S.
Armed Forces Institute. One out of four of the airmen have less than six
months remaining in their present enlistment. Two out of five have more
than two years remaining in their present enlistment. One out of every two
of the airmen state that they are almost sure or probably will re-enlist
again. One out of five states he would not re-enlist.
Recommendations
That the air force manual entitled "Prospectus of Training
Courses in the U.S.A.F." be made readily available to all airmen.
This manual lists the requirements and other information on all
air force schools that the airmen can make application for.
That the airmen be encouraged to make application for air
force schools. Wot only will the airman enhance the opportunity
to better himself but will increase his usefulness to the air
forces.
That the promotion policy now in effect be posted on each
squadron bulletin board so that the men know "v/hat is going on".
An informed man is usually a happier man.
That the airmen be encouraged to take correspondence courses
through the U.S. Armed Forces Institute. All airmen lacking a
year or so of high school should be encouraged to take sufficient
courses so that they can earn a high school diploma.
PERSONAL—PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
Findings and Conclusions
The majority of the airmen believe that the air force usually does not
keep the promises it makes. The majority of the airmen believe a lot or
some of their duty time is used in things that do not seem important to
them. The military control and discipline on the base is just about right
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maybe not quite strict enough. One out of three of the airmen are bothered
quite a bit or a great deal -when they are asked to do things they do not see
a good reason for doing. Most of the airmen feel that they have a clear
understanding of the reason they have to carry out their air force duties.
One out of tv>io of the airmen believe that the civilians look down on him
when they see him in uniform and that he hesitates wearing his uniform in
town. Most of the men feel that their uniform fits well or pretty well. One
out of two of the airmen saves part of his monthly pay. Three out of ten
of the airmen would hesitate about going to see the air inspector if they
believed they were being unjustly treated by their squadron commander.
One in four of the airmen stated that they feel in "low spirits" most of
the time. Most of the airmen consider the officer in charge of them as
being a good or fair leader.
Recommendations
That the base, group and squadron make every effort to
"stick by" its policies and plans as closely as possible.
The continual changing of orders, plans and policies is one
of the biggest coirralaints the airmen have. They never are
exactly sure what is coming next.
That the airmen be completely informed as to vMhy they
are told to do certain things. They cannot always see the
reasons themselves. An informed man is usually a happier man.
That the military control and discipline be made a
little stricter, if changed at all.
That the airmen be informed of the great chance they have
to make the air force the most respected branch of the service
if they start out wearing the new blue uniform as it should be
worn. This uniform has never been seen by the public. If the
airmen wear the uniform correctly and act like gentlemen, the
public will treat the men in the air force with respect and
honor.
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GENEIUL FIIIDINGS
A. Main Reasons That the Men Give for Not Being Completely Satisfied
The ten main reasons given by the airmen for not being conpletely sat-
isfied with the Base (listed in the order of frequency of mention).
1. Poor Housing.
2. Inadequate mess hall and poor food
3. Promotion possibilities are poor
4. Do not like job (malassignment)
5. Duty hours too long
6. Recreation facilities on the base are inadequate
7. Transportation on the base is poor
8. Base too far from my home town
9. Base "spread out" too much
10.
Unstableness of the service
Note: The complete list is on page 42
Recommendations (also see recommendations made elsewhere in this report
That everjdihing possible be done to improve the condition
of the barracks and to obtain additional married quarters.
That a complete study be made of the messing conditions
on the base.
That the promotion policy now in effect be explained fully
both verbally and in writing to all of the airmen.
That whenever possible a change of duty assignment be made
whenever the airman is malassigned or very unhappy in his present
job.
That whenever it is necessary for the airman to work over-
time that the need for the extra work be explained to him and
that the extra work performed is something worthwhile.
That the recommendations on pages 137 - 148 be followed.
That the transportation service on the base be increased
and improved.
That the airmen be given as much advance notice as possible
on movements and changes of policy.
With the Base,
Findings and Conclusions
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That the need for the perfor^nce of all extra duty details
be explained fully to the airmen and that all really unnecessary
details be eliminated.
That all base policies be made as clear as possible and
that as few changes as possible be made in the policies after
they have been adopted.
That better cooperation and coordination be maintained
between all units connected in any way with the base.
That all the commanding officers treat the men as fairly
as possible and make the airmen feel that they have a real
interest in their welfare.
That the policy of turning in Class A passes be restudied.
This seems to bother a number of airmen.
That the policy of separate ration men doing K.P. duty be
restudied.
That only necessary inspections be performed.
Note: The other recommendations noted elsewhere in this chapter
cover the rest of the reasons the airmen gave for not be-
ing completely satisfied with the base. (See pages ij.2-3)
.
B. Main Reasons That the Airmen Gave for Liking the Base .
Findings and Conclusions
The ten main reasons given by the airmen for liking the base are
(listed in the order of frequency of mention).
1. Location of base *
2. Like work
3 . Like personnel
4 . Located near airman’ s home town
5 . Fair and considerate officers
6. Good N.C.O. club
7 . Like base theatre
8. Good entertainment and recreation on the base
9. Good service club
10.
Post exchange is good
Note: The complete list is given on page 44.
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Recommendations
That the complete list above be studied so that the base
commander can see what the airmen like about V/estover Field.
This will give him an idea as to what are the major attractions
the base offers its personnel,
C. Main Advantages the Airmen Believed They Gained from Being in
the Air Force .
Findings and Conclusions
The main advantages the airmen believed the air force has to offer
them are (listed in the order of their frequency of mention):
1. Chance for further education
2. Get a good job
3 . Security
4. Good retirement plan
5. Chance to get ahead (advancement)
6 . Good pay
7. Chance to travel
8. Inprove standard of living
9. Good future
10
Good officers
Note: The complete list is given on page
Recommendations
Many men stated "none" or gave no answer to this question.
It is recommended that at some future squadron meeting that this
topic be discussed. Many aimen fail to realize the many advantages
the air force has to offer over civilian jobs. It may help
re-enlistments too.
D. Main Disadvantages the Airmen Believed They are Susceptible to
by Being in the Air Force .
Findings and Conclusions
The ten main disadvantages as listed by the airmen are:
1. Too much imstability
2. Cannot get ahead
3. Poor housing
4. Insufficient pay
5. Inefficient commissioned and non-commissioned officers
6. Too far from home town
7. Do not like job (malassignment)
8. Cannot quit
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9. Segregation of colored airmen
10. Cannot transfer
Note: The complete list is given on page 45.
Recommendations
The recommendations made elsewhere in this Chapter cover
the disadvantages listed above.
E. Attitude of Airmen According to Rank .
Findings and Conclusions
That the higher the rank the better seems to be the attitude of the
airmen on most of the items used in this survey. Generally speaking the
higher the rank the higher is the morale of the airmen. (See complete
list of findings on pages 47 - 6?.
Recommendations
That a fair and consistent promotion policy be established
and that all promotions possible be made. The more rank the
better seems to be the attitude of the airmen.
That more help, guidance and planned activities are needed
for the privates and privates first class than for the higher
ranks.
That the officers and non-commissioned officers show more
tolerance and patience with the lower ranked airmen.
F. Attitude of the Airmen According to Marital Status .
Findings and Conclusions
That the married airmen generally have better attitudes toward most of
the items included on this survey than do the single men.
The single men utilize the facilities on the base more than do the
married men.
Note: See complete list of findings on pages 6? - 81.
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Recommendations
That the social and recreational activity program on
the base be aimed primarily at meeting the needs of the
single man.
G. Attitude of the Airmen According to Length of Service .
Findings and Conclusions
That the airmen with the longer length of service generally have better
attitudes toward most of the items included on this survey than do the air-
men with a lesser amount of service.
Note: See complete list of findings on pages 81-96.
Recommendations
That the social and recreational activity program on
the base be aimed primarily at meeting the needs of the
newer enlistees.
That clearer explanations and more detailed reasons for
doing certain things be given to the airmen with the least
amount of service.
That the officers and non-commissioned officers show
more tolerance and patience with the airmen with the least
amount of service,
H. Attitudes of Airmen According to iLducational Background .
Findings and ConcJ.usions
The attitudes of the group that had some college and the group that
went no further than the eighth grade seemed to generally have better
attitudes than the other two educational grouos.
The group that had some high school but did not finish high school
seem to generally have the poorest attitudes on the items listed on this
survey. (See complete list of findings on pages 96 - 117.)
The higher the education the more the airmen believed the follov*iing:
I. The better the airmen understand the full duties of their duty
assignment,
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2. That their present duty assignment v;ill lead to a better job.
3. That their immediate superiors treat them better,
4. The less vjorthwhile the Information and Education meetings are.
5. The happier their home or barracks life is.
6. The less they think of the meals and the attractiveness of the
mess hall.
7. The fairer and more just they believe the punishments administered
by the squadron commanders are,
8. The more is the chance that they have a hobby.
9. The better is the chance that the airmen have seen the air force
manual listing the schools that are available.
10, The more air force schools they have attended.
11. The more is the chance the airman is taking a correspondence course
Recommendations
That clearer explanations and more detailed reasons for
doing things be given to the airmen vdth the least amount of
education. Especially the two lower educational groups.
That more encouragement be given the airmen with the
lower educational backgrounds.
That the social and recreational program on the base
be directed primarily at the group that did not finish high
school.
I. Attitudes of the Airmen According to Group .
Findings and Conclusions
A check list was prepared utilizing all the items used on this study.
No attempt was made to weigh the item.s, A rating scale of 1 through 4 was
used. The group having the best attitude on an item was given a 1 and so
forth, the least a 4. The scores were totaled. It is realized that this
check list will only give a rough estimate of the relative morale of the
various groups. The results of the scores on the list are as follows:
(The lowest score indicates the best attitudes or morale.)
Points
1. Air Base Group
2. Domicile Units
3. Maintenance and Supply Group
4. Air Transport Group
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The points scored by the first three mentioned groups are fairly close
but there is quite a difference in the total points for the Air Transport
Group. It appears that the morale of the airmen in the Air Transport Group
is much lower than the morale in the other three groups.
Note: See complete list of findings and the check list on pages 117 -
136 .
Recommendations
That the group commander of the Air Transport Group survey
his units to see if it is possible to determine why his units
seem to have a lower morale (poorer attitudes) than the \mits
in the other groups. The tables included on page 134 inay be
of value in the study of this problem.
PLSTiUCTED
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APPENDIX

Aim.EN ATTITUDE INQUIRY i ES'i'iUCTED /
1
(o
NOTE TO AIRMEN - Po not place your name or serial number anywhere, on this sheet#
Answer all questions and feel free to express your opinions
frankly and honestly. Nobody is going to attempt to find ou|i
how you answered. The results of this and other inquiry forms
will be carefully analyzed. The results of the. completed sur-
vey will be given to the Base Commander,
HOW TO FILL OUT THIS FORM • 1, Place a check mark (v^ in the one pair of par-
entheses in front of the number which best
describes your feeling or attitude on that parr
ticular question, •
X
2, Whenever a blank line appears - fill in with V
words of your own choice,
I, BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A, Wing - I600th Air Transport Wing, ATID-MATS
B, Group (Check (') one)
(') 1, IpOOth Air Base Group ( ) 3, 1600th Maint & Sup Gp
( ) 2, 1600th Air Transport Gp ' ( ) ii. Domicile Unit
C, Squadron (Check (y) one")
( ) 1, . Hq & Hq Sq, l600th ATW
( ) 2. Hq & Hq Sq, 1600th ABG
( ) 3, l600th Air Police Sq
( ) 4, l600th Base Service Sq
( ) 5, 1600th Casual Sv Sq
( ) 6, 1600th Communications
( ) 7, 1600th Food Service
( ) 8, 1600th Insta'Ilations
( ) 9, 1600th IVAF Squadron
( )10* 1600th Motor Vehicle
( ) 11, 1600th Medical Sv Sq
( •) 12, Hq & Hq Sq, l600th M^S G
( ) 13, 1600th Maint Squadron
( ) 14, 1600th Supply Squadron
( ) 15, Hq & Hq Sq, l600th AT‘ Gp
( ) 16, 1250th Air Transport Sq
( ) 17, 1251st Air Transport Sq
( ) 18, 1252nd Air Transport Sq
(• ) 19, 1600th .Air Traffic Sq
D, Race (Ciieck,(.v) one) ( ) Gblored' ( ) White
E. Your Rank? (Check (v) one)- *'
(
)
1. Private ( ) 5. Staff Sergeant
( 2. Private First-Class ( ) 6, Technical Sergeant
( 3, Corporal ( ) 7, Master Sergeant
( ) 4. Sergeant
F, Number of years in the military service?
( ) 1, Less than one (1) year,
( ) 2, One (1) year to three (3) years, inclusive,
( ) 3, More than three (3) years, through six (6) years,
( ) 4, More than six (6) years, through nine (9) years,
( ) 5« . More than nine (9) years, through twenty (20) years,
( ) 6, More than twenty (20) years,
G, Number of months you have been stationed at this base?
( ) 1, Less than 6 months,
( ) 2, 6 months to 12 months, inclusive,
( ) 3, More than 12 months, through 24 months,
( ) 4, More than 24 months, through 36 months,
( ) 5, More than 36 months ago,
,
'
, i .
.1
H. Age? RESTkIC; LD
( ) 1. 17 - 19 years ( ) 4; 36 - 45 years
( ) 2. 20 - 25 years ( ) 5 ; 46 years or over
( ) 3. •26 - 35 years
I. Marital Status? ••
( ) 1. Single ( ) 4» 7/idowed
( ) 2. Engaged ( ) 5, Separated
( ) 3. Married . ( ) 6. Divorced
Ji The section of the United States you come from is:
( ) 1. Northeast ( ) 3, South
( ) 2, Midwest ( ) 4. West
K* Your home town is approximately:
( ) 1* Within 25 miles of. the base,
( ) 2, Betv/een 26 - 50 miles from the base,
( ) 3, Between 51 - 150 miles from the base,
( ) 4* Between 151 - 300 miles from the base;
( ) 5o Between. 301 - 500 miles from the base;
( ) 6, Between 501 • 1000 miles from the base,
( ) 7, Over 1000 miles from the base,
L, Are you on flight status? (check one) ( ) Yes ’ ( ) No
M, How far did you go in school?
( ) 1, Did not finish the 8th grade,
( ) 2, Finished the 8th grade,
( ) 3* Some, high school but did not finish,
'
( ) 4» Graduated from high school,
( .) 5, Some, college,
( ) 6, Finished college,
N, State briefly the mission of your base (purpose- of your base).
II. HEALTH
A, Do you consider your state of health to be:
( ) 1, Excellent ( ) 3, Poor
( ) 2, Fair
B, How would you describe the medical attention given you?
( ) 1, Very good ( ) 3# Not so good
( ) 2, Fairly good ( ) 4* Not good at all
C, How would you describe the dental attention given you?
( ) 1,. Very good ( ) 3, Not so good
( ) 2,. Fairly good ( ) 4# Not good at all
it
D, (Answer if you have dependents) Is any medical treatment given your
dependents? (check one) ( ) Yes ( ) No
KEST^-lCTr-s.
'--^liUCTEuE* * (Answer if married) How would you generally describe the health of
your dependents?
( ) 1. Excellent
( ) 2. Fair
( ) 3. Poor
FINANCES
A* Can you get along on your present pay v/ithout going into debt?
( ) Yes ( ) No
B, Do you think you get*
( ) 1, The right amount of pay*
'
( )» 2, Too little pay*
( ) 3* Too much pay*
C, Considering everything - clothing, housing, food, medical care, retire
ment and all other things you get by being in the Air 'Force, how much
more would you guegs a civilian would have to earn a year to make as
much 'as you do?
( ) 1. Same
( ) 2* About $200 more
( ) 3* About $500 mdre
( ) 4* About $1000 more
D, Are you always paid on time?
( ) Yes
( ) 6* About $3000 more
( ) 7a About $4000 more
( ) 8* About $5000 more
( ) 9c Mox'e than ‘$5000 more
(Except when it is your fault)
( ). No
E* (Answer if married) Are your family allotment checks coming through
regularly? ( ) Yes ( j No
IV* WORKING CONDITIONS '
A* V/hat is your primary MOS? (Military Occupational Specialty) Give
number : .
B* What is your present duty assignment? (describe)
C,' Vifhaf is your duty MOS? (Give number
(
D* Do you like your present duty assignment?
( ) 1* Yery well ( ) 3* Not at all
' ( ) 2* Fa.irly well
•
'
E, Which of the following do you think applies to your duty assignment?
( ) 1. It is about right for my training and experience
' ( ) 2o It is an insignificant job - it is not up to my capabil-
ities
( ) 3* It is too difficult for me to handle adequately
F* Do you understand clearly your full duties in your duty assignment?
( ) Yes ( ) No
G* Do you consider that you do a fair eight (8) hour day*s work?
( ) Yes ( ) No
3
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H, Do you foel you arc steadily improving your ability to do your >v
assigned job? X''
( ) Yes ( .) No .
I, Do you feel that your present duty assignment will eventually lead jbo
a better job? <
( ) Yes ( ) No
J, Does your immediate superior (Officer or NCO) on your duty assignment
treat you:
( ) 1, Very well ( ) 3* Unjustly
( ) 2* Fairly well
'
- . :
# •• •
K* Does your immediate superior (Officer or NCO) give you a v/ord of
praise when you do a portion of your job assignment well?
( ) 1.’ Never '{) Ifot as often as I
'
’
( ) 2. As often as I deserve deserve.
( ) 4*, Too often
L. When you have been ’’chewed out” or reprimanded by yjour immediate super-
ior, has he done it v/hen you werej
( ) 1* Alone .• ... .
( ) 2* Where other airmen could hear him
( ) 3* Both when I was alone and also when other airmen could
hear him
,
.
.
•
C ) Never ;
M. Do you resent being ’’chewed out” in front of other airmen?
( ) Yes ( ) No . ;
N* Which of the following do you thinlc applies to your squadron commander?
( ) 1# Ho has a real interest in ray v/elfare
( ) 2. He has some interest in my welfare
( ) 3* He has very little interest in my welfare • ,
•
-
- ( ••) 4# He has
-
no interest in my welfare ; .
0* Does your squadron commander give you a word 'of praise when -you ^(;io a
portion of your duty well?
( ) !• Never .. ) ,3«. .Not as often as I
( ) 2» As often as I deserve deserve
•
'•
....... ( .1,4« Too often
P." Has a letter- of recommendation or comnehdatioh ever been given you by
any of your squadron commanders?
( ,) Yes ( ) Mo ,
'
.
Q. Are you normally given a ten (10) minute ”break’’ about halfway through
,
, ( ) 1# Morning ( ) 3* Both morning & afternoon /'
C. ) 2* Afternoon >{ ') 4* Never
^
r
R» Do you like the airmen you work with? (
( ) !• All of them ( ) 3# Practially none of them
('
) 2* Most of them ( ) 4* None ,of ‘them
. 1 .
S» Do you like the officers in your squadron?
( ) 1, All of them ( ) Practially none of them
.( ) 2. Most of them ( ) 4« None of them
RiXS'TAICTEu
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T* Do you like the officers on the base?
( ) 1, All of them that I know ( ) 3* Practially none of then
( ) 2* Most of them that I know that I know
'
( ) 4* None of ^then that I Imow
U* Do you like the NCO's that have jurisdiction over you?
( ) 1, All of theia ( ) 3» Practically none of then
( ) 2. Most of then { ) 4« None. of them
V, Do you think the ’’Information and Education” meetings (Orientation) are
v/orthwhile? '
( ) Yes ( ) No
y, LIVING CONDITIONS (ON BASE)
'
''
A* < (Ansv/er if living in the barracks) V/hich of the following do you believe
describes your barracks?
( ) 1. Excellent ( ) 3» Inadequate .
( ) 2, Adequate .
B* (Answer if living in the barracks) What improvements do you recommend
for your .barracks?
2
.
3.
:
C, (Answer if married) Do you occupy government quarters?
( ) Yes , ( ) No
D* Which of the folloiving applies to your hone or barracks life?
( ) 1* It is a very happy one
( ) 2* It is a moderately happy one
( ) 3» It is' a miserable one ' •
F.
G.
H.
(Answer if
.
you have children) Are adequate transportation facilities
availajple to transport your children to and from school?
( ) Yes ' ( ) No .
Considering the layout of the base, do you consider that the amount of
transportation given to personnel on the base is adequate?
( ) Yes ( ) No
V/hich of the following do you think applies to the prices changed by the
post exchange? ' .....
( ) 1« Lower than civilian stores .
( ) 2* About the sane as civilian stores ,
.
( ) 3.» Higher than civilian stores
f
Do you consider that the post exchange
,
carriea a sufficient supply of
stock considering the size of your base?
( ) Yes , ..V
, ...;( ) No ..
i
.,1 I 5 idCiL
I
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I, Which of the foUov/ing do you think applies to the prices charged hy th€
post commissary?
. ,
( ) 1# Lower than civilian stores
( ) 2* About the same as civilian stores
( ) 3* Higher than civilian stores
J* (Answer if living in barracks or government quarters.) Do you like most
of the airmen that live in or near your barracks or quarters?
( ) Yes ( ) No
K. Do you like most of the airmen in your squadron?
( ) Yes ( ) No
L. (Answer if married) IThat would you say best describes your wife*s atti-
tude toward being an ’’Array V/ife”?
( ) 1, Very satisfied
( ) 2. Moderately satisfied
( ) Unsatisfied
M* How would you describe the laundry facilities on the station?
( ) 1. Good ( ) 3« Poor or none
( ) 2« Not so good
N, Are the meals in the mess hall normally:
,
•
( ) 1* Very good . ( ) 3# Not so good
( ) 2, Fairly good ( ) 4« Not good at all.
0* Is the mess hall attractive?
( ) Yes ( ) No
'
P* Would you be proud to take any of your civilian friends to eat at your
mess hall?
-
.
( ) Yes ( ) No
Q* Have you been Al/OL (absent without leave) at your present base?
( ) Yes ( ) No
R* Do you believe the punishments handed out by your squadron commander are
( ) 1* Very fair and just ( ) 3* Unfair and unjust
( ) 2* Usually fair and just , .
VI* LIVING CONDITIONS (OFF BASE)
A* How many times each week do you leave the base (or your home if you ^ve
in town) and go to one of the nearby towns for entertainment? '
( ) 1* Hardly ever ( ) 4* Four »or five times ea v/eek
( ) 2. Once each week ( ) 5* Six or seven times ea week
( ) 3« Two or three times a v/eek
B« Do you usually find interesting and entertaining things to do in town?
( ) 1, Always find interesting and entertaining .things to do
( ) 2» Usually find interesting and entertaining things to do
( ) 3* Hardly ever find interesting and entertaining things to dor
( ) 4* Never find interesting and entertaining things to da
RF-Sr:'.lCTEO6
C, Do you think the nearby cities and tovms offer adequate places and types
of entertainment?
( ) Yes ( ) No
D. f/hat do you usually do v/hen in town?
1
.
^
•
:
3.
E. (Answer if single)
nearby towns?
( ) Yes
Do you date regularly any of the girls living in the
( ) No
F, (Answer if single) Is it difficult to meet girls in the nearby cities or
towns?
( ) Yes ( ) No
G. (Answer if single) l/hat type of girl do you really desire to ’’date"?
( ) 1» One with a high moral standard
( ) 2, One with a lij£ moral standard
Do you have an automobile?
( ) Yes ( ) No
I. Do you belong to any civilian organizations or groupis in town?
( ) Yes ( ) No
J. Do you regularly visit some of your civilian friends living in the nearby
towns ?
( ) Yes ( ) No
"
K# How are you being treated in the city or tov/ns near
_
your base?
( ) 1, Very well ( ) 3c 'Rather badly
( ) 2* Fairly well' " ( ) Very badly
L. On week-ends or v/hen you have a three-day pass do you usually
( ) 1, Visit your home town ( ) ,3« S.tay in and around the
( ) 2. Stay at the base yio'.rity of the base &
iDcal towns
( ) 4» Visit cities that are nc
in the near vicinity of
the base (more than 25
^miles away)
M. What would you like to do when you go to town if all types of entertain-
ment were possible? (State in the- order of your preference )'
l._ •
2*___ . •
VII.
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SOCIAL AND- RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
k. Is the present social program (dances, parties, etc) adequate at your
base to take care of your desires and interests?
( ) 1, Very v/ell ( ) Not very well
( ) 2, Fairly well ,( ) 4, Not at all
B, Do you usually find interesting things ..to do on the base 'in your offr
.duty tine?
( ) 1 .
. ( ) 24
( ) 3.
( ) 4.
Always find interesting and entertaining things’ to do
Usiialiy find' interesting and entertaining things to ^o
Hardly ever find interesting and enterbaining things to do
Never find interesting and entertaining things to do
C. Is the present athletic program (sports) adequate at your base to take
care of your desires and interests?
(' ) Yes ( ) No
D, Would you say that you are in better or worse physical conc^tion.now
than when you pame to this base?
( ) I 4 ' Better nov/ than before I., came to this base
( ) 2. About the same as before I came to this base
( ) 3. VTorse nov7 than before I came to this base
E. What types of sports (base, intramural or on your own) do you actually
participate in? ,
'
( ) 1» Team sports (basketball, football, softbaH,- baseball, etc)
•'’(
) 2, Individual sports (tennis, golf, handball, skiing, etc*)-
( ) 3. None at all »
( ) 4. Both team and individual sports '' ]-
F. Do you actually participate in some
following seasons?
( ) 1. Fall
•’
( ) 2* Winter
• ( ) 3 4 Spring and Summer
( ) 4« Fall and Winter
type of sport or athletics during tb
( )• 5# Winter, Spring and Summer
( ) 64 Fall, Spring ancj Summer'*-
( ) 7. All seasons
( ) 8. Never participate
G* Are you a spectator at base athletic contests?
' ( ) 1. Regularly ( ) 3# Once in awhile
"
( ) 24 Never
Is adequate advance publicity given to athletic and social events that
are offered at,your base?
( ) Yes ( ) No
I. Do you have a hobby (other than sports) such as photography, vjoodxiorkiijf
.2-. etc? V
( •) Yes ( ) No
J, How often d-o you normally see a movie at the base?
( ) I 4 Three times each week,, , ( .) .34 - Once- a* week’
'
( ) 2* Twice 'each' week " ( ) 4* Hardly ever
K, Do you us© the facilities of the base library?
( ) 1. Regularly ( ) 3,. Never
.( ) 24 • Occasionally
T;
A.
1 '*
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L, Do you attend the recreation hall or service club regularly?
( ) Yes ' ( ) No
M, (Answer if you are an NGO) Do you belong to the NCO Club?
( ) Yes ( ) No
N, Do you consider your squadron day room adequate?
( ) Yes ( ) No
O, IThat type of entertainment (sports or social) do you desire on the base
(List in order of your preference)
1.
2.
::
3,
..
•
4
,
5
,
yill. RELIGION
\
A. On the average, how often have you attended church services since you
have been at your present base?
( ) 1, Once or more times a week ( ) 3* About once a month
( ) 2* Two or three times a month ( ) 4« Never
B, Which' of these things did you do last week?
( ) 1« Attended regular church services on the base
( ) 2, Attended regular church services in town
( ) 3# Did not attend church services
C* Have you ever asked the chaplain for information or advice?
( ) Yes ( ) No
D* Probably the^main reason you don’t go to church regular is:
( ) 1» Too lazy to get up
( ) 2, Because most of the other airmen don’t go
( ) 3« Attending a church service doesn’t make me feel any better
( ) 4* Do not believe in religion
{) 5 * Do attend regularly
IX. THE FUTURE
A. If you stay in the Air Force v?hat rank do you think you v;ill eventuallj
attain?
( ) 1, Private First Class or Corporal ( ) 4. Warrant Officer
( ) 2, Sergeant or Staff Sergeant ( ) 5. Officer
( ) 3. Technical Sergeant or Master Sergeant
B, Do you think the Air Force offers you a career?
( ) Yes ( ) No
C. Have you seen and read the ’’Prospectus of Training Courses in the USAF”
(It lists the requirements & other information on Air Force Schools)
( ) Yes ( ) No
'57AJCTE1.9
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D, How many kir Force Schools other than basic training have you attended?
( ) 1# None - . ( • ) 3. Two ,
( ) 2« One ( ) 4* Three, or more
E, Have you an application filed. ,at the present time for 'an Air Force
School?
( ) Yes ( ) No i
F, How many months ago did you receive your last promotion?
( ) 1« V/ithin six months ago ^ ,
( ) 2* More than 6 months ago, up to and including 12 months ago
( ) More than 12 months ago, up^to .and including 36 months ago
( ) 4« More than 36 months ago, up to and including 72 months ago
( ) 5# More than 72 months ago,
^
_
G, Do you understand the promotion policy that is now, in effect in the Air
Force? -
( ) Yes ( ) No
H, Are you now taking any ^Correspondence Courses or Self-Teaching Courses "
offered to airmen by the Air- Force (Through the U. S, Armed Forces
Institute),
( ) Yes . ( ) No
I, The time remaining in my present enlistment is:
( ) 1, Less than 6 months ( ) 3^* More than 12 months
( ) 2, .6 months to 12 months, inclusive through 24 months
( ) • 4, More than 24 months
J, After your present enlistment, is. up, do you plan to re.-enlist* again?
( ) 1, Almost sure I will
( ) 2, Probably will but may do something else
:
.( ): 3, Really not at all sure what I will do -
( ) 4, Probably will not re-enlist . ^
( ) 5* Sui»e I will not re-cnlist '
X. EERSONAL-PSICHOLOGICAL FACTORS ;
A, V/hen the Air Force s.ays it will do something, most of the time it ends
up really doing it?
( ) Agree ( ) Disagree '
B, How much of your duty time is used in doing things that do not seen
important to- you? .a. . ^
•( ) 1, None of it
'
‘ i- '( ) 3, '’ Some -of it
( ) 2, Only a little .of it . ') 4, A lot of it ^
i
*
C, i/hat do you think of the military control /and -discipline at this base?|^''.
( ) 1, It is not strict enough ( ) 3# It is too strict — v
( ) 2, It is about right
..
.
D, How much does it
. bother you when you' are: asked to do things that you
don’t see a good reason for doing?
( ) 1, Not at all . ( ) 3# Quite a bit
( ) 2* Not much 04* A great deal
KESr/vtCTEU10
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E, Do you feel you have a*- clear understanding of the reason why you have to
carry out your Air Force duties?
( ) !• Always have a clear understanding ( ) 4« Only some of the tim^
( ) 2. Usually have a clear understanding ( ) 5# Hardly ever
( ) 3* About half of the time
F, The attitude the civilians in town take vdien they see you in uniform is
( ) 1* No different than if I -wore' civilian clothes
( ) 2* More friendly
( ) 3* Look dovm on me
G« Are you hesitant about wearing your uniform in town?
( ) Yes . ( ) No
H, Does your Air Force dress uniform fit you well or not?
( ) 1. It fits well ( ) 3o It fits rather badly
( ) 2« It fits pretty well ( ) 4* It fits very badly
I, Do you regularly save part of your pay?
( ) Yes ( ) No
J, Would you hesitate to see the air inspector if you believed you v/ere
being unjustly treated by your squadron comnander?
( )Tes . . ( ) No
K, In general, how would you say you feel most of the time?
( ) 1, In good spirits ( ) 2^ In low spirits
L, Do you consider the officer in charge of you as being:
( ) 1* A good leader ( ) 3c Fairly low
( ) 2» A fair leader . ( ) 4«' Low
GENERAL OPINIONS
A* What are your main reasons for not being completely satisfied with your
present base? (list in order of dislike - the biggest dislike first etc)
!
2 ,
3*
4.
5.
II. I M—^ I I ,1 1,1 |, II U I, |M i,|, n I,Mil I I. „ . I . I, I —
B, What are the main things about your present base that you like ? (List
- in order of your preference)
1
.
2._
3 «
4 «
5 .
RLS7i;iCT£D
,
.
C, l/hat do you consider are the nain adivantages ‘-of being in the Air Forcg?
(List in order of your preference) i,'-
2*
3
,.
D* l/hat do you consider are the main disadvantages of' being in the £ir
Force? (List biggest disadvantage first, otcc.)
1
.
^
2
.
3o
4.
5 .
I
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HEADQUARTERS, iTESTOVER AIR FORCE BASE
(l600th Air Transport “Wing, ATLD-LIATS)
ViESTOVER FIELD, IvIASS,
111 February 19li9
Major Philip Neal
li|06 Coramonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass.
Dear Major:
lour letter to the Chief of Staff, Iftiited
States Air Force, dated 26 January 19li9, regarding use
of Westover Air Force Base for the purpose of studying
morale has been referred to this headquarters for action*
Permission is hereby granted for you to con-
duct a morale survey as requested. Upon your arrival at
this station it is requested you first contact the Base
Adjutant to malce such arrangements as are necessary.
Very truly yours.
s/ Ervin G. Haack
ERVIN G. HAACK
Major, U3AF
Adjutant
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RESTRICTED
I4O6 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Mass.
26 January 19ii9
SUBJECT: Graduate Thesis on the Morale of the Airmen.
TO: The Chief of Staff
Department of the Air Force
Headquarters, USilF
'k7ashington 25, D.C.
Attn: Dir. of Training & Requirements
1. The undersigned is a graduate student at Boston University
and desires to write his graduate thesis on the morale of the airmen.
2. It is hoped that this survey can be conducted at a base near
Boston, preferably at Westover Field, Uestover, Mass.
3. It is hoped that tvro hundred (200) airmen chosen at random
can be utilized in this study. It is planned that the survey will
be accomplished by means of a survey questionnaire and personal
interview. This completed study would be valuable to the wing
commander in evaluating the morale at his station, and in addition
the personal interview may uncover some factors affecting morale
that have been generally overlooked in the past.
i|. It is requested that permission be granted this officer to
conduct this survey at Yfestover Field, TiTestover, Mass, during the
next two months.
PHILIP 17EAL
Major, U3AF
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HSADQUARTiiRS, VfliSTOVER AIR FORCE BASE
(l600th AIR TRANSPORT YvING, ATLD-IylATS)
WESTOVER FIELD, MASS.
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TiAj/EGK/mt
7 March I9I4.9
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SUBJECT: Airmen Attitude Inquiry
TO: All Units on the Base
1, This headquarters has been requested by the Chief of Staff,
Iftiited States Air Force, to give all possible assistance to Major
Philip Neal in conducting an "Airman Attitude Inquiry" at this base
on 10 and 11 March 19h9»
2. Airmen inhose serial numbers end in 0, I4. or 7 vdll answer a
questionnaire at the Base Theater at one of four sessions to be held
at 1100 and l530 hours on Thursday, 10 March and Friday, 11 March.
3* All organizations vd.ll submit a roster to this headquarters
of airmen with serial numbers ending in 0, i; or 7 and the time and
date the airmen vd.ll report to the theater for ansvTering the question-
naire. Rosters will be for^varded so as to reach this headquarters no
later than 9 March V9h9» No substitutions will be made .
I4.. It is requested that organizations send an equal number of
airmen to each of the four sessions so that each session vd.ll have
approximately the same number of personnel attending.
5 . Airmen should report to the theater with a pencil. Attend-
ance will be taken. Sessions should not last more than minutes.
BY ORDER OF COLONEL BARZINSKI:
s/ Ervin G. Haack
ERVIN G. IIAACK
Major, USAF
Adjutant
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